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1 Introduction

This deliverable summarizes the contribution of the CoDyCo consortium in the domain of
whole-body controllers. First, a review of whole-body control is provided. The analysis of
existing research works in that domain clearly positions so-called whole-body controllers as
locally optimal, multi-tasks, hierarchical controllers applied to free-floating, underactuated
systems, namely humanoids. These local controllers assume the existence of some global
controllers providing them with a description of the tasks and contacts to be achieved at each
control instant. The contributions of the CoDyCo consortium in the domain of whole-body
controllers are then introduced and a concise description of the PhD and postdoc work of
Salini, Del Prete and Liu is provided. The report is concluded by a review of the application
of these works on the CoDyCo scenarii of Year 1 and Year 2.

2 Whole-Body control and the CoDyCo contribution

With the emergence of humanoid robots and virtual humans, a fairly large research effort is
concentrated on the control of these systems. They are indeed complex by nature and their
control remains an opened research question.

First, humanoids are free-floating, underactuated systems, i.e. systems whose configuration
is described by their n joint angles and their 3D pose expressed in some inertial frame1, while
only the joints are directly actuated. Their control is possible thanks to the existence of
contacts with the environment2. These contacts generate wrenches applied to the robot that
provide, if properly used, the missing actuation capabilities of the system. While these contacts
are necessary, they are challenging as:

• their existence is conditionned by several conditions:

– contact points (e.g. feet) can push on the environment (e.g. ground) but not pull:
contacts are unilateral;

– the contact forces have to lie in their associated Coulomb friction cone to avoid
slippage;

– the dynamic wrench applied at the center of mass of the robot has to be controlled
in such a way that it can actually be compensated for by the contact forces and
thus avoid tipping over.

• they largely constrain the pose of the contact points and thus the overall motion of the
system;

• they are discrete in nature: contrarily to wheeled systems, modifying the location of the
contact point in a controlled manner3 requires to break contact.

1This pose in SE(3) can be locally described using a minimal number of 6 coordinates.
2These contacts are generally located at the feet but can potentially occur anywhere at the surface of the

robot.
3i.e. without slipping.
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The second source of complexity comes from the large number of degrees of freedom
(DOF) and the tree structure of these systems. These characteristics imply what is generally
called ”redundancy” and provide the system with the capability to perform several tasks
concurrently. While redundancy is appealing, the execution of different tasks may not always
be compatible and proper hierachization has to be performed at the control level in order to
ensure that safety-critical tasks are not disturbed by less critical ones. This has a fairly large
computational complexity.

Finally, the control of such systems requires:

• a fairly good knowledge of their kinematic and dynamic model;

• access to measures or estimation of contact point locations (and potentially measures
of forces if they are to be precisely controlled);

• a measure of their 3D pose/velocity/acceleration in some inertial frame;

• a torque controlled robot.

Modeling and identifying the model parameters is thus of major importance. Proper sens-
ing (joint level odometry, force/torque sensing, inertial measurment units) and estimation
capabilities are also mandatory.

2.1 Whole-body control: global vs local control problem

Solving the global whole-body control problem as a whole, i.e. finding at each control instant
the adequate actuation torque given some high level mission description such as ”Move object
A from place B to C”, is beyond reach. As a consequence, what is meant by whole-body
control often corresponds to a local control problem, less complex than the global one.

The main assumption is that the operational tasks4 to perform at time t in order to
achieve a global goal are given. For simple missions, these tasks, their associated goals and
relative importances are very often predefined in a very ad hoc way. This is hardly possible
when considering the specific problem of changing the contact points location and controlling
balance. Indeed, although the dynamics of multibody systems are well understood, direct
approaches to resolve the motion of all degrees of freedom for locomotion is computationally
intractable in real-time due to their large number and to the non-linear behaviour of the system.

In fact, to generate dynamically balanced locomotion trajectories efficiently, current meth-
ods are based on simplified models of the robot dynamics [1]. One of the most widespread
model is the Inverted Pendulum Model (IPM) [2], where the mass of the robot is assumed to
be concentrated at its center of mass (CoM). Although more accurate models are sometimes
required [3], the simple IPM is suitable for many situations where the rotational inertial effects
of the robot arms, legs and torso are negligible or can compensate for each other. An example

4Operational space tasks are often expressed in 3D space and associated to end-effectors but the concept
can be extended to any space that can be expressed as a function of joint space coordinates, including the
joint space itself.
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of such a scenario includes walking at a moderately fast pace. When all the contacts are
coplanar, a point, sometimes called the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) [4], that is of particular
interest can be defined. Although this name has led to confusion about its physical nature
[5], it is often used. A system is considered dynamically balanced if the ZMP lies within the
support region, i.e. the 2D convex hull of the contact points [6]. In the IPM, the relationship
between the CoM and ZMP dynamics is defined by nonlinear differential equations. However,
if the vertical displacements of the CoM are set in advance, the relationship can be decoupled
and expressed as linear differential equations. This substantially simplifies the problem into
one that can be more efficiently and easily implemented for locomotion trajectory generation
and gait control. The trajectory generation problem has been studied through analytical
approaches [7, 8, 9], and more recently, using convex optimization with constraints on the
ZMP in discrete time [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The efficiency of convex optimization solvers
allows them to be used within model predictive control (MPC ) schemes. This is important in
the real-time implementation of reactive walking. However, the ZMP+MPC approach suffers
from two main drawbacks: 1) the trajectory of the CoM height (z-direction) must be known
or fixed in advance, and 2) the contact points must always be coplanar, making this approach
unsuitable for walking in complex unstructured environments or if the arms are to also be
used. Due to these two restrictions, the ZMP+MPC approach can be regarded as a 2D CoM
planner that operates in the horizontal xy-plane only.

If real-time is not a constraint, motion planning techniques based on probabilistic searches
[16] have been extended to humanoids and can also be used, mostly in an offline fashion, to
generate feasible motions for the overall system [17, 18, 19, 20].

Overall, given the assumption that tasks are provided, the local whole-body control problem
can be formulated as follows: at each control time, given a set of nt tasks to be perfomed and
their relative importance, find the (locally) optimal joint torques and contact wrenches such
that the task errors are minimized while respecting the task hierarchy, the equation of motion
and physical constraints acting on the system (joint limits, joint velocity and joint torque
limits, obstacle avoidance). The contact locations are supposed to be known and compatible
with the overall desired motion of the system in terms of dynamic equilibrium/balance. The
problem to be addressed is thus a very general problem of multi-tasks hierarchical control
applied to humanoids.

2.2 Hierarchical control

Approaches to maintain a desired task hierarchy using a multi-objective controller draw a lot
of interest. This section reviews some classical types of hierarchical control frameworks, as
well as the methods for priority representation and transitions within these frameworks.

2.2.1 Approaches for handling a strict hierarchy

The simultaneous management of multiple objectives is a well known problem in Robotics.
The most popular method to deal with a set of tasks is a hierarchical framework [21]:
objectives are prioritized and low priority objectives are carried out only if they do not impact
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the achievement of top priority objectives. This analytical5 method is based on null-space
projections and can ensure that lower priority tasks are executed only in the null-space
of higher-priority tasks, by means of the appropriate design of a null-space projector. At
the velocity kinematics level, this approach is generalized with the notion of stack of task
[22]. Based on this framework, many kinds of inversion-based control problem resolutions
have emerged: potential fields and gradient projection methods [23, 24], weighted inversion
techniques [25, 26], clamping [27], etc. They have also been extended to the dynamics level
[23, 28, 29]. Despite the fact that most constraints are naturally expressed as inequalities
(e.g. maximum actuation torques), these resolution schemes are relying on linear algebra and
matrix inversions and thus express them as equalities, i.e. in way similar to the way tasks are
expressed. These constraints-related tasks aim at getting away from the constraint (active
avoidance). The number of constraints being potentially higher than the number of DOF,
they mostly fail in highly constrained cases and cannot lead to control solutions that can
strictly guarantee the respect of all constraints. One way to circumvent this limitation rely on
the appropriate activation of the constraints based on their level of criticity at each instant.
This allows the reduction of the number of tasks to be achieved at a given instant but leads to
potential discontinuities in the generated control solution. To deal with these discontinuities
dedicated developments have been led: adaptative gains for weighting techniques [30],
smooth tasks transitions [31], progressive clamping [32] and dedicated inversion operator [33].

These techniques have also been adapted to humanoid systems at the velocity [34, 35]
and torque [36] levels. In the case of humanoids, the motion of the overall system should be
compatible with the contact constraints and, the constraint being expressed at the velocity
level, active avoidance is not an appropriate solution. Instead, projected inverse dynamics
schemes have been developed [37, 38, 39, 40, 41] in which tasks are projected into the
null-space of the Jacobian of contact constraints.

Deciding when a constraint should be activated remains a problem in these approaches
[42] and, as in the seminal work in [43]6, control approaches relying on optimization tools
such as Linear Quadratic Problem solver have emerged [44, 45]. These solvers are designed
to optimally choose the subset of constraints that should be considered when computing the
optimal solution of the control problem. The strong mathematical background in convex
optimization is such that optimization based methods mostly outperform analytical methods
attempting to heuristically activate constraints as in [46, 47].

More recently, to deal with prioritized inequality constraints more easily, hierarchical
quadratic programming (HQP) approaches use numerical QP solvers to solve a Hierarchical
Quadratic Program [48]. The idea of HQP is to first solve a QP to obtain a solution for
a higher priority task objective; and then to solve another QP for a lower priority task,
without increasing the obtained minimum of the previous task objective. This prioritization

5”Analytical” means that an inverse is explicitly computed contrarily to ”optimization-based” approaches
where the computation of the inverse is implicit.

6In [43], an obstacle avoidance technique includes a control law structure based on a Quadratic Program-
ming (QP). This method limits the velocities toward obstacles using inequalities. Avoidance is thus passive
(does not require motion) which is more likely to avoid the collisions whatever the number of obstacles.
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process corresponds to solving at best lower-priority tasks in the null-space of higher-priority
tasks. The HQP algorithm is applied for solving prioritized inverse dynamics [49] and is also
applied to whole-body motion control under unilateral constraints [50]. It requires to solve
as many QPs as priority levels, which can be quite time consuming. The computation cost
of hierarchical inverse kinematics with inequality constraints is improved by an algorithm
developed in [51], which permits real time control of the HRP-4 humanoid robot. Similar
work is performed in [52] where a reduction of the equation of motion allows for real time
control of the SARCOS humanoid robot.

Generally, for an approach based on strict hierarchy, the relative importance of one task
with respect to another one of different priority level is parametrized in a binary way: either
strictly higher or strictly lower. However, in many contexts, organizing tasks by assigning them
with strict priorities is not generic, i.e. can have some limitations. First, a strict priority is just
an extreme case of the relations of task importance levels. In fact, a task may not always have
a strict priority over another one and it is usually difficult to define a strict hierarchy among
a set of tasks. Second, strict priorities can sometimes be too conservative so that they may
completely block lower-priority tasks.

2.2.2 Weighting strategy

Non-strict priorities are usually handled by control approaches using weighting strategies [44,
45, 53, 54, 55]. These control frameworks solve all the constraints and task objectives in one
QP and provide a trade-off among task objectives with different importance levels. As the
performances of higher priority tasks cannot be guaranteed by simply adjusting the weights of
task objectives, a prioritized control framework is proposed in [56] to ensure the performance of
a higher-priority task within a user defined tolerance margin. However, this approach handles
priorities of only two levels. In approaches based on weighting strategies, task priorities can
be parametrized continuously. Nonetheless, even though the work in [57] on soft constraints
in model predictive control could probably be adapted to provide a way to reach the extreme
case of strict priorities, the existing robotic applications of these frameworks do not extend to
strict hierarchies.

2.2.3 Task transitions

Earlier versions of analytical methods and HQP approaches can ensure strict priorities among
tasks; however, a change in the task set, such as a swap of task priorities, may lead to
discontinuity. Recently, different methods have been developed to handle task transition
problems. An approach to smooth priority rearrangement between two tasks is proposed
in [58, 59]. Approaches for continuous and simultaneous transitions of multiple tasks are
developed in [60, 61]. A specific inverse operator is proposed in [60] to ensure continuous
inverse in the analytical computation of control laws. The approach presented in [61] is
based on intermediate desired values in the task space. When the number of task transitions
increases, this approach recommends to use an approximation to reduce the computational
cost. Smooth task transitions can be easily achieved within a framework using a weighting
strategy by the continuous variation of task weights [54].
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2.3 Controllers developped within the framework of CoDyCo

The whole-body controllers developped and implemented by UPMC and IIT within the frame-
work of the CoDyCo projects are mostly related to the work of:

• Joseph Salini at UPMC whose PhD thesis addressed the topic of ”Dynamic control for
the task/posture coordination of humanoids: toward synthesis of complex activities”
[62];

• Andrea Del Prete at IIT whose PhD thesis addressed the topic of ”Control of Contact
Forces using Whole-Body Force and Tactile Sensors: Theory and Implementation on the
iCub Humanoid Robot” [41];

• Mingxing Liu at UPMC whose postdoctoral work has been focused on ”Generalized
Hierarchical Control” [63]7.

On one hand, the work of Salini deals with the general problem of dynamic control of task-
oriented under-actuated and redundant systems considering more specifically the humanoid
robotic systems or virtual humans. It brings contributions to the problem of motor activi-
ties synthesis for constrained systems by their intrinsic capacities and by particular physical
interactions with the environment. More specific issues that are addressed relate to:

• the dynamic control of humanoid systems for carrying out basic activities requiring
task/posture coordination perturbed by physical interactions;

• the building of sequences of continuous dynamic activities based on a repertoire of motor
coordination;

• the planning and the adaptation of activities in the aim of a supervised automatic
sequencing for complex non-deterministic tasks.

The major outcome of this work is a generic controller based on the completion of several
tasks under constraints. As mentionned in Sec. 2.2.1, these constraints are mainly the
representation of physical limitations of the robot, both internal, such as joint limits, and
external as frictional contacts during interactions with the environment. The formalism is
based on ”task functions”, the simultaneous resolution of several of them is realized by a
quadratic multicriteria optimal control scheme. It is based on convex optimization methods,
and the good properties of quadratic programming (QP) can efficiently perform the whole
body control (in time, convergence, robustness) for the task/ posture coordination. A
strategy based on weights is used to manage conflicting tasks. It allows a great flexibility of
control during transitions in the sets of tasks and constraints for the continuity of the control
variables. This controller has been implemented in a Arboris-Python, a physics engine also
developped by Salini [64], on a virtual model of the iCub robot. These experiments illustrate
the achievement of multi-task problems and exhibit the good performance of the controller for
managing transitions in task sequences or when state change in the set of constraints, when a
contact is broken, for example. In addition, program performance optimization of a temporal
point of view are studied for different formalisms. On top of this whole-body controller,

7The submitted version of this article is provided in Appendix A
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Salini has also developped a high-level controller to plan and adapt sequences of tasks for
the realization of more complex activities based on a predetermined repertoire of actions and
monitoring their performance, while ensuring the continuity of the control variables .

On the other hand, the objective of the PhD thesis of Del Prete was to improve the abilities
of humanoid robots to interact with their surrounding. In particular, the idea of integrating
force and touch feedback was investigated, so as to control the robot in presence of external
forces acting on any part of its body. To this aim, this work exploited the humanoid robot
iCub as test platform, and it tackled three main issues:

• spatial calibration of tactile sensors;

• estimation of contact forces using tactile sensors and force/torque sensors;

• prioritized position and force control.

The major outcome of this work was the synthetis a new framework for strictly prioritized
position and force control of floating-base robots. The framework was compared to other
state-of-the-art similar frameworks, both analytically and in simulation, and it proved
preferable in terms of optimality and computational efficiency twice as efficient, while
preserving the optimality of the solution. Moreover, a method for estimating the 3D positions
of tactile sensors was proposed. The method relies on force/torque measurements and it
was exploited to calibrate the 1500 tactile sensors mounted on the arms of the iCub robot,
with an average error of approximately 7 mm. Another method was introduced, which makes
use of the calibrated tactile sensors, together with the distributed force/torque sensors, to
estimate an arbitrary number of contact forces acting on any part of the robots body. The
method is based on the Recursive Newton-Euler Algorithm, and it was implemented as part
of the open-source C++ library iDyn. Furthermore, a theoretical and empirical analysis
investigated how incorrect estimation of contact points may affect the resulting contact forces
and induce undesired joint accelerations. Tests on the iCub robot demonstrated a signifi-
cant improvement in the performance of the force controller when the tactile system was used.

Finally, with the aim of handling both strict and non-strict hierarchies simultaneously, and
achieving smooth transitions of priorities, a novel control framework called Generalized Hier-
archical Control (GHC) has been developped at UPMC in the work of Liu. The contributions
of this work are as follows:

• the development of a generic dynamic control framework, which solves a single quadratic
program (QP) to account for an arbitrary number of strict and non-strict task priorities;

• the development of a generalized projector, which ensures desired task priorities, their
smooth transitions as well as an elegant way of inserting and deleting tasks among those
to be performed. The implementation of such a projector is not restricted to the dynamic
control framework. In fact, it can be implemented in many analytical and optimization-
based control frameworks. Task priorities can be handled by the modulation of a priority
matrix, without the necessity of modifying the control problem formulation each time
the priorities change. This projection matrix regulates to what extent a lower-priority
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task is projected into the null-space of a higher-priority task. In other words, it allows a
task to be completely, partially, or not at all projected into the null-space of some other
tasks. The priority levels can be changed by the modulation of the generalized projector.

3 Results

In this section, whole-body control CoDyCo related results obtained both in simulation and on
the iCub robot are summarized. The controllers developped by Salini and Del Prete have been
ported to C++ during the first months of the CoDyCo project and are now being integrated to
the WBI interface developped to provide a common abstraction layer fo whole-body controllers
and described in Deliverable 1.2. The controller of Liu is coded in C++ within the XDE
simulation framework (see Deliverable 1.1) and a quasi-static version has been developped as
a C++ Orocos component [65] for the real-time control of the LWR KUKA robot [66].

3.1 Year 1 scenario: balancing on multiple rigid contact points

Year 1 scenario has been validated in simulation using Salini’s controller in the XDE simulation
framework (see Section 4.7 of Deliverable 5.1). It has also been validated using Liu’s controller
in simulation using the XDE simulation framework [67]8.

On the real robot, Del Petre’s controller has been used has a basis for the integration
of Year 1 Demo (illustrated on Fig. 1). The proposed balanced controller is described in
[68, 69]9. Some extension of this work has led to recent developments illustrated in a recently
published video10. A view of the obtained performance is provided on Fig. 2.

Figure 1: Views of iCub balancing on multiple contacts using one the whole-body controller
developped within the framework of the CoDyCo project.

8The article related to the work of Liu et al. [67] is provided in Appendix B
9The article related to the work of Nori et al. [68] is provided in Appendix C. The internship report of

Talha Ali Arslan [69] is provided in Appendix D
10https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VrPBSSQEr3A
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Figure 2: View of the most recent developments in the implementation of the CoDyCo whole-
body controller: iCub balancing on one foot while interacting with humans.

3.2 Year 2 scenario: balancing on feet while performing goal directed
actions

Year 2 scenario has been validated in simulation using Salini’s controller in the XDE simulation
framework in several occasions11. More recently, the work of Lober et al. aiming at multiple
task optimization using dynamical movement primitives for whole-body reactive control builds
on Salini’s controller [70]. Fig. 3 and a video12 accompanying the published work illustrate
these results.

Fig.4 provides a view of some recent work performed in coordination with Jan Babic
from JSI during his period as a visiting professor at UPMC (November 2014). The goal of
this on-going cooperation is to reproduce, using a synthetic whole-body controller, results
obtained in human reaching with additional contact experiments in Work Package 2.

Year 2 scenario is being currently implemented on the real robot. A description of the
scenario and associated controller is provided in Deliverable 5.2.

3.3 Other use case of interest

In the work of Ibanez et al. [71] a strategy to automatically combined balance strategies
based on continuous postural adjustments and discrete changes in contacts is developped
in order to maintain postural stability while considering the engaged walking activity. In
order to compute optimal time, duration and position of footsteps along with the center of
mass trajectory of a humanoid, a novel mixed-integer model of the system is presented. The
introduction of this model in a predictive control problem brings the definition of a Mixed-

11see http://goo.gl/tsT4Iv for an overview.
12http://goo.gl/QoSfp7
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Figure 3: View of some recent developments in the implementation of the CoDyCo whole-body
controller in goal oriented actions

Figure 4: View of a sequence of motion generated using a robotic controller as an attempt to
reproduce results obtained in human reaching with additional contact experiments.

Integer Quadratic Program, subject to linear constraints. Simulation results demonstrate the
simultaneous adaptation of the gait pattern and posture of the humanoid, in a walking activity
under large disturbances, to efficiently compromise between task performance and balance. In
addition, a push recovery scenario displays how, using a single balance-performance ratio,
distinct behaviors of the humanoid can be specified. Fig. 5 and a video13 accompanying the
published work illustrate the results. As in [72], this work builds on the local whole-body
controller of Salini and provides the global MPC level needed to generate feasible tasks for the
robot.

13http://goo.gl/PjcTcS
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Figure 5: A view of iCub automatically adapting its contact locations based on some perceived
balance perturbation.

4 Conclusion

The CoDyCo consortium has a strong expertise in the domain of whole-body control and is
well equipped with state-of-the art whole-body controllers. These controllers are the topic
of several research results obtained by the consortium and cited in the results Section of this
deliverable. Through the WBI software abstraction presented in Deliverable 1.2, they provide
appropriate tools based on which the results of all worpackages can be ported to the iCub
humanoid robot. This is already the case for the Year 1 and Year 2 demonstration.
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Generalized Hierarchical Control

Mingxing Liu, Yang Tan, and Vincent Padois
Most existing techniques to handle strict task priorities in hierarchical control are based on null-space projectors or a sequence

of quadratic programs; whereas non strict task priorities are usually handled by optimization based on a weighting strategy. This
paper proposes a novel approach to handle both strict and non-strict priorities of an arbitrary number of tasks, and to achieve
multiple priority rearrangements simultaneously. A generalized projector, which makes it possible to completely project a task
into the null-space of a set of tasks, while partially projecting it into the null-space of some other tasks, is developed for priority
modulation. Priority transitions are achieved by smooth variations of the generalized projector. The control input is computed by
solving one quadratic programming problem, where generalized projectors are adopted to maintain a task hierarchy, and constraints
can be implemented (e.g. dynamic equilibrium, actuation capabilities, joint limits, obstacle avoidance, contact constraints, etc.). The
effectiveness of this approach is demonstrated on a simulated robotic manipulator in a dynamic environment.

Index Terms—Redundant robots, task hierarchy, priority switching, dynamics, torque-based control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Redundant robots, such as humanoids, are nowadays ex-
pected to perform complex missions in weakly structured
environments (e.g. human environments, construction sites,
nuclear dismantling zones, etc.). Even though robot redun-
dancy makes it possible for these robots to perform multiple
tasks simultaneously, task conflicts may still occur when all the
task objectives cannot be satisfied at the same time. In order
to handle conflicts, tasks are usually assigned with different
priority levels. Therefore, to control a complex robotic system
the controller must be able to handle multiple prioritized tasks
simultaneously and to respect various constraints imposed by
the robot body (joint limits, actuation capabilities, etc.) and the
environment (contacts to maintain, obstacles to avoid, etc.).

A large number of hierarchical control frameworks are
presented in the robotics literature for the management of
multiple operational task objectives.
• Some of them deal with strict task hierarchies, such as

analytical methods based on null-space projectors [1]–
[5] and hierarchical quadratic programming approaches
[6,7]. These approaches can ensure that critical tasks are
fulfilled with higher priorities and lower-priority tasks are
performed only in the null-space of higher priority tasks.

• Other approaches handle non-strict task hierarchies, such
as those using weighting strategies [8]–[12]. In a non-
strict task hierarchy, a lower priority task is not restricted
in the null-space of higher priority tasks, thus it may
still affect their performances. The solution of these
approaches is a compromise among task objectives of
different weights.

In a more general context, the robot may need to deal with
both strict and non-strict hierarchies. Moreover, for robots
acting in dynamically changing contexts, non-strict priorities
between tasks may become strict ones and task priorities may
have to be switched in order to cope with changing situations.

With the aim of handling both strict and non-strict hi-
erarchies simultaneously, a novel control framework called

The authors are with Institut des Systèmes Intelligents et de Robotique,
CNRS UMR 7222 & Université Pierre et Marie Curie, 4 place Jussieu, 75252
Paris cedex 05, France. e-mail: {liu, tan, padois}@isir.upmc.fr

Generalized Hierarchical Control (GHC) is presented in this
paper. The contributions of this work are as follows: 1) the
development of a generic dynamic control framework, which
solves a single quadratic program (QP) to account for an
arbitrary number of strict and non-strict task priorities; 2) the
development of a generalized projector, which ensures desired
task priorities, their transitions as well as an elegant way of
inserting and deleting tasks among those to be performed. The
implementation of such a projector is not restricted to the
dynamic control framework presented in this paper. In fact,
it can be implemented in many analytical and optimization-
based control frameworks. Task priorities can be handled by
the modulation of a priority matrix, without the necessity
of modifying the control problem formulation each time the
priorities change.

This paper is organized as follows. Related works are
described in Section II. The robot model considered in this
paper and the tasks and constraints to be handled by the
controller are presented in Section III. The GHC framework
is developed in Section IV, where detailed explanations of the
generalized projector are provided. Some experimental results
are presented in Section V to demonstrate the framework
capabilities, and comparisons with the results using some
other approaches are provided. Several characteristics of this
framework and future research directions regarding the com-
putational aspect and the potential application of the proposed
approach are presented in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Approaches to maintain a desired task hierarchy using a
multi-objective controller draw a lot of interest. This Section
reviews some classical types of hierarchical control frame-
works, as well as the methods for priority transitions within
these frameworks.

A. Approaches for handling a strict hierarchy

Analytical methods based on null-space projections can
ensure that lower priority tasks are executed only in the null-
space of higher-priority tasks, by means of the appropriate
design of a null-space projector [13]. Such an idea is applied
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in prioritized inverse kinematics [2,14], in acceleration based
control [3,4], and in joint torque based control [1,5,15].
A generic framework, from which several existing control
laws can be derived, is presented in [16]. Projected inverse
dynamics schemes are developed for constrained systems in
[17,18], where the dynamics equation is projected into the
null-space of the Jacobian of constraint equations.

Inequality constraints are usually difficult to be directly
dealt with in analytical approaches using pseudo-inverses
and projection matrices. A common method is to transform
inequality constraints into task objectives by applying artificial
potential fields [19], from which repulsive forces are derived
to prevent the robot from entering into activation zones of the
inequality constraints [19]–[24]. However, performing these
tasks cannot guarantee that these inequality constraints are ac-
tually met. The approach presented in [25] integrates unilateral
constraints at any priority level, albeit time consuming. The
algorithm introduced in [4,26] proposes to disable the most
critical joint and redistribute joint motion commands to guar-
antee the satisfaction of some hard bounds of joint variables.
However, this algorithm deals with inequality constraints only
at the joint level. Furthermore, the optimal solution satisfying
the control problem may require the movement of a joint
which has unfortunately been disabled.

To deal with prioritized inequality constraints more easily,
hierarchical quadratic programming (HQP) approaches use nu-
merical QP solvers to solve a Hierarchical Quadratic Program
[6]. The idea of HQP is to first solve a QP to obtain a solution
for a higher priority task objective; and then to solve another
QP for a lower priority task, without increasing the obtained
minimum of the previous task objective. This prioritization
process corresponds to solving lower-priority tasks in the null-
space of higher-priority tasks while trying to satisfy lower-
priority tasks at best. The HQP algorithm is applied for
solving prioritized inverse dynamics [7] and is also applied to
whole-body motion control under unilateral constraints [27]. It
requires to solve as many QPs as priority levels, which can be
quite time consuming. The computation cost of hierarchical
inverse kinematics with inequality constraints is improved
by an algorithm developed in [28], which permits real time
control of a humanoid robot.

Generally, for an approach based on strict hierarchy, the
relative importance of one task with respect to another one of
different priority level is parametrized in a binary way: either
strictly higher or strictly lower. However, in many contexts,
organizing tasks by assigning them with strict priorities is not
generic, i.e. can have some limitations. First, a strict priority is
just an extreme case of the relations of task importance levels.
In fact, a task may not always have a strict priority over another
one and it is usually difficult to define a strict hierarchy among
a set of tasks. Second, strict priorities can sometimes be too
conservative so that they may completely block lower-priority
tasks. Unlike a discrete parametrization of task priorities, a
continuous parametrization is richer and more informative.
Therefore, this work handles task priorities, which can be strict
or non-strict, by using a continuous parametrization. Moreover,
priorities are defined here by pairs of tasks: this choice extends
the classical notion of priority in Robotics while still making it

possible to represent standard lexicographic orders as defined
in [27].

B. Approaches for handling a non-strict hierarchy

Non-strict priorities are usually handled by control ap-
proaches using weighting strategies [8]–[11,29]. These control
frameworks solve all the constraints and task objectives in one
QP and provide a trade-off among task objectives with differ-
ent importance levels. As the performances of higher priority
tasks cannot be guaranteed by simply adjusting the weights
of task objectives, a prioritized control framework is proposed
in [12] to ensure the performance of a higher-priority task
within a user defined tolerance margin. However, this approach
handles priorities of only two levels. In approaches based
on weighting strategies, task priorities can be parametrized
continuously. Nonetheless, even though the work in [30] on
soft constraints in model predictive control could probably be
adapted to provide a way to reach the extreme case of strict
priorities, the existing robotic applications of these frameworks
do not extend to strict hierarchies.

The control framework proposed in this paper is based
on these frameworks: it formulates and solves all tasks and
constraints in one QP. It also largely outperforms them by
permitting priorities to change continuously from a non-strict
case to a strict case.

C. Task transitions

Earlier versions of analytical methods and HQP approaches
can ensure strict priorities among tasks; however, a change
in the task set, such as a switch of task priorities, may
lead to discontinuity. Recently, different methods have been
developed to handle task transition problems. An approach to
smooth priority rearrangement between two tasks is proposed
in [31,32]. Approaches for continuous and simultaneous tran-
sitions of multiple tasks are developed in [33,34]. A specific
inverse operator is proposed in [33] to ensure continuous
inverse in the analytical computation of control laws. The
approach presented in [34] is based on intermediate desired
values in the task space. When the number of task transitions
increases, this approach suggests to apply an approximation
to reduce the computational cost. An approach of hierarchical
control with continuous null-space projections is presented in
[35]. In this approach, an activator associated to directions
in the right singular vectors of a task Jacobian matrix is
regulated to activate or deactivate these directions. However,
the design of such an activator makes this approach difficult
to be implemented for the separate handling of different
task directions. On the other hand, task transitions can be
easily achieved within a non-strict hierarchy by the continuous
variation of task weights [29].

The control framework proposed in this paper allows an
arbitrary number of task priority transitions. This framework
uses continuous priority parametrization, and the extreme case
of strict priorities can be achieved. The idea to achieve this
goal is based on the construction of a novel generalized
projection matrix, which regulates to what extent a lower-
priority task is projected into the null-space of a higher-priority
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task. In other words, this generalized projector allows a task
to be completely, partially, or not at all projected into the null-
space of some other tasks. The priority levels can be changed
by the simple modulation of the generalized projector. The
implementation of this generalized projector in multi-objective
control frameworks based on optimization provide them with
a mechanism to regulate task priorities more precisely, so that
both strict and non-strict priorities can be handled by solving
only one optimization problem.

III. MODELING

Consider a robot as an articulated mechanism with n
degrees of freedom (DoF) including na actuated DoF. The
dynamics of the robot in terms of its generalized coordinates
q ∈ Rn is written as follows

M(q)q̈ + n(q, q̇) = Jc(q)Tχ, (1)

where M(q) ∈ Rn×n is the generalized inertia matrix; q̇ ∈ Rn

and q̈ ∈ Rn are the vector of velocity and the vector of accel-
eration in generalized coordinates, respectively; n(q, q̇) ∈ Rn

is the vector of Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity induced joint
torques; χ =

[
wT

c τ
T
]T

is the vector of the actuation torques
(τ ∈ Rna ) and the external contact wrenches applied to the
robot (wc =

[
wT

c,1 . . . wT
c,nc

]T
), with nc the number of con-

tact points; Jc(q)T =
[
Jc,1(q)T . . . Jc,nc(q)T S(q, q̇)T

]
is

the transpose of a Jacobian matrix, with Jc,nβ (q), the Jacobian
matrix associated to a contact point β and S(q, q̇)T ∈ Rn×na ,
a selection matrix for the actuated DoF. In the control problem
considered in this paper, the vector χ is called the action
variable.

A. Task definition

A task in Robotics can be defined as a function of the
considered robotic systems [36,37]. This function relates the
control level in operational/task space, to the control level in
joint space. More specifically, consider a robot controlled by
joint torques at the dynamics level1, a task i can be defined
by the following characteristics:
• A physical frame Fi, i.e. a frame attached to a part of

the robot body that should be controlled for performing
an operational task.

• An associated task variable ξi ∈ Rmi that can be ex-
pressed in terms of some high level goals to be achieved
by the frame Fi in the task space, such as a desired
position or orientation. mi is the dimension of a task
i.

• A forward model linearly relating the second order
derivative of the vector of generalized coordinates to that
of the task variable for a given state (q, q̇)

ξ̈i = Ji(q)q̈ + J̇i(q, q̇)q̇ (2)

where Ji(q) is the Jacobian matrix, i.e the differential
kinematics mapping from joint space to task space, and
J̇i(q, q̇)q̇ is the task space drift vector.

1The velocity kinematics version of this problem can be trivially derived
from this more general case.

• A local controller ri, the goal of which is to correct task
errors and ensure the convergence of the task variable ξi
towards its desired trajectory ξ?i

ξ̈
d

i = ri

(
ξi, ξ̇i, ξ

?
i , ξ̇

?

i , ξ̈
?

i

)
. (3)

For task motion control, the local controller can take the
form of a proportional-integral-derivative controller with
a feed-forward term

ξ̈
d

i = ξ̈
?

i +Kpe+Kdė+Ki

∫
edt, (4)

where e and ė are errors of ξi and ξ̇i, respectively; and
Kp, Kd and Ki are symmetric, positive definite gain
matrices.
For task wrench control, the local controller can take the
form of a proportional-integral controller with a feed-
forward term

wd
i = w?

i +Kw,pew +Kw,i

∫
ewdt, (5)

where w?
i is the desired task wrench, ew is the error of

task wrench, and Kw,p and Kw,i are symmetric, positive
definite gain matrices. The wrench task can be expressed
as a motion task using the inverse of the operational space
inertia matrix Λi(q) =

[
Ji(q)M(q)−1Ji(q)T

]−1
[38,39]

ξ̈
d

i = Λi(q)−1wd
i (6)

which maps the desired task wrench wd
i to a desired

acceleration ξ̈
d

i at Fi.
• A set of relative importance levels with respect to nt

tasks, including task i, characterized by a priority matrix
αi

αi = diag
(
αi1Im1

, . . . , αijImj
, . . . , αintImnt

)
(7)

where αi is a diagonal matrix, the main diagonal blocks
of which are square matrices: αijImj . Imj is the mj ×
mj identity matrix, and αij ∈ [0, 1]. By convention, the
coefficient αij indicates the priority of task j with respect
to task i.

– αij = 0 corresponds to the case where task j has
strict lower priority with respect to task i.

– 0 < αij < 1 corresponds to a soft (non-strict)
priority between the two tasks: the greater the value
of αij , the higher the importance level of task j with
respect to task i.

– αij = 1 corresponds to the case where task j has a
strict higher priority with respect to task i.

B. Constraint definition

Even though the set of task attributes is specific to each
task, the control space to joint space forward mapping is task
independent and can be written as

q̈ = M(q)−1
(
Jc(q)Tχ− n(q, q̇)

)
. (8)

The equation of motion (8) constitutes an equality constraint,
which relates the joint space acceleration to the action variable
for a given state (q, q̇).
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The other constraints considered in this work reflect the
physical limitations of the system in terms of:
• actuation capabilities (maximum actuators torques and

velocities);
• geometrical limits (joint limits, Cartesian space obsta-

cles);
• contact wrenches (contact existence conditions, bounds

on the norms of contact wrenches).
Assuming that approximations such as q̇k+1 = q̇k + ∆tq̈k

and qk+1 = qk + ∆tq̇k + ∆t2

2 q̈k hold for one control period
∆t, these specific constraints can generally be expressed as a
linear inequality of the form

G(q, q̇)

(
q̈
χ

)
≤ h(q, q̇) (9)

where G and h are the matrix and vector which express these
inequality constraints of physical limitations.

IV. CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this work, multiple tasks with different priority levels
subject to equality and inequality constraints have to be
handled. This kind of multi-objective control problem can
be formulated as a Linear Quadratic Programming problem
(LQP). This is the approach adopted here, where all the task
objectives and constraints are solved simultaneously in one
LQP.

This Section first briefly reviews the LQP control framework
in IV-A, then developes a generalized projector in IV-B, which
is implemented in a LQP-based control framework in IV-C
for handling both strict and non-strict priorities, as well as for
priority transitions.

A. Control framework based on Linear Quadratic Program-
ming

When only non-strict task hierarchies are considered,
weighting strategies, such as those proposed in [9]–[11,29],
can be applied to handle the relative importance levels of
multiple elementary tasks. In this case, the control problem
can be formulated as a Linear Quadratic Programming (LQP)
problem as

arg min
q̈,χ

nt∑
i=1

∥∥∥f i

(
q̈, ξ̈

d

i

)∥∥∥
2

Qi
+

∥∥∥∥
[
q̈
χ

]∥∥∥∥
2

Qr

(10a)

subject to constraints (8), (9) (10b)

where Qi = ωiImi
is a diagonal weighting matrix to regulate

the importance level of task i, Qr = ωrIn+na+3nc is the
weighting matrix of the regularization term, ωi is the weight of
each task objective i, and f i

(
q̈, ξ̈

d

i

)
= Ji(q)q̈+ J̇i(q, q̇)q̇−

ξ̈
d

i is the objective function which measures the error of task
i. The task objective functions are minimized to achieve a
compromise among all the weighted tasks. The regulation term
minimizes the norm of accelerations and action variables. For
a redundant robot with many solutions satisfying the same
task objective, the regulation term is useful for ensuring the
uniqueness of the solution [29]. As this regulation term may

increase task error, its weight value ωr is usually very small
compared to task objective weights. In this optimization prob-
lem, q̈ is an overabundant variable, which can be eliminated
by using the equality constraint defined by (8).

B. Projectors for hierarchical control

The control framework based on weighting strategy (10) can
qualitatively regulate the relative importance levels of tasks by
weighting task objectives, but it cannot ensure strict priorities
among tasks. This control framework is extended in this paper,
the goal of which is to handle both strict and non-strict task
priorities. To achieve this goal, a generalized projector, which
can precisely regulate how much a task is affected by other
tasks, is developed. In other words, this generalized projector
can be regulated to completely, partially, or not project a task
into the null-space of other tasks.

The following part of this subsection first looks at several
forms of projectors, then the analysis of these projectors leads
to the development of the generalized projector.

1) Review of existing projectors for hierarchical control
Strict priorities can be handled by analytical methods using

a null-space projector Nj defined as

Nj = I − J†j Jj , (11)

where J†j is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian
Jj

2. The projection of a task i into the null-space of another
task j can ensure that task i is satisfied only in the null-space
of task j. Such projection-based approaches can ensure that a
lower-priority task is performed without producing any motion
for a higher-priority task. To handle priorities between one
task i and a set of other tasks with higher priorities, task i is
projected into the null-space of an augmented Jacobian J of
all the higher priority tasks [40,41]

J =
[
JT

1 . . . JT
j . . . J

T
nt

]T
(12)

where the augmented Jacobian concatenates the Jacobian
matrices of all the nt tasks.

To achieve smooth priority transitions, the null-space pro-
jector (11) is replaced by the following matrix in [31,32]

N
′
j(αij) = I − αijJ

†
j Jj , (13)

where a scalar parameter αij ∈ [0, 1] is used to regulate the
priority between two tasks i and j. This matrix leads to smooth
transitions of task priorities through the smooth change of the
scalar parameter αij :
• when αij = 1, JiN

′
j = JiNj , task i is completely

projected into the null-space of task j;
• when 0 < αij < 1, task i is partially projected into the

null-space of task j;
• when αij = 0, JiNj = Ji, task i is not at all projected

into the null-space of task j.
This method can handle priority transitions between only
two levels of tasks, and it can hardly be extended to the
case of simultaneous transitions among multiple levels of task
priorities.

2The dependence to q is omitted for clarity reasons.
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Another projection matrix N
′′

is proposed in [35] for
continuous null-space projections

N
′′

= I − V AV T (14)

with V ∈ Rn×n the right singular vectors of J and A ∈ Rn×n

a diagonal activation matrix. The j-th diagonal element of A,
ajj , refers to the j-th column vector in V :
• when ajj = 1, the j-th direction in V is activated in N

′′
;

• when 0 < ajj < 1, the j-th direction in V is partially
deactivated in N

′′
;

• when ajj = 0, the j-th direction in V is deactivated in
N
′′

.
As mentioned in [35], for any one-dimensional task j (Jj ∈
R1×n), the matrix (14) becomes

N
′′
j = I − aj,j

JT
j

‖Jj‖
Jj
‖Jj‖

, (15)

which can be applied to achieve smooth activation or deac-
tivation of task j direction in the projection matrix by the
smooth variation of the scalar ajj . When extended to tasks of
m directions (J ∈ Rm×n), this method allows us to apply the
same transition to all the m directions of J , but its application
for achieving the separate regulation of each task direction
is not easy. This is because generally, each activator ajj is
directly referred to the j-th direction in the right singular
vectors V of J , but not directly referred to a specific direction
in J .

2) Generalized projector
In order to achieve variations of multiple task priorities

simultaneously among an arbitrary number of tasks, and to be
able to ensure strict priorities, an approach to the computation
of a novel projector is developed here. Similar to the form of
the matrix N

′′
in the case of considering a one-dimensional

task (15), the form of this novel projector is obtained without
the necessity of the computation of pseudo-inverse matrices.
Its computation is based on orthonormal basis computation,
and it is simple to implement this novel projector. Moreover,
the new projector allows us to regulate the activation of each
task directions in a more intuitive way, by regulating the
priority matrix α that is more closely related to task directions
than the activator A in (14).

Consider a hierarchy of nt tasks, the joint space acceleration
q̈?i for achieving each task i should be modified to account
for the hierarchy information contained in αi. The idea is to
achieve this goal by a generalized projector Pi(αi) ∈ Rn×n,
which projects the joint acceleration (Pi(αi)q̈

?
i ) to satisfy the

desired hierarchy.
In order to compute the generalized projector Pi(αi), a

preliminary processing of the matrices J and αi is carried
out according to the priorities of the nt tasks with respect to
task i. As each row of J is associated to αij , the rows of J
can be sorted in descending order with respect to the values of
the diagonal elements in αi. The resulting matrix Jsi is thus
constructed so that tasks which should be the least influenced
by task i appear in its first rows, while tasks which can be the
most influenced by task i appear in its last rows. The values in
αi are sorted accordingly, leading to αs

i , the diagonal elements

of which are organized in descending order starting from the
first row.

Based on Jsi , a projector into the null space of J can
be computed. This can be done by first computing a matrix
Bi(Jsi) ∈ Rr×n, where r = rank(Jsi) is the rank of Jsi .
The rows of Bi(Jsi) form an orthonormal basis of the joint
space obtained using elementary row transformations on Jsi .
Then this projector can be computed as P

′
i = In − BT

i Bi.
When performing task i by using the projected acceleration
P
′
i q̈

?
i , the projector P

′
i basically cancels any acceleration that

impacts all the nt tasks, including task i itself.
The computation of the projector P

′
i can be modified such

that tasks having strict priority over task i are perfectly
accounted for; tasks over which task i has a strict priority
are not considered; and all other tasks with soft priorities
are accounted for, according to the value of their respective
priority parameters in αi. Inspired by how the matrix N

′′
is

computed in (15), the generalized projector is given by

Pi(αi) = In −Bi(Jsi)
Tαs

i,r(αi,origin)Bi(Jsi), (16)

where αs
i,r is a diagonal matrix of degree r. The vector

origin ∈ Rr is a vector of the row indexes of Jsi selected
during the construction of the orthonormal basis Bi. Each of
these r rows in Jsi is linearly independent to all the previously
selected ones. The diagonal elements of αs

i,r are restricted to
the r diagonal elements of αs

i , which correspond to the r rows
of Jsi , the row indexes of which belong to origin .

Algorithm (1) and (2) summarize the construction of the
generalized projector Pi(αi). As any numerical scheme, tol-
erances are used for numerical comparison, such as ε, which
is defined as the smallest value greater than zero in line #11
of Algorithm (2).

Algorithm 1: Generalized projector computation - task i
Data: αi, J
Result: Pi

1 begin
2 n←− GetNbCol(J)
3 index←− GetRowsIndexDescOrder(αi)
4 αs

i ←− SortRows(αi, index)
5 Jsi ←− SortRows(J, index)
6 Bi,origin , r ←− GetOrthBasis(Jsi) BAlg. (2)
7 αs

i,r ←− GetSubDiagMatrix(αs
i ,origin)

8 Pi ←− In −BT
i α

s
i,rBi

9 return Pi

Note that by varying the value of each αij in αi, one can
regulate the priority of each task j in the nt tasks with respect
to task i separately.

3) Task insertion and deletion
There is a particular case induced by the proposed formula-

tion and corresponding to the influence of task i on itself. Even
though not intuitive, this self-influence has to be interpreted
in terms of task existence, modulated by αii. If αii = 1 then
task i is projected into its own null-space, i.e. it is basically
canceled out. Decreasing αii continuously to 0 is a simple
and elegant way to introduce the task in the set of tasks.
Conversely, increasing αii continuously from 0 to 1 provides
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Algorithm 2: Orthonormal basis computation -
GetOrthBasis(A)

Data: A, ε
Result: B, origin , r

1 begin
2 n←− GetNbCol(A)
3 m←− GetNbRow(A)
4 i←− 0
5 for k ← 0 to m− 1 do
6 if i ≥ n then
7 break
8 B[i, :]←− A[k, :]
9 for j ← 0 to i− 1 do

10 B[i, :]←− B[i, :]−
(
B[i, :]B[j, :]T

)
B[j, :]

11 if norm(B[i, :]) > ε then
12 B[i, :]←− B[i, :]/ norm(B[i, :])
13 origin [i]←− k
14 i←− i+ 1

15 r ←− i
16 return B, origin , r

with a proper task deletion procedure. When being added or
suppressed, the influence of task i with respect to other tasks
also has to be defined but here again this can be done in a
continuous manner.

C. Generalized hierarchical control framework

The control problem that solves one task i, while taking
into account the constraints as well as the influence of a set
of other tasks over it, can be written as follows

arg min
q̈,χ

∥∥∥f i

(
q̈, ξ̈

d

i

)∥∥∥
2

+

∥∥∥∥
[
q̈
χ

]∥∥∥∥
2

Qr

(17a)

subject to
Jc(q)Tχ = M(q)Pi(αi)q̈ + n(q, q̇) (17b)

G(q, q̇)

(
Pi(αi)q̈
χ

)
≤ h(q, q̇) (17c)

where the generalized projector defined by (16) is applied in
the constraints to handle task priorities. Here, the task objective
weighting matrix Qi is omitted, as it is set to the identity
matrix; and the matrix Qr = ωrIn+na+3nc is set to a diagonal
matrix with the weight value ωr being very small compared
to 1.

Now consider the control problem for solving nt tasks. A
joint acceleration variable q̈′i is associated to each task i, such
that the overall joint space acceleration accounting for the sets
of relative importance parameters (α1, . . . , αnt ) is given by

q̈ =

nt∑

i=1

Pi(αi)q̈
′
i. (18)

The GHC framework solves the LQP problem formulated

as

arg min
q̈′,χ

nt∑
i=1

∥∥∥f i

(
q̈′i, ξ̈

d

i

)∥∥∥
2

+

∥∥∥∥
[
q̈′

χ

]∥∥∥∥
2

Qr

(19a)

subject to
Jc(q)Tχ = M(q)P q̈′ + n(q, q̇) (19b)

G(q, q̇)

(
P q̈′

χ

)
≤ h(q, q̇), (19c)

with q̈′ =



q̈′1
...
q̈′nt


 and P = [P1(α1) . . . Pnt(αnt)]..

This optimization problem minimizes the objective function
of each task as well as the magnitude of the control input,
subject to a set of linear constraints. By solving this optimiza-
tion problem, the solution of joint accelerations and the action
variable χ can be obtained. The solution of joint torques is
extracted from the optimal value of χ. The overall joint space
acceleration q̈ is optimized to achieve all the tasks according to
the set of their relative importance (α1, . . . , αnt ). Especially, it
is proved in Appendix A that this GHC framework can handle
strict task hierarchies represented by standard lexicographic
orders.

This control approach is robust to both kinematic and
algorithmic singularities. In the GHC framework based on
LQP formulation, tasks are expressed in a forward way and
most LQP solvers do not require the explicite inversion of
task Jacobian matrices. Therefore, the GHC framework does
not have problems of numerical singularities due to kinematic
singularities. Moreover, unlike approaches using the pseudo-
inverse of projected Jacobians (JiNj), which requires special
treatment for handling algorithmic singularities when the pro-
jected Jacobian drops rank [42], the GHC framework does not
necessite the inversion of projected Jacobians. Therefore, the
framework does not have to handle such kind of algorithmic
singularities.

V. RESULTS

The proposed GHC framework (19) is applied to the control
of a 7-DoF Kuka LWR robot. The experiments are conducted
in the Arboris-Python simulator [43], which is a rigid multi-
body dynamics and contacts simulator written in Python. The
LQP problem is solved by a QP solver included in CasADi-
Python [44], which is a symbolic framework for dynamic
optimization.

In the experiments, three tasks are defined: task 1 for the
control of the three dimensional position of the end-effector,
task 2 for the three dimensional position of the elbow, and
task 3 for the posture. Any wrench task is transformed into a
motion task by applying (6). Targets of the three tasks are not
compatible with one another. The elbow task target is a fixed
target position and the posture task target is a fixed posture
during all the experiments.

The GHC framework (19) is applied, with nt = 3. For
each task i, an optimization variable q̈′i ∈ R7 is defined.
A local controller (4) is used to ensure the convergence
of each task variable towards its target. More precisely, a
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proportional-derivative controller ξ̈
d

i is applied for each task.
When a task target is static, ξ̈

d

i = Kpei + Kdėi with
Kp = 30s−2 and Kd = 20s−1. When tracking a desired
trajectory ξ̈

∗
i , ξ̈

d

i = ξ̈
∗
i +Kpei +Kdėi with Kp = 100s−2 and

Kd = 20s−1. The priority parameter matrices associated with
the three tasks are: α1 = diag (α11I3, α12I3, α13I7), α2 =
diag (α21I3, α22I3, α23I7), α3 = diag (α31I3, α32I3, α33I7).
The regularization weight Qr is chosen as 0.01.

In the rest of the paper, the notation i . j indicates that
task i has a strict higher priority over task j, and the notation
⇒ stands for a transition of hierarchy setting. The following
function is used for the smooth variation of an αij (conversely
αji) from 0 to 1 during the transition time period ([t1, t2])

αij(t) = 0.5− 0.5 cos

(
t− t1
t2 − t1

π

)
, with t ∈ [t1, t2],

αji(t) = 1− αij(t).

(20)

A. Priority switching subject to constraints

This experiment is carried out to demonstrate that GHC
allows handling task priorities subject to a variety of con-
straints. All the task targets are static. An obstacle plane is
inserted between the initial position of the end-effector and its
target position (see Fig. 1). The robot should avoid penetration
into the obstacle while performing tasks. A threshold value of
0.02m is chosen as the minimum authorized distance between
the end-effector and the obstacle plane.

The optimization variables are q̈′1, q̈′2, q̈′3, and τ . The
inequality constraints (19c) are:
• bounds on joint velocities (bjv), with Gbjv =[

I7 07

−I7 07

]
and hbjv =

[
(q̇ − q̇)/∆t

(−q̇ + q̇)/∆t

]
, where (·)

and (·) denote the upper and lower bounds, respectively;

• bounds on joint torques (bjt), with Gbjt =

[
07 I7
07 −I7

]

and hbjt =

[
τ
−τ

]
;

• and obstacle avoidance (obs), with Gobs = [nT
obsJ1 07]

and hobs = (v1(dobs)− nTobsJ1q̇)/∆t, where nobs is the
unit normal vector pointing from the end-effector to the
obstacle plane, J1 is the Jacobian of the end-effector task,
and v1 is the bound on the end-effector velocity towards
the plane, which depends on the distance (dobs).

For the sake of clarity, joint limits and obstacle avoidance
between the bodies of the robot (other than the end-effector)
and the environment are not considered in this example.

At the beginning, the tasks, in a priority level decreasing
order, are the elbow task, the end-effector task, and the posture
task. Then the end-effector task priority increases and becomes
the task with the highest priority. Afterwards, the priorities
of the posture task and the elbow task are switched. Then
the priorities of the posture task and the end-effector task
are switched. At the end, the posture task becomes the task
with the highest priority. The evolution of the task hierarchy
is defined as: 2 . 1 . 3⇒ 1 . 2 . 3⇒ 1 . 3 . 2⇒ 3 . 1 . 2.

The task errors are presented in Fig. 2. The desired priority
switches are successfully performed and desired task priorities

end-effector target

obstacle plane

Fig. 1: The end-effector moves towards its target position
while avoiding penetration into the obstacle plane.

are well maintained. The resulting end-effector trajectory
and the measured distance between the end-effector and the
obstacle are presented in Fig. 3. The resulting joint velocities
and joint torques are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. It
can be seen from these figures that joint velocity bounds and
joint torques bounds are respected. Also the end-effector does
not penetrate into the obstacle while trying to move towards its
target position. The results of this experiment illustrate the fact
that GHC can maintain desired task priorities while satisfying
all these constraints. A video of this experiment is attached to
this paper.

B. Contact force control

In this experiment, the end-effector is expected to move
towards a plane, and then to apply a desired contact force
against the plane in the vertical direction (see Fig. 6). Before
the establishment of the contact with the plane, the end-
effector task is a motion task with its task target located on the
surface of the plane. Once the end-effector contacts the plane,
the end-effector task is a composition of a position task in the
horizontal plane and a force task in the vertical direction. The
end-effector starts from an initial position, which is above its
target position and pointing upwards, then it moves towards
the target and starts to apply a contact force to the plane.

The evolution of task hierarchy is 2 . 1 . 3 ⇒ 1 . 2 . 3.
At the beginning of this experiment, the elbow task has the
highest priority, then the priorities between the elbow task and
the end-effector task switches. The change of α, the positions
errors, and the actual and desired contact forces are shown in
Fig. 7.

When the end-effector task becomes the task with the
highest priority, the end-effector position error is small and the
generated contact force follows the references of the contact
force, except for when the contact is established between
the two rigid bodies. This result illustrates the fact that the
highest priority task of the end-effector is maintained after the
application of the contact force.

C. Empirical comparison with other approaches

In this Section, the GHC approach is compared with other
approaches dedicated to hierarchical control subject to inequal-
ity constraints.
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Fig. 2: Evoution of αs (top) and task errors (bottom) during
priority switching subject to constraints. Task priorities are
switched continuously with the continuous change of αs.
The end-effector task error is not decreased to 0 when its
task priority is the highest: the obstacle avoidance constraint
is respected, and the end-effector cannot arrive at its target
position behind the obstacle plane.

1) Comparison with HQP
In this experiment, GHC is compared with the HQP ap-

proach [45]. Task hierarchy is changed four times (see Fig. 8)
and joint velocity and joint torques bounds are imposed. The
evolution of the task hierarchy is 3.2.1⇒ 1.2.3⇒ 2.1.3⇒
1.3⇒ 1.2.3. In the beginning, the tasks, in the priority level
decreasing order, are the posture task, the elbow task, and the
end-effector task. Then the end-effector task priority increases
and the posture task priority decreases simultaneously. During
the second priority switching, the priorities of the end-effector
task and the elbow task are switched. Then the elbow task is
removed. Finally, the elbow task is inserted between the end-
effector task and the posture task.

The experiment is carried out first using fixed task targets,
then using a desired end-effector trajectory with a lemniscate
shape.

The results corresponding to the use of fixed task targets are
presented in Fig. 9 to 11. Task errors by using GHC and HQP
are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. Fig. 11 shows
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Fig. 3: The resulting end-effector trajectory (top) and the
distance between the end-effector and the obstacle (bottom).
The end-effector stops moving toward the obstacle plane when
its distance to the obstacle decreases to the threshold value of
0.02m.
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Fig. 4: Evolution of the joint velocities. The upper and lower
bounds of q̇ are 1 rad/s and −1 rad/s, respectively. These
bounds are voluntarily set low in order to easily illustrate the
fact that they are respected.

the integration of the absolute value of each resulting joint

jerk
(∫ t

0

|d3q|
dt3 dt

)
using these two approaches. Steady state

task errors for each task hierarchy configuration are shown in
Table I, where the results using GHC and HQP are included.

When a lemniscate-shaped end-effector trajectory is used,
the end-effector task is to move along this lemniscate orbit
periodically, with an orbital period of 2πs. The desired and
the resulting end-effector trajectory is shown in Fig. 12. In
this case, the results of task errors and the integration of the
absolute values of joint jerks are presented in Fig. 13 and 14,
respectively. A video of this experiment that presents the main
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Fig. 5: The resulting joint torques. The upper and lower bounds
of τ are 2 N ·m/rad and −2 N ·m/rad, respectively. These
bounds are voluntarily set low in order to easily illustrate the
fact that they are respected.

Fig. 6: The target position for the end-effector is on the plane.
The end-effector starts from an initial position, which is above
the target position and pointing upwards, then it moves towards
the target and starts to apply a contact force to the plane.

TABLE I: Steady state task errors for each task hierarchy
configuration

priority 3 . 2 . 1
task 1 2 3
GHC 0.46 0.40 2.2e-30
HQP 0.46 0.40 2.8e-10

priority 1 . 2 . 3
task 1 2 3
GHC 1.0e-6 0.46 1.8
HQP 4.5e-7 0.46 1.8

priority 2 . 1 . 3
task 1 2 3
GHC 0.42 2.6e-6 3.0
HQP 0.42 2.7e-6 3.1

priority 1 . 3
task 1 2 3
GHC 3.9e-6 0.55 0.79
HQP 4.5e-6 0.55 0.79

features of GHC (priority transitions, the insertion and deletion
of tasks) is attached to this paper.

GHC provides similar results in terms of task errors com-
pared with HQP, as can be observed in Fig. 9, 10, and 13. The
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Fig. 7: Results of contact force control. The top figure shows
the change of αs. Task 1 is the end-effector task and task 2
is the elbow task. The figure in the middle shows the end-
effector position error in the horizontal plane as well as the
elbow position error in 3-d. The end-effector starts from an
initial position above the target position, then it moves towards
the target and starts to apply a contact force to the plane. The
bottom figure represents the actual and desired contact forces
between the end-effector and the plane.

end-effector target

elbow target

when the end-effector task 
has the highest priority

when the elbow task 
has the highest priority
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the elbow task 
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Fig. 8: Experiment of priority switching for the comparison
of the HQP and GHC approaches.

results of task errors in Table I show that both GHC and HQP
can ensure strict priority. When controlled by GHC and HQP,
errors of the task with the highest priority are very small.
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Fig. 9: Evolution of αs (top) and task errors (bottom) using
GHC, with fixed task targets. Priority transitions as well as
the insertion and deletion of the elbow task are performed.
Strict priorities are well respected and the error of the highest
priority task is maintained at 0 during steady states.

2) Comparison with a non-strict hierarchy strategy
The evolution of the task hierarchy in this experiment is

1.2.3⇒ 2.1.3. The priorities of the end-effector task and
the elbow task are switched once. During priority switching,
the task objective weights of the end-effector task (w1) and
the elbow task (w2) are changed smoothly when the weighting
strategy is applied, and the priority parameters α12 and α21 are
changed smoothly when GHC is applied. When the weighting
strategy is used, two pairs of the weights (w1 = 1, w2 = 0.1)
and (w1 = 1, w2 = 0.001) are applied.

Fig. 15 presents how task errors change with the priority
parameters using GHC, as well as how they change with
different task objective weights using the weighting strategy
described by (10). It can be seen in this figure that a continuous
change of corresponding values of αs can generate similar
variations of task errors as a continuous change of task weights
does. The priority of the end-effector task decreases gradually
with respect to the elbow task, either by the continuous
decrease of the weight of the end-effector (w1) and the
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Fig. 10: Task errors using HQP, with fixed task targets. HQP
provides similar results in terms of task errors as GHC (Fig.
9).
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Fig. 11: Integration of the absolute values of joint jerks using
GHC (top) and HQP (bottom), with fixed task targets. GHC
generates smaller joint jerks than HQP does, while the latter
one provides larger jerks each time task hierarchy is changed.

increase of the weight of the elbow task (w2), or by the
continuous increase of α21 and decrease of α12. Moreover, the
larger the difference between the maximum and the minimum
values of task weights are, the closer the task performances
are to those generated by GHC. This is because an increase
of the difference between task weights makes non-strict task
hierarchies evolve towards the extreme case of strict task
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Fig. 12: The desired and the resulting end-effector trajectory
provided by GHC, when the end-effector task has the highest
priority. The end-effector moves along the lemniscate-shaped
trajectory with an orbital period of 2πs.

hierarchies. However, if a large number of importance levels
has to be handled, then a huge difference between the weight
of the highest priority task and the one of the lowest priority
task has to be used. On the contrary, when GHC is applied,
strict priorities can be easily achieved by setting the relevant
αij to its limit values 0 or 1.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, the computation cost and the continuity
aspects of this approach are discussed.

A. Computation time

For a robot of n DoFs performing k priority levels of tasks
with a total dimension of m, the computation cost by using
the HQP solver [46] is dominated by the hierarchical complete
orthogonal decomposition, whose cost is equivalent to n2m+

nm2 +
k∑

i=1

(mi−ri)m2
i , with mi and ri being respectively the

dimension of tasks and the rank of task jacobian in the i-th
hierarchy. By using the GHC strategy, the magnitude order of
optimization variables is kn, since a joint acceleration variable
q̈′i ∈ Rn is associated to each task i. In this case, one level
of QP (19) needs to be solved, so the computation cost is in
O((kn)2m+ knm2 + (m− r)m2), with r being the rank of
the augmented task jacobian.

The computational cost of the current GHC strategy is
sensitive to the number of DoFs of the robot and the number of
tasks. For a fixed-based KUKA robot with 7 DoFs performing
n1 motion tasks of different priority levels, a set of joint
acceleration variables q̈′ ∈ R7n1 and the joint torques τ ∈ R7

needs to be solved for. For a fixed-based humanoid robot iCub
with 32 DoFs performing n2 tasks, the number of variables
would be 32(n2 + 1). Fig. 16 shows the computation time
of using GHC to solve randomly selected hierarchical control
problems for the KUKA robot and the iCub robot performing
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Fig. 13: Task errors using GHC (top) and HQP (bottom), with
the end-effector tracking a lemniscate-shaped trajectory. Both
approaches achieve desired priority transitions as well as the
insertion and deletion of the elbow task, and both of them can
maintain strict priorities.

different numbers of tasks. Each control problem consists of
the constraint (19b), a posture task with random joint goal
positions, and a set of 3-dimensional Cartesian motion tasks
with random goal positions. For the KUKA robot performing
totally 5 tasks, the mean computation time per iteration is 2.7
ms; for the iCub robot performing the same number of tasks,
the mean computation time is 88ms. These results correpond
to a C++ implementation of the controller on a standard Linux
PC.

B. Continuity

It can be seen in Fig. 11 and 14 that GHC generates
smaller joint jerks than HQP does, which implies that GHC
provides smoother priority transitions. Basically, the solution
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Fig. 14: Integration of the absolute values of joint jerks using
GHC (top) and HQP (bottom), with the end-effector tracking
a lemniscate-shaped trajectory. GHC generates smaller joint
jerks than HQP does, while the latter one provides larger jerks
each time task hierarchy is changed.

of GHC is continuous, even during hierarchy rearrangements,
if the vector origin in (16) remains the same before and
after the rearrangements. Indeed, in this case, the basis Bi

used to compute the generalized projector varies continuously
with Ji, and the generalized projector varies continuously
with Bi and αi. However, similarly to the HQP algorithm,
discontinuity may still occur during the switch of priorities
or during the insertion and deletion of tasks. In GHC, such
a discontinuity is due to the change of the basis Bi during
hierarchy rearrangements.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper proposes a novel and unifying generalized
hierarchical control approach for handling multiple tasks with
strict and soft priorities. A generalized projector is developed.
It can precisely regulate how much a task can influence or
be influenced by other tasks through the modulation of a
priority matrix: a task can be completely, partially, or not
at all projected into the null-space of other tasks. Multiple
simultaneous changes of task priorities can be achieved
by using this generalized projector and, using the same
mechanism, tasks can be easily inserted or deleted. Moreover,
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Fig. 15: Evolution of task errors with respect to the evolution
of αs using GHC (top) and with respect to different weights
by using the weighting strategy (middle and below).

the GHC approach can maintain and switch task priorities
while respecting a set of equality and inequality constraints.

Several experiments are conducted to demonstrate that GHC
allows task insertion and deletion, as well as the handling
of task priorities subject to constraints. Both motion and
contact force tasks can be handled by GHC. These experiments
emphasize several characteristics of this approach:

1) Priorities among tasks can be maintained by applying the
generalized projectors. Through the modulation of the
priority matrices α1, . . . , αnt (and consequently of the
associated generalized projectors), GHC can behave as
a controller that takes into account a strict hierarchy (by
setting some αij = 0 or 1) and as a controller that uses a
weighting strategy (by setting some αij ∈]0, 1[). In other
words, the controller can be configured to control simul-
taneously tasks assigned with strict priorities, as well as
tasks with different weights (non-strict priorities).
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Fig. 16: Computation time per iteration when using GHC to
solve randomly selected hierarchical control problems for a
fixed-based KUKA robot and a fixed-based iCub robot. Each
control problem consists of a posture task and a set of 3D
Cartesian motion tasks (0 to 4 motion tasks for KUKA and
0 to 6 motion tasks for iCub), subject to the whole-body
equilibrium constraint (19b). The computation time tends to
increase with the number of DoFs of the robot and the number
of tasks.

2) Simultaneous rearrangements of multiple task priorities
can be achieved easily by the variations of relevant
entries in the generalized projectors associated to these
tasks.

In this work, the GHC approach is illustrated at the
dynamic level; however, the generalized projector introduced
here is not restricted to this case. In fact, it can also be used
in other types of controllers, such as a velocity kinematics
controller. The basic idea is to associate each task with a
task variable in joint space (q̇′i, q̈

′
i, τ

′
i , etc.), then to apply

generalized projectors to these task variables, and finally the
global joint space variable is the sum of each projected task
variables(Pi(αi)q̇

′
i, Pi(αi)q̈

′
i, Pi(αi)τ

′
i , etc.).

Immediate future work includes the reduction of the compu-
tational cost of GHC to achieve real-time control of complex
robots with a high number of DoF. The continuity problem
also clearly remains an open problem to tackle in future work.
Finally, the use of robot learning techniques to incrementally
learn and improve the tuning of the relative influence of each
task with respect to others is also of great interest. Finally,

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THE MAINTENANCE OF STRICT HIERARCHIES
REPRESENTED BY STANDARD LEXICOGRAPHIC ORDERS

SUBJECT TO CONSTRAINTS

This section proves that the proposed GHC approach (19)
can maintain strict task hierarchies represented by standard
lexicographic orders while accounting for linear constraints.

Suppose there are nt tasks that should be organized in a way
such that each task i has a strict lower priority than task i− 1
with i = 2, ..., nt. In this case, the generalized projector Pi of
a task i is in fact a null-space projector, which projects a task
Jacobian into the null-space of all the previous i−1 tasks, and
each αi is an identity matrix. The dependence of Pi to αi is
omitted in this proof for clarity reasons. Let each task objective
function be f i = Jix

′
i − xd

i , with x′i being a joint space task
variable. Moreover, the global variable x =

∑
i Pix

′
i should

satisfy linear equality or inequality constraints Ax ≤ b.
At the first stage, the regulation term is neglected, and the

optimization problem can be written as follows

arg min
x′(nt)

nt∑

i=1

∥∥Jix′i − xd
i

∥∥2

subject to A
nt∑

i=1

Pix
′
i ≤ b

(21)

where x′(nt) =
{
x′1,x

′
2, . . .x

′
nt

}
, and the solution to (21) is

denoted as x∗(nt) =
{
x∗1,x

∗
2, . . .x

∗
nt

}
.

Consider the case of nt = 1, then the optimization problem
can be written as

arg min
x′(1)

∥∥∥J1x
′
(1) − xd

1

∥∥∥
2

subject to Ax′(1) ≤ b.
(22)

The solution to this problem x∗(1) is the same as the one to
the problem formulated by HQP.

When nt = k, then the optimization problem is formulated
as

arg min
x′(k)

k∑

i=1

∥∥Jix′i − xd
i

∥∥2

subject to A
k∑

i=1

Pix
′
i ≤ b.

(23)

Suppose the solution x∗(k) can maintain the strict task hierar-
chy: if a task k+1 is inserted with lowest priority with respect
to the set of k tasks, then the optimization problem with the
k + 1 tasks can be written as

arg min
x′(k+1)

k∑

i=1

∥∥Jix′i − xd
i

∥∥2
+
∥∥Jk+1x

′
k+1 − xd

k+1

∥∥2

subject to A

(
k∑

i=1

Pix
′
i + Pk+1x

′
k+1

)
≤ b.

(24)

As PkPk+1 = Pk+1, the term
k∑

i=1

Pix
′
i + Pk+1x

′
k+1 in the

constraint in (24) is equivalent to
k−1∑
i=1

Pix
′
i + Pkςk, with

ςk = x′k + Pk+1x
′
k+1. (25)
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Then problem (24) can be written as

arg min
x′(k),ςk,xk+1

k−1∑

i=1

∥∥Jix′i − xd
i

∥∥2
+
∥∥Jkςk − xd

k

∥∥2
+

∥∥Jk+1x
′
k+1 − xd

k+1

∥∥2

subject to A

(
k−1∑

i=1

Pix
′
i + Pkςk

)
≤ b

ςk = x′k + Pk+1x
′
k+1.

(26)

x′k in (26) is a free variable, and this problem can be separated
into two sub-problems. The first sub-problem is

arg min
x′(k−1),ςk

k−1∑

i=1

∥∥Jix′i − xd
i

∥∥2
+
∥∥Jkςk − xd

k

∥∥2

subject to A

(
k−1∑

i=1

Pix
′
i + Pkςk

)
≤ b.

(27)

The optimal solution
k−1∑
i=1

Pix
∗,′
i + Pkς

∗
k to this problem is

equivalent to the one of (23). Indeed, these two solutions have
the same effect on task k

Jk

k∑

i=1

Pix
∗,′
i = Jk

(
k−1∑

i=1

Pix
∗,′
i + Pkς

∗
k

)
. (28)

To prove (28), one needs to notice that JiPj = 0 with j ≥ i.
The second sub-problem is given by

arg min
xk+1

∥∥Jk+1x
′
k+1 − xd

k+1

∥∥2
. (29)

Therefore, the insertion of a lower priority task k + 1 does
not change the optima of the k previous task objectives. In
other words, the strict task hierarchy of an arbitrary number
of tasks subject to linear constraints can be maintained.

We have proved that each lower priority task will not
increase the obtained optima of all the previous tasks. The
rest of this proof explains the roles of the regulation term.
As mentioned in Section IV-A, the use of a regulation term,
which minimizes the norm of each task variable, helps to
ensure the uniqueness of the solution. As each task objective
i is assigned with the weight ωi = 1, which is much greater
than the weight of the regulation term (ωr << 1), the
task variables are optimized to mainly satisfy task objectives.
Moreover, in GHC, this regulation term also helps to improve
the performance of lower priority tasks. Consider k+ 1 levels
of tasks to handle, as JiPj = 0 with j ≥ i, the final solution

is
k∑

i=1

Pix
∗
i + Pk+1x

∗
k+1. Denoting the elements required by

task i as xi,∗
i and the rest elements that are are not effectively

handled by task objective i as xf,∗
i , the final solution can be

rewritten as S =
k∑

i=1

P i
ix

i,∗
i +

k∑
i=1

P f
i x

f,∗
i + Pk+1x

∗
k+1, with

P i
i and P f

i the columns in Pi that correspond to xi,∗
i and xf,∗

i

respectively. The term
k∑

i=1

P f
i x

f,∗
i that is not required by the

k previous tasks may contribute to task k + 1 and affect its
task performance. The minimization of the norm of xf

i in the

regulation term improves the performance of task k + 1 by

making S closer to
k∑

i=1

P i
ix

i,∗
i +Pk+1x

∗
k+1, where P i

ix
i,∗
i are

used to perform the k previous tasks and Pk+1x
∗
k+1 is used to

perform the (k+ 1)-th task in the null-space of all the higher
priority tasks.
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Abstract Robots acting in human environments usually need
to perform multiple motion and force tasks while respect-
ing a set of constraints. When a physical contact with the
environment establishes, the newly activated force task or
contact constraint may interfere with other tasks. This pa-
per aims at handling a dynamically changing hierarchy of
motion and force tasks of different priority levels. A torque-
based control framework is proposed, which solves a quadratic
programming problem to maintain desired task hierarchies,
subject to constraints. This approach can achieve simulta-
neous priority transitions as well as activation or deactiva-
tion of tasks. A novel generalized projector is used to regu-
late quantitatively how much a task can influence or be in-
fluenced by other tasks through the modulation of a prior-
ity matrix. By the smooth variations of the priority matrix,
sudden hierarchy rearrangements can be avoided to reduce
the risk of instability. The effectiveness of this approachis
demonstrated on a free-floating humanoid robot in simula-
tion.

Keywords Whole-body control· Physical contact·
Torque-based control· Humanoid robots

1 INTRODUCTION

Humanoids are expected to perform complex tasks, includ-
ing physical interactions with environments (see Figure 1)
through the control of their whole-body motion. When both
motion and force tasks are involved, three problems should
be handled. First, when the freedoms of a motion and a force
task are not orthogonal to each other, for example when both
motion and force tasks defined at the end-effector frame re-
quire the same degrees of freedom (DoF), then the priorities

The authors are with Institut des Systèmes Intelligents et de Robotique,
CNRS UMR 7222 & Universit́e Pierre et Marie Curie, 4 place Jussieu,
75252 Paris cedex 05, France. e-mail:{liu, padois}@isir.upmc.fr

between these two tasks should be handled, since both of
them may not be satisfied all the time. Second, as motion
and contact forces applied at different body frames can in-
terfere with each other through robot dynamics, a control of
each task with respect to their importance level is desired to
achieve an appropriate whole-body performance. Third, if
non-sliding contact constraints need to be satisfied, for ex-
ample when foot contact forces need to be maintained within
friction cones to avoid foot slippage, then the hierarchy of
tasks should be consistent with such constraints. This pa-
per develops a whole-body control framework for handling
prioritized motion and force tasks during physical interac-
tions. It focuses on the generalized framework formulation
that allows for the regulation of priorities between motion
and force tasks, as well as the activation or deactivation of
tasks.

Fig. 1: Example of a humanoid robot in physical interactions
with its environment.

Motion and force control problem was first studied to
control robotic manipulators. An approach to handle a pair
of end-effector motion and force tasks is proposed in [1].
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This approach uses task specification matrices to restrict op-
erational space positional freedom in the subspace orthogo-
nal to the directions of force that is to be applied by the end-
effector. With the development of humanoid robots, several
whole-body motion and force control approaches have been
proposed. A dynamic balance force controller [2] is devel-
oped for the control of center of mass (CoM) motion and
contact forces of humanoid robots, where an additional task
force is computed based on a CoM dynamics model and ex-
ternal forces to ensure balance. In these approaches, the con-
trol of an arbitrary number of prioritized tasks is not dealt
with.

Recently, some hierarchical control frameworks have been
proposed for the control of redundant robots. These control
frameworks can be divided into three categories. The first
category refers to analytical methods based on null-space
projectors [3–6]. These approaches ensurestrict task hierar-
chies, which means that lower-priority tasks are performed
only in the null-space of higher priority tasks. Equality con-
straints can be implemented by the projection into the null-
space of the Jacobian of constraint equations. However, it
is difficult to impose inequality constraints with these ap-
proaches since they use pseudo-inverses and projection ma-
trices. Therefore, non-sliding constraints that restrictcon-
tact forces inside friction cones can not be properly imple-
mented.

The second category of approaches that can handle in-
equality constraints is hierarchical quadratic programming
(HQP) [7–9], which is applied to whole-body motion con-
trol under unilateral constraints [10]. The idea of HQP is
to first solve a QP to obtain a solution for a higher prior-
ity task objective; and then to solve another QP for a lower
priority task, without increasing the obtained minimum of
the previous task objective. This prioritization process cor-
responds to solving lower-priority tasks in the null-spaceof
higher-priority tasks. Therefore, HQP also deals withstrict
task hierarchies.

In many contexts, organizing tasks by assigning them
with strict priorities is not generic,i.e. can have some lim-
itations. A task may not always have a strict priority over
another one, and strict priorities can sometimes be too con-
servative so that they may completely block lower-priority
tasks. Unlike the first two categories, the third one handles
non-strict task hierarchies using weighting strategies [11–
15]. These control frameworks solve all the constraints and
task objectives in one QP and provide a trade-off among
task objectives with different weights. As the performances
of higher priority tasks cannot be guaranteed by simply ad-
justing the weights of task objectives, a prioritized control
framework is proposed in [16] to ensure the performance of
a higher-priority task within a user defined tolerance margin.
However, this approach handles priorities of only two levels.

Another important difference between strict and non-
strict hierarchies is how efficiently they achieve hierarchy
rearrangements. For robots acting in dynamically changing
contexts, task priorities may have to be switched, and cer-
tain tasks may have to be activated or deactivated to cope
with changing situations, for example, frequent establish-
ment and break of contacts. In this case, a sudden rearrange-
ment of task hierarchy may lead to a great discontinuity in
control laws and the increase of system instability. Recently,
different methods based on strict hierarchies have been de-
veloped to handle priority transition problems. An approach
to smooth priority rearrangement between two tasks is pro-
posed in [17,18]. Approaches for continuous and simulta-
neous transitions of multiple tasks are developed in [19,20].
In [19], a specific inverse operator ensures continuous in-
verse in the analytical computation of control laws. The ap-
proach presented in [20] is based on intermediate desired
values in the task space. When the number of task transi-
tions increases, this approach suggests to apply an approx-
imation to reduce the computational cost. An approach of
hierarchical control with continuous null-space projections
is presented in [21]. In this approach, an activator associ-
ated to directions in the right singular vectors of a task Jaco-
bian matrix is regulated to activate or deactivate these direc-
tions. However, the design of such an activator makes this
approach difficult to be implemented for the separate han-
dling of different task directions. On the other hand, priority
transitions can be easily achieved within a non-strict hierar-
chy by the continuous variation of task weights [14].

This paper addresses such smooth hierarchy rearrange-
ment problems. The contribution of this paper is a whole-
body hierarchical control framework, which can handle both
strict and non-strict hierarchies, and can perform task hier-
archy rearrangements gradually so that system instability
due to such rearrangements can be reduced. This control
framework formulates and solves all tasks and constraints
in one QP, where linear inequality constraints, such as non-
sliding contacts, can be implemented. Hierarchy rearrange-
ments within this framework are based on the use of a novel
generalized projection matrix, which has been developed in
our previous work [22]. This projection matrix regulates to
what extent a lower-priority task is projected into the null-
space of a higher-priority task. In other words, it allows a
task to be completely, partially, or not at all projected into
the null-space of some other tasks. The priority levels can
be changed by the modulation of the generalized projector.
In [22] this projector is used in a dynamic control frame-
work on a robotic manipulator. In this paper, it is the first
time that such a projector is implemented in the control of a
free-floating robot.

This paper is organized as follows. The robot model,
as well as task definitions and task priority parametrization
used in this paper are presented in Section 2. The control
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framework is developed in Section 3. Some experimental
results on a humanoid robot are presented in Section 4 to
demonstrate the framework capabilities. Future research di-
rections regarding the potential application of the proposed
approach are presented in Section 5.

2 Modeling

Consider a robot as an articulated mechanism withn degrees
of freedom (DoF) includingna actuated DoF. The dynamics
of the robot in terms of its generalized coordinatesq ∈Rn is
written as follows

M(q)q̈+n(q, q̇)+g(q) = S(q, q̇)T τ+ Jc(q)
T wc, (1)

whereM(q)∈Rn×n is the generalized inertia matrix; ˙q∈Rn

and q̈ ∈ Rn are the vector of velocity and the vector of ac-
celeration in generalized coordinates, respectively;n(q, q̇)∈
Rn is the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal induced joint
torques;g(q) ∈ Rn is the vector of gravity induced joint
torques;S(q, q̇)T ∈ Rn×na is a selection matrix for the ac-
tuated DoF;τ ∈ Rna is the vector of the actuation torques;
Jc(q)T =

[
Jc,1(q)T . . . Jc,nc(q)

T
]

is the transpose of a Jaco-
bian matrix, withJc,nβ(q), the Jacobian matrix associated to

a contact pointβ; wc =
[
wT

c,1 . . . wT
c,nc

]T
is the external con-

tact wrenches applied to the robot, withnc the number of
contact points.

2.1 Motion and force task

Consider a robot performing motion and force tasks. Each
task is associated with its task wrench. For a motion taski,
the desired task wrench is the output of a task space proportional-
derivative (PD) controller

wd
t,i = KP,iei +KD,iėi, (2)

whereei andėi are task position and velocity errors, respec-
tively; andKP,i andKD,i are symmetric, positive definite gain
matrices.

For a force task, the desired task wrench is the output of
a proportional-integral controller with a feed-forward term

wd
t,i = w⋆

t,i +KP,iew +KI,i

∫
ewdt, (3)

wherew⋆
t,i is the desired task wrench,ew is the error of task

wrench, andKP,i and KI,i are symmetric, positive definite
gain matrices.

2.2 Priority parametrization

The relative importance levels of each taski with respect to a
set ofnt tasks, including taski, is characterized by a priority
matrix αi

αi = diag
(
αi1Im1, . . . ,αi jIm j , . . . ,αint Imnt

)
(4)

wherem j is the dimension of taskj, αi is a diagonal ma-
trix, the main diagonal blocks of which are square matrices:
αi jIm j . Im j is them j×m j identity matrix, andαi j ∈ [0,1]. In
this paper, the notationi ⊲ j indicates that taski has a strict
higher priority over taskj. By convention, the coefficientαi j

indicates the priority of taskj with respect to taski.

– αi j = 0 corresponds to the case where taskj has strict
lower priority with respect to taski (i⊲ j).

– 0 < αi j < 1 corresponds to a soft (non-strict) priority
between the two tasks: the greater the value ofαi j, the
higher the importance level of taskj with respect to task
i.

– αi j = 1 corresponds to the case where taskj has a strict
higher priority with respect to taski ( j ⊲ i).

3 Control problem formulation

In this work, multiple tasks with different priority levelssub-
ject to equality and inequality constraints have to be han-
dled. This kind of multi-objective control problem can be
formulated as a Linear Quadratic Programming problem (LQP),
where all the task objectives and constraints are solved si-
multaneously in one LQP. Moreover, Jacobian-transpose method
is adopted here to compute joint torques that are equivalent
to task wrencheswi applied at task frames.

This Section first briefly illustrate the control framework
based on LQP and Jacobian-transpose method in 3.1, then
develops a generalized projector in 3.2, which is implemented
in this LQP-based control framework in 3.3 for handling a
user-defined task hierarchy.

3.1 Control framework based on Linear Quadratic
Programming and Jacobian-transpose method

The hierarchical control framework proposed by this paper
extends the multi-objective control framework introduced
in [16], which implements a weighting strategy to handle the
importance levels of multiple elementary tasks. This Jacobian-
transpose based quasi-static control framework is adoptedin
this paper because it is fast enough to achieve real-time con-
trol of robots with a high number of degrees of freedom.

This control framework proposes to solve a constrained
multi-objective control problem in two steps. The first step
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solves the LQP problem (3.1) to obtain optimal task forces
and contact forces.

argmin
wt,i,wc, j

∑i

∥∥∥wd
t,i−wt,i

∥∥∥
2

Qti

+∑ j

∥∥wc, j
∥∥2

Qc j
(5a)

s.t. ∑i J
rt
ti

T wti +∑ j J
rt
c j

T wc j +grt = 0 (5b)

G
[

wti
wc j

]
≤ h. (5c)

where the matricesQti ,Qc j are diagonal weighting matrices
with Qti = ωti Imi andQc j = ωc j I3, with ω, the scalar param-
eter of a task weight,I a, thea× a identity matrix, andmi,
the dimension of taski. If a task i is more important than
another taskj, thenωti > ωt j . The norms of the task wrench
errors are minimized to achieve a compromise among all
the weighted tasks. The equality constraint (5b) is the static
equilibrium of the root body underwt,i, wc j , andg, where the
superscriptrt stands for the root (free-floating base) DoFs.
The inequality constraints (5c) may include non-sliding con-
tact constraints and bounds on wrench variables or on joint
torques

τ≤∑
i

Jac
ti

T wti +∑
j

Jac
c j

T wc j +gac ≤ τ, (6)

whereτ andτ are the lower and upper bounds ofτ.
The second step is the computation of joint torques by

using the solution of the first step. Letw∗ti andw∗c j
denote the

solution of (5). Joint torques are computed as follows

τ = ∑
i

Jac
ti

T w∗ti +∑
j

Jac
c j

T w∗c j
+gac (7)

where the superscriptac denotes the actuated DoFs.

3.2 Projectors for hierarchical control

Strict priorities can be handled by analytical methods using
a null-space projectorN j = I−J†

j J j as defined in [23], where

J†
j is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the JacobianJ j

1.
The projection of a taski in the null-space of another task
j can ensure that taski is performed without producing any
motion for a taskj. The idea of the use of null space pro-
jections to handle strict task priorities can be generalized to
handle either strict or non-strict task priorities by either a
complete or a partial projection of a task in the null-space
of other tasks. This generalization leads to the development
of the generalized projectorPi(αi) ∈ Rn×n [22], which can
handle both strict and non-strict priorities in a generalized
way by the precise regulation of how much a task is affected
by other tasks. For a torque controlled robot, the projector
Pi(αi) should be able to modify task torquesτi by an ap-
propriate projection (Pi(αi)τi) to account for the hierarchy

1 The dependence toq is omitted for clarity reasons.

information contained inαi. This section provides a short
outline of the development of the generalized projector as
needed in this paper. For more details refer to [22].

In order to compute the generalized projectorPi(αi), a
preliminary processing ofαi and the augmented JacobianJ,
which concatenates the Jacobian matrices of all thent tasks

in a hierarchy (J =
[
JT

1 . . .JT
j . . .J

T
nt

]T
), is carried out accord-

ing to the priorities of all the tasks with respect to taski. As
each row ofJ is associated to the same row inαi, the rows of
J can be sorted in descending order with respect to the val-
ues of the diagonal elements inαi. The resulting matrixJsi

is thus constructed so that tasks which should be the least in-
fluenced by taski appear in its first rows, while tasks which
can be the most influenced by taski appear in its last rows.
The values inαi are sorted accordingly, leading toαs

i , the di-
agonal elements of which are organized in descending order
starting from the first row.

Based onJsi , a projector into the null space ofJ can
be computed. This can be done by first computing a matrix
Bi(Jsi) ∈ Rr×n, wherer = rank(Jsi) is the rank ofJsi . The
rows ofBi(Jsi) form an orthonormal basis of the joint space
obtained using elementary row transformations onJsi . Then
this projector can be computed asP

′
i = In−BT

i Bi, which is
a symmetric matrix. When performing taski by using the
projected joint torquesP

′
i τi = (JiP

′
i )

T wi, the projectorP
′
i ba-

sically cancels any joint torque that impacts all thent tasks,
including taski itself.

The computation of the projectorP
′
i can be modified

such that tasks having strict priority over taski are perfectly
accounted for; tasks over which taski has a strict priority
are not considered; and all other tasks with soft priorities
are accounted for, according to the value of their respective
priority parameters inαi. The generalized projector taking
account of all these requirements is given by

Pi(αi) = In−Bi(Jsi)
T αs

i,r(αi,origin)Bi(Jsi), (8)

whereαs
i,r is a diagonal matrix of degreer. The vectororigin∈

Rr is a vector of the row indexes ofJsi selected during the
construction of the orthonormal basisBi. Each of theser
rows in Jsi is linearly independent to all the previously se-
lected ones. The diagonal elements ofαs

i,r are restricted to
the r diagonal elements ofαs

i , which correspond to ther
rows ofJsi , the row indexes of which belong toorigin.

Algorithm (1) and (2) summarize the construction of the
generalized projectorPi(αi). As any numerical scheme, tol-
erances are used for numerical comparison, such asε, which
is defined as the smallest value greater than zero in line #11
of Algorithm (2).

Note that by varying the value of eachαi j in αi, one can
regulate the priority of each taskj in thent tasks with respect
to taski separately.
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Algorithm 1 : Generalized projector computation -
task i

Data: αi, J
Result: Pi

begin1
n←− GetNbCol(J)2

index←− GetRowsIndexDescOrder(αi)3
αs

i ←− SortRows(αi, index)4
Jsi ←− SortRows(J, index)5

Bi,origin,r←− GetOrthBasis(Jsi ) ⊲Alg. (2)6
αs

i,r ←− GetSubDiagMatrix(αs
i ,origin)7

Pi←− In−BT
i αs

i,rBi8

return Pi9

end10

Algorithm 2 : Orthonormal basis computation -
GetOrthBasis(A)

Data: A, ε
Result: B, origin, r
begin1

n←− GetNbCol(A)2
m←− GetNbRow(A)3
i←− 04

for k← 0 to m−1 do5
if i≥ n then6

break7
B[i, :]←− A[k, :]8

for j← 0 to i−1 do9

B[i, :]←− B[i, :]−
(
B[i, :]B[ j, :]T

)
B[ j, :]10

if norm(B[i, :])> ε then11
B[i, :]←− B[i, :]/norm(B[i, :])12

origin[i]←− k13
i←− i+114

end15
r←− i16
return B, origin, r17

3.2.1 Task insertion and deletion

There is a particular case induced by the proposed formu-
lation and corresponding to the influence of taski on itself.
Even though not intuitive, this self-influence has to be inter-
preted in terms of task existence, modulated byαii. If αii = 1
then task i is projected into its own null-space,i.e. it is ba-
sically canceled out. Decreasingαii continuously to 0 is a
simple and elegant way to introduce the task in the set of
tasks. Conversely, increasingαii continuously from 0 to 1
provides with a proper task deletion procedure. When being
added or suppressed, the influence of taski with respect to
other tasks also has to be defined and here again this can be
done by the regulation ofαi j.

3.3 Hierarchical Motion and Force Control

The control framework presented in Section 3.1 can qualita-
tively regulate the relative importance levels of tasks through
task objective weights, but it cannot precisely ensure strict
priorities among tasks. This control framework is extended
in this paper to account for both strict and non strict task
priorities. Moreover, an advantage of this approach is thata
priority rearrangement can be performed between any two
tasks.

The major difference between our hierarchical control
framework and the control framework reviewed in Section
3.1 is that each task JacobianJti is modulated by the gen-
eralized projector to account for the desired priority levels.
Therefore, the control framework presented in (3.1) is mod-
ified here by the application of modulated Jacobians. The
LQP problem to be solved is

argmin
wti ,wc j

∑i

∥∥wd
ti −wti

∥∥2
I +∑ j

∥∥wc j

∥∥2
Qc j

(9a)

s.t.∑i PtiJ
rt
ti

T wti +∑ j J
rt
c j

T wc j +grt = 0 (9b)

G(Pti)

[
wti
wc j

]
≤ h(Pti). (9c)

The control inputτ is computed from modulated task wrenches
(7).

τ = ∑
i

PtiJ
ac
ti

T w∗ti +∑
j

Jac
c j

T w∗c j
+gac (10)

Here, the task objective weighting matrixQi is set to the
identity matrix, and the task hierarchy is handled by gener-
alized projectors. The weighting matrixQr = ωrIn+na+3nc of
the contact force objective is set to a diagonal matrix with
the weight valueωr being very small compared to 1. The
contact force objective here is not a target tracking objective.
It is used to ensure the uniquess of the optimization solution.
The norm of the contact wrencheswc j is minimized, as their
desired values are unknowna priori. Appropriate value of
wc j , which satisfies the static equilibrium and non-sliding
contact constraints, is computed by solving the LQP.

Non-sliding contact constraints are implemented as in-
equality constraints, where contact forces are constrained
inside linearized Coulomb friction cones. Bounds of joint
torques (11) can be implemented as inequality constraints
within this framework using modulated task Jacobians.

τ≤∑
i

PtiJ
ac
ti

T wti +∑
j

Jac
c j

T wc j +gac ≤ τ. (11)

It should be noticed that, in this framework, the real task
wrenches applying on the system are notwti , but those mod-
ulated by generalized projectors. As generalized projectors
are always directly applied to task Jacobians instead of task
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wrenches, it is difficult to apply bounds or non-sliding con-
tact constraints directly on modulated task wrenches. There-
fore, crucial contacts, such as foot contacts that should not
slip, are set as constraints instead of tasks.

4 RESULTS

The proposed control approach has been implemented on
a free-floating humanoid robot iCub and validated by ex-
periments. The experiments are carried out on the simulator
XDE [24], which is a software environment that manages
physics simulation in real time. The robot has 38 DoFs, in-
cluding 6 DoFs of its root body, and 32 DoFs of its joints. It
is required to stand on the ground and switch its hands to ap-
ply a contact force of 30N on a table periodically (see Figure
2). The table surface is connected with the ground through
a spring with a stiffness of 2000N/m and a damping of 89
Ns/m.

Fig. 2: Snapshots of the robot switch its hands to apply a
contact force on a table periodically by using the control
framework proposed in this paper.

Four tasks are considered, namely the 2-D center of mass
(CoM) task, the 3-D right hand (rh) and left hand (lh) posi-
tion tasks, the 3-D right hand and left hand orientation tasks,
the 1-D right hand force (rhf) and left hand force (lhf) tasks,
the 1-D head orientation task, the 32-D posture task, and
four 3-D contact force tasks on each feet. The static equi-
librium constraint (9b) is applied to the free-floating base.
Non-sliding contact constraints are applied to contact points
on the feet.

During the experiment, the CoM task has the highest pri-
ority over all the other tasks to ensure the balance of the
robot. The posture task, which is used for redundancy reso-
lution, is always assigned with the lowest priority.

A finite state machine (FSM) is applied. The states are:
idle, rh-reaching, rh-contact, rh-release, lh-reaching, lh-contact,
lh-release. As the table is connected with the ground by a

spring, the table surface will move downward when the hand
pushes it strongly. Hand task targets during contact statesare
fixed on the surface of the initial table position; while the
actual hand position during this state should be lower than
this target position to be able to increase the contact force
to 30N. This means that during the periodical behavior of
contact establishment and break between the hands and the
table, priorities between hand force tasks and hand position
tasks should be modified. Task priorities with respect to dif-
ferent FSM states are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: Task priorities with respect to different states of the
finite state machine. Priorities of the CoM task, hand posi-
tion tasks, and hand force tasks are shown, and those of the
other tasks are omitted for clarity.

– At the beginning, the robot is inidle state. During this
state, its hands are not in contact with the table. The hand
force tasks are deactivated, and they have a strict lower
priority than hand position tasks by default.

– In rh/lh-reaching state, the hand moves toward the table.
– When a contact is established with the table, the FSM

entersrh/lh-contact state. When entering this state, the
hand force task is gradually activated and its priority in-
creases gradually over hand position task to enhance the
control of hand contact force.

– When rh/lh-release state starts, the hand should move
away from the table to a target position above it. When
entering this state, the hand force task is gradually deac-
tivated and its priority with respect to hand position task
decreases to enhance hand position control.

The following function is used for the smooth variation
of an αi j (converselyα ji) from 0 to 1 during the transition
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time period ([t1, t2])

αi j(t) = 0.5−0.5cos

(
t− t1
t2− t1

π
)
, t ∈ [t1, t2],

α ji(t) = 1−αi j(t).

(12)

The experiment is first conducted with the hierarchy re-
arrangement period (t2− t1) being set to 0.08s. The result
of α, hand contact forces, as well as the errors of the CoM
and the hand position tasks are shown in Figure 4. At the be-
ginning,αlh f ,lh f = 1 andαrh f ,rh f = 1, which means that the
force tasks are deactivated since they are projected in their
own null-spaces. When the hand touches the table,αlh f ,lh f

(or αrh f ,rh f ) decreases to zero smoothly to activate the force
task gradually. During the contact phase,αrh f ,rh (or αlh f ,lh)
decreases to zero andαrh,rh f (or αlh,lh f ) increases smoothly
so that the priority of hand force task increases gradually
over hand position task. During this hierarchy rearrange-
ment, as can be observed in Figure 4, the hand task error
increases while the force task tracks better its reference.

Moreover, during the experiment, the equilibrium of the
robot is maintained and no foot slippage is observed, which
demonstrates that this approach can handle a task hierarchy
subject to both equality constraint (static equilibrium) and
inequality constraint (non-sliding contacts).

An advantage of this approach is that the rearrangement
of task hierarchy can be carried out gradually and more smoothly
to avoid abrupt hierarchy changes and thus reduce system
instability. To demonstrate this, the same experiment is car-
ried out with a sudden change of relevantαs (during 0.03s
which is much faster than in the previous experiment). The
resulting hand contact forces are shown in Figure 5, and
hand force task errors with both gradual and sudden hier-
archy rearrangements are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5 and 6 show that greater force task errors with
larger peaks can be observed when hierarchies are rearranged
suddenly, compared with the previous experiment where hi-
erarchies are changed more slowly (by the smoother varia-
tions of α). In fact, this hierarchical force and motion con-
trol approach allows for the precious adjustment of hier-
archy rearrangement speed. As this approach parametrizes
task priorities in a continuous way and can encode prior-
ities between each pair of tasks, it is richer and more in-
formative compared with a discrete parametrization used in
approaches that handle strict-priorities only (such as analyt-
ical approaches based on null-space projection and HQP).
A potential application of this framework could be a combi-
nation with robot learning techniques to incrementally learn
and improve the tuning of priority parametersα for different
scenarios of interactions with the environment.
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Fig. 4: Change ofα (top), desired and real hand contact
forces (middle), and the errors of the CoM and the hand po-
sition tasks (bottom). Hierarchy rearrangement period lasts
0.08s.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

This paper proposes a novel hierarchical control approach to
handling multiple motion and force tasks for a free-floating
humanoid robot. A novel generalized projector is used to
precisely regulate how much a task can influence or be in-
fluenced by other tasks through the modulation of a priority
matrix. By using the same mechanism, tasks can be easily
activated or deactivated. Experiments demonstrate that both
motion and contact force tasks of different priorities can be
handled by this approach. Task priorities can be maintained
and switched while respecting both equality and inequality
constraints.

The control framework presented here is quasi-static;
however, the hierarchical control based on generalized pro-
jectors is not restricted in such a quasi-static case. In fact,
it can also be used in other types of controllers, such as a
dynamic controller. The basic idea is to associate each task
with a task variable in joint space (˙q′i, q̈′i, or τ′i), then to ap-
ply generalized projectors to modulate these task variables,
and finally the global joint space variable is the sum of each
projected task variables (Pi(αi)q̇′i, Pi(αi)q̈′i, or Pi(αi)τ′i).
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Fig. 5: Change ofα (top), desired and real hand contact
forces (middle), and the errors of the CoM and the hand po-
sition tasks (bottom). Hierarchy rearrangement period lasts
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A future research direction is to extend this approach for
the dynamic control of humanoid robots and to analyze its
computational cost. As in the dynamic case, the relation be-
tween joint accelerations, joint torques, and contact forces
has to be considered, so the optimization problem should
handle more variables. Finally, as this approach uses a con-
tinuous parametrization of task priorities, the use of robot
learning techniques to incrementally learn and improve the
tuning of these priority parameters is also of great interest.
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ABSTRACT2

This paper details the implementation of state-of-the-art whole-body control algorithms on3
the humanoid robot iCub. We regulate the forces between the robot and its surrounding4
environment to stabilize a desired posture. We assume that the forces and torques are exerted5
on rigid contacts. The validity of this assumption is guaranteed by constraining the contact6
forces and torques, e.g., the contact forces must belong to the associated friction cones. The7
implementation of this control strategy requires the estimation of both joint torques and external8
forces acting on the robot. We then detail algorithms to obtain these estimates when using a9
robot with an iCub-like sensor set, i.e. distributed six-axis force-torque sensors and whole-body10
tactile sensors. A general theory for identifying the robot inertial parameters is also presented.11
From an actuation standpoint, we show how to implement a joint torque control in the case of DC12
brushless motors. In addition, the coupling mechanism of the iCub torso is investigated. The13
soundness of the entire control architecture is validated in a real scenario involving the robot14
iCub balancing and making contact with both arms.15

16

Keywords: whole-body control, floating base robots, rigid contacts, noncoplanar contact, tactile sensors, force sensors.17

1 INTRODUCTION

Classical industrial applications employ robots with limited mobility. Consequently, assuming that the18
robot is firmly attached to the ground, interaction control (e.g. manipulation) is usually achieved separately19
from whole-body posture control (e.g. balancing). Foreseen applications involve robots with augmented20
autonomy and physical mobility. Within this novel context, physical interaction influences stability and21
balance. To allow robots to overcome barriers between interaction and posture control, forthcoming22
robotics research needs to investigate the principles governing whole-body coordination with contact23
dynamics, as these represent important challenges towards achieving robot physical autonomy and will24
therefore be the focus of the present paper.25

1
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Figure 1. See the video showing the control performances of the control architecture https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaTEbCsFp_M

It is worth recalling that the aforementioned industrial robots have been extensively studied since the26
early seventies. Robot physical autonomy asks for switching from conventional fixed-base to free-floating27
robots, whose control has been addressed only during recent years. Free-floating mechanical systems are28
under actuated and therefore cannot be fully feedback linearized Spong (1994). The problem becomes29
even more complex when these systems are constrained, that is their dynamics are subject to a set of30
(possibly time-varying) nonlinear constraints. This is the typical case for legged robots, for which motion31
is constrained by rigid contacts with the ground.32

The major contribution of this work is the implementation and integration of all the building blocks33
composing a system for balance and motion control of a humanoid robot. The system includes the low-34
level joint-torque control, the task-space inverse-dynamics control, the task planner and the estimation of35
contact forces and joint torques. Even though in recent years other similar systems have been presented36
Ott et al. (2011); Herzog et al. (2013), the originality of our contribution lies i) in the specificities of37
our test platform and ii) in a number of design choices that traded off simplicity of implementation for38
performances of the control system. In particular:39

• differently from the other robots, iCub can localize and estimate contact forces on its whole body40
thanks to its distributed tactile sensors41

• similarly to the DLR-Biped Ott et al. (2011), iCub is actuated with DC motors and harmonic drives,42
but we chose to neglect the gear-box flexibility, which simplified the motor-identification procedure43
and the low-level torque controller44

• differently from the above-mentioned platforms, iCub is not equipped with joint-torque sensors, but45
we designed a method that exploits its internal 6-axis force/torque sensors to estimate the joint torques46

• all our control loops run at 100 Hz, which is (at least) 10 times slower with respect to Ott et al.47
(2011); Herzog et al. (2013)48

We believe that further investigation will be necessary to thoroughly understand all the consequences of49
our hardware/software design choices. Nonetheless, these peculiarities make the presented system unique,50
and for this reason we think it is important to share our results with the robotics community.51
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the state of the art and motivates our specific52
choices, with a focus on why we defined postural stability by means of the center of pressure at individual53
contacts. A counterexample discussed in Section 2.3.3 shows that the commonly-used global center of54
pressure is not suitable for the scope of our application. Section 3.1 describes the whole-body distributed55
force and tactile sensors on iCub. These sensors are used to estimate contact forces (Section 3.2.1), internal56
torques (Section 3.2.2) and to improve the accuracy of the robot’s inertial parameters (Section 3.3),57
while Section 3.4 presents the prioritized contact-force controller. Section 4 discusses the implementation58
scenario, consisting in controlling the iCub posture and contact forces at both arms and feet. Remarkably,59
iCub can establish and break contacts at the arms using tactile sensing for both contact detection and60
localization. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusions.61

2 BACKGOUND

This section reviews previous literature on rigid contacts and their role in whole-body stability. Then we62
conclude that for the scope of the current paper we need to consider local contact stability as opposed63
to global stability criteria proposed in previous literature. Section 2.1 makes some general considerations64
about contacts and Section 2.1.1 gives a characterization of contacts by means of the center of pressure, a65
point in space that summarizes the effects of distributed forces acting on a rigid body. Section 2.2 focuses66
on planar unilateral contacts and their stability (Section 2.2.1). This specific type of contacts is associated67
with a center of pressure that lies on the contact plane (Section 2.2.2). This property is exploited to give68
necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of a planar unilateral contact (Section 2.2.3). Section69
2.3 reviews previous literature on multiple contacts. In particular, Section 2.3.1 considers the coplanar70
case, whereas Section 2.3.2 the noncoplanar one. Section 2.3.3 discusses a counterexample to justify our71
choice of addressing the multiple-contact case without resorting to a global stability criteria as proposed72
in most of previous approaches. Finally Section 2.4 briefly reviews the state of the art of prioritized73
task-space inverse dynamics.74

2.1 CONTACTS

We consider articulated rigid-body systems under the effects of multiple rigid contacts. In general, a75
contact can be seen as a continuum of infinitesimal forces acting on the surface of a rigid body. The effect76
of contact forces will be represented with an equivalent wrench wc = (fc, µc), composed by a three-77
dimensional force and a three-dimensional torque, denoted fc and µc respectively. Considering that a78
contact exerts infinitesimal forces distributed over a surface, fc is computed as the integral of infinitesimal79
forces over the surface. Similarly, µc is computed as the integral of the infinitesimal torques due to80
infinitesimal forces over the surface. The effect of other (noncontact) forces and torques acting on the81
rigid body, will be denoted wo = (fo, µo), being fo and µo the equivalent force and torque (respectively)82
resulting from all noncontact forces.83

2.1.1 Definition of center of pressure (CoP). Given a rigid body subject to contact forces, we associate84
a field of pressure to the contact itself. For each contact point, the pressure is defined as the amount of85
normal force acting per unit area. The center of pressure (CoP) is defined as an application point where86
the force obtained by the integration of the field of pressures causes an effect that is equivalent to that of87
the field of pressures itself. Remark 1: by definition, pressure accounts only for the normal component88
of the contact forces acting on the surface of a rigid body. Therefore the CoP comes handy especially89
when the tangential forces (shear stress) are negligible or do not play a role in the rigid body dynamics90
(e.g. the effect of tangential forces is compensated by the static friction). Otherwise, the CoP does not91
represent per-se a full characterization of the forces acting on the system and the effect of tangential92
forces should be also taken into account. Remark 2: at any point in space the effect of a field of pressures93
can be represented by an equivalent force and an equivalent torque (the integral of infinitesimal forces and94
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torques respectively). Given the above definition, the CoP is an application point where the equivalent95
torque is null.96

2.1.2 Existence of the center of pressure (CoP). Given the above definition, we can infer that the CoP97
sometimes might not exist. As a trivial example, the CoP does not exist when a field of pressure generates98
a zero net force but a nonzero net torque. Excluding this trivial case, by resorting to the Poinsot theorem it99
can be shown (see Appendix A) that the CoP is defined if and only if the resulting net torque is orthogonal100
to the resulting net force. Two relevant cases that satisfy this condition can be identified: field of pressures101
due to forces lying on a plane (torques orthogonal to the plane) and field of pressures due to forces102
orthogonal to a plane (torques lying on the plane). The first is a typical example used in aerodynamics103
(profile of a wing) and the latter is a typical example in the field of humanoid walking (contact with planar104
surfaces). In any case, the CoP is never uniquely defined and the set of valid CoPs corresponds to the105
Poinsot axis (see Appendix A.2). In the case of planar contacts, we will uniquely identify the CoP with106
the intersection between the axis and the planar contact surface as proposed by Sardain and Bessonnet107
(2004).108

2.2 PLANAR UNILATERAL CONTACT

A particular type of contacts, nominally planar unilateral contacts, has been widely studied to characterize109
the stability of an articulated rigid-body system while walking on flat terrain. The typical case-study110
considers a single link (foot) in contact with a flat surface (ground). Proposed stability criteria take into111
account the fact that while the foot has to be constantly in contact with the ground, the rest of the body is112
moving and therefore transfers inertial and gravitational forces to the foot. The foot is therefore subject to113
two sets of wrenches: those due to the contact with the ground (wc) and those due to the movements of the114
rest of the body (wo). For the contact to be stable these forces should balance (see Section 2.2.1). Force115
balance might not always hold since planar unilateral contacts exert a limited range of forces and torques.116
Original stability properties were proposed by Vukobratovic and Juricic (1969), who introduced the117
zero moment point (ZMP) concept. The ZMP coincides with the unique point on the ground where fc, µc118
produce zero tangential moments (see Section 2.2.2). As it was pointed out by Sardain and Bessonnet119
(2004), in the case of planar contacts the ZMP coincides with the intersection of the Poinsot axis with120
the contact plane as defined in Section 2.1.1; the ZMP is therefore a valid CoP. Other stability criteria for121
planar unilateral contacts have been proposed by Goswami (1999) and reviewed in Section 2.2.3.122

2.2.1 Definition of stable planar unilateral contact. So far we have only discussed about forces123
generated by contacts. In general, contacts also introduce motion constraints and there is always a duality124
between contact forces and constrained motion. In the case of rigid contacts, the directions in which125
motion is constrained are precisely those in which (contact) forces can be exerted as observed by Murray126
et al. (1994). In other words, contact forces and possible motions are always orthogonal. From a control127
point of view it is often desirable that the set of motion constraints does not change over time, since if128
it does, the control problem becomes harder to solve (see for example literature on hybrid and switching129
systems). This is the reason why we say that a contact is stable when the motion constraints induced by130
it do not change over time. Interestingly, motion constraints are effective on the system only if certain131
conditions are satisfied. If these conditions are not met (e.g. contact forces violate unilateral constraints or132
exceed friction cones) contacts are broken and motion constraints are no longer active on the system. It is133
therefore important to find a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a contact to constrain always134
the same motion.135

In the case of planar unilateral contacts these conditions assume an elegant form that will be presented136
in Section 2.2.3. The analysis is simplified by observing that planar unilateral contacts impose constraints137
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on all linear and angular motions1. Therefore a planar unilateral contact imposes null linear and angular138
accelerations. By means of the Newton-Euler equations on the contact link, motion constraints are139
therefore guaranteed if and only if fc = −fo and µc = −µo. In a sense, deciding whether or not a140
planar unilateral contact is stable (with the above terminology) corresponds to understanding if a given141
wrench fo, µo can be compensated by the forces fc and torques µc generated by the given type of contact.142
If −fo, −µo lie outside the space of wrenches that a planar unilateral contact can generate, then nonzero143
accelerations are generated and the contact is broken. The following section shows how to characterize144
the set of wrenches generated by a planar unilateral contact.145

2.2.2 Characterization of the CoP for planar unilateral contacts. Given a planar unilateral contact,146
the set of forces induced by the contact are such that it is always possible to find a point on the plane147
where the equivalent moment has null tangential components. This point has been named zero moment148
point (ZMP) by Vukobratovic and Juricic (1969). The name is sometimes considered misleading (see149
for example Sardain and Bessonnet (2004)) since at the ZMP the “tipping” (or tangential) moment150
and not the “total” moment is zeroed. The computation of the zero tipping moment point is relatively151
straightforward and reformulated in Appendix B.1. In the case of unilateral contacts, the ZMP coincides152
with the CoP (see Sardain and Bessonnet (2004)) and always lies in the convex hull of the contact153
points as shown by Wieber (2002) and in Appendix B.1. It is worth noticing that (in the ZMP context)154
restricting to tangential moments corresponds (in the CoP context) to neglecting tangential forces (see the155
first remark in Section 2.1.1).156

2.2.3 Characterization of stable planar unilateral contact. Goswami (1999) pointed out that the ZMP157
lying within the contact convex hull is not a proper stability measure. He therefore formulated some158
different statements for the characterization of the stability of planar unilateral contacts. These statements159
make use of the foot rotation indicator (FRI) which corresponds to the unique zero tipping moment point160
associated to fo, µo and belonging to the contact plane. The name FRI is misleading since this physical161
quantity can be associated to any rigid body in contact with a planar surface, regardless of the fact that162
the body itself is a foot or not. Remarkably, the FRI (differently form the CoP) is not constrained in the163
contact convex hull because fo and µo are not the result of unilateral contact forces. Other names used in164
literature for the FRI are fictitious ZMP (FZMP) and computed ZMP (CZMP) used by Vukobratovic and165
Borovac (2004) and Kajita and Espiau (2008) respectively. If the FRI is not within the contact convex166
hull, Goswami (1999) has shown that a rotation of the rigid link is occurring (i.e. angular acceleration is167
not identically zero). Viceversa, if the FRI is within the contact convex hull and if frictional constraints are168
satisfied2, then the unilateral contact is stable (i.e. the contact link has null accelerations). The complete169
proof of the latter statement requires some additional considerations which are outside the scope of the170
present paper. The interested reader should refer to chapter eleven of Featherstone (2008).171

Both the ZMP and the FRI concept have been used by several authors to define a suitable stability margin172
for balancing an articulated rigid body system. Hirai et al. (1998) used the ZMP concept to balance one173
of the earliest versions of the Honda walking humanoids. Huang et al. (2001) adopted a similar concept174
to define a stability margin tunable by modifying the robot hip motion. Li et al. (1993) used the error175
between a desired and the computed ZMP to learn stable walking. A good reason to prefer the FRI has176
been pointed out by Goswami (1999): given that “the ZMP cannot distinguish between the marginal state177
of static equilibrium and a complete loss of equilibrium of the foot (in both cases the ZMP is situated at178
the support boundary), its utility in gait planning is limited. FRI point, on the other hand, may exit the179
physical boundary of the support polygon and it does so whenever the foot is subjected to a net rotational180
moment.”.181

1 Normal linear motion and tangential angular motions are constrained by the unilateral contact forces; tangential linear motions and normal angular motion
are constrained by friction.
2 The FRI and ZMP (as they have been defined) do not depend neither on the tangential forces nor on the normal moments. However, frictional constraints
depend on these quantities. Therefore, no stability criteria can be formulated using only the FRI and the ZMP quantities. Within this context, it comes with no
surprise that the sufficient condition for contact stability requires tangential forces and normal moments to be within the friction cones of the contact itself.
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2.3 MULTIPLE CONTACTS

So far we discussed the stability of an articulated rigid body system subject to a single planar unidirectional182
contact. The stability characterization given by Goswami (1999) guarantees contact stability by requiring183
the FRI to stay inside the support convex hull. In this section we review extensions of this criterium to184
the case of multiple contacts. Proposed extensions search for some global stability criteria to condense185
the local stability criteria on individual contacts. Section 2.3.1 considers the simple case of multiple186
coplanar contacts and the associated global stability criteria, known as global CoP. Section 2.3.2 reviews187
previous literature on global criteria with multiple noncoplanar contacts. The present section concludes188
by observing that, for the scope of the present paper, it is mandatory to abandon global criteria and stick189
to local ones. The conclusion follows from a counterexample, provided in Appendix A.2 and discussed in190
Section 2.3.3.191

2.3.1 Multiple coplanar contacts. In this section we consider the case of articulated rigid body systems192
in contact with a flat surface (typically the ground). Differently from the previous sections, we assume that193
more than one single rigid body is in contact with the flat ground and therefore we consider a multiple194
coplanar contacts scenario. Within this context, we distinguish between local CoP (one per each rigid195
body in contact with the ground) and global CoP (the center of pressure resulting from all rigid bodies196
in contact). The local CoP of a rigid body has been defined and characterized in Section 2.1.1, 2.2.2197
and 2.2.3. These definitions and characterizations refer to a single rigid body (e.g. the foot) but can be198
extended to any rigid body of the articulated system. Computations in this case account only for the199
contact forces acting on the rigid body itself. Global CoP (GCoP) is instead a quantity associated with200
the whole articulated system and corresponds to the center of pressure obtained by integrating all contact201
forces acting on the articulated system. Most of the previous literature does not distinguish between local202
and global center of pressure but often refer to the latter when characterizing stability during the double203
support phase of flat terrain walking. Remarkably, the property of the GCoP lying inside the contacts204
convex hull still holds. This stability criterion has been used by several authors (Huang et al. (2001);205
Wieber (2002); Stonier and Kim (2006)) to infer stability in flat terrain walking. In particular, Wieber206
(2002) defined a motion to be realizable if and only if the GCoP lies inside the convex hull of contact207
points. Even though Popovic and Herr (2005) questioned the use of the GCoP as a way to guarantee208
postural stability, associated criteria are at present the most adopted for planning walking trajectories. In209
Section 2.3.3 we further question the GCoP as a stability criteria, focusing in particular on the scope of210
the current paper.211

2.3.2 Mutiple noncoplanar contacts. Harada et al. (2003) defined a generalized ZMP (GZMP) and212
a projected convex hull to formulate stability conditions for a limited class of arm/leg coordination tasks.213
Sardain and Bessonnet (2004) proposed a concept of virtual surface and virtual CoP-ZMP limited to214
the case of two noncoplanar contacts. In spite of the adopted simplification, authors themselves admit215
their failure in finding an associated pseudo support-polygon onto which the pseudo-ZMP stays. Hyon216
et al. (2007) presented a framework for computing joint torques that optimally distributes forces across217
multiple contacts; conditions for the CoP to lie within the supporting convex hull are formulated but218
stability conditions are not formulated with sufficient level of details.219

2.3.3 Global versus local CoP. In the present paper, we formulate a whole-body postural control220
which assumes stable contacts. Stability, as defined in Section 2.2.1 guarantees time invariance of221
motion constraints and avoids the complications of controlling hybrid systems. Necessary and sufficient222
conditions for stability of individual contacts can be obtained by resorting to the FRI of each contact.223
Most of previous literature on flat terrain walking postulates the GCoP to lie in the contacts convex hull as224
a stability criterium. This criterium is a necessary and sufficient condition for a whole body motion to be225
realizable as pointed out by Wieber (2002) (see in particular section 3.2 of his paper). However, it is not226
a sufficient condition to guarantee stability of all contacts. Appendix B provides a counterexample in the227
simple case of two coplanar contacts: the GCoP is shown to lie in the contacts convex hull but individual228
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contacts are proven to be unstable. We therefore decide in this paper to stick to local contact stability229
criteria since no previous global criteria guarantee the stability of all local contacts.230

2.4 TASK-SPACE INVERSE DYNAMICS

We now briefly review the vast literature on prioritized task-space inverse-dynamics control and we231
motivate our choices in this regard. Sentis (2007) and Park (2006) have been pioneers in the control232
of articulated free-floating rigid bodies exploiting the operational-space framework Khatib (1987). More233
recent approaches have explored the idea of simplifying the system dynamic equations by performing234
suitable projections onto the null space of the contact forces as proposed by Righetti et al. (2011);235
Aghili (2005). While being computationally efficient (i.e. total computation time below 1 ms), all these236
approaches share a common drawback: contact forces cannot be controlled. As a consequence, stability237
of the contacts cannot be guaranteed, which may lead the robot to tip over and fall.238

As opposed to these analytical solutions to the control problem, an alternative numerical approach239
proposed by de Lasa et al. (2010) is to use a Quadratic Programming solver. This allows to include240
inequality constraints into the problem formulation, which can model control tasks and physical241
constraints (e.g. joint limits, motor-torque bounds, force friction cones). Even if this technique can242
guarantee contact stability, solving a cascade of Quadratic Programs with inequality constraints can be243
critical from a computational standpoint.244

We decided to take an in-between approach: our framework of choice (see Section 3.4 or Del Prete et al.245
(2014) for details) allows to control the contact forces, but with a computational complexity of the same246
order of inverse-dynamics-based methods. Compared to optimization-based methods, our implementation247
does not allow for inequality constraints. To the best of our knowledge, the only real-time implementation248
of a cascade of Quadratic Programs with inequalities has been tested with a 14-DoF robot on a fast 3.8249
GHz CPU Herzog et al. (2013). We cannot be sure that this method will be fast enough for 26 DoFs and/or250
a slower CPU. For this reason, while we think that using inequalities could be useful, we postponed it to251
the (near) future because we know that it demands for an efficient and careful software implementation.252

3 MATERIALS & METHODS

In this section we present our approach to solve the problem of controlling whole-body posture on253
multiple rigid planar contacts. We suppose each contact to be planar, but contact planes to be in general254
noncoplanar. Within this context, the considerations presented in the previous sections justify our choice255
to abandon the idea of defining a global stability criterion (such as the GCoP). In case of noncoplanar256
contacts, a global CoP is not even properly defined given that the resulting force and torque might not257
in general be orthogonal (see Section 2.1.2 and Appendix A.2). In any case, the counterexample in258
Appendix B.1 suggests to consider multiple local stability criteria instead of a single global one. Local259
contact stability has been defined in Section 2.2.1 and it has been characterized as a condition for motion260
constraints to be time invariant. At present, necessary and sufficient conditions for contact stability have261
been formulated only in the case of planar rigid unilateral contacts (see Section 2.2.3). This is the reason262
why the scope of the current paper is limited to multiple planar contacts on rigid noncoplanar surfaces.263
Future extensions of the present work are foreseen in the direction of characterizing contact stability in264
more general situations.265

In the rigid and planar contact case, contact stability has been characterized by means of the contact FRI266
and CoP. Both quantities depend on the wrench (i.e. both force and torque) at the contact point. Assuming267
that contacts might occur at any point on the robot body, an estimate of the contact wrench might be268
difficult to obtain if not impossible. Conventional manipulators measure wrenches at the end-effector,269
where force and torque sensors are placed. Joint torque sensing gives only an incomplete characterization270
of contact wrenches. The problem can be solved adopting whole-body distributed force/torque (F/T) and271
tactile sensors as those integrated in the iCub humanoid (Section 3.1). This specific design choice calls for272
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Figure 2. Mechanical schemes of the humanoid robot iCub with force/torque sensors, gyroscopes and accelerometers highlighted in green. Left: locations
of the six proximal six-axis F/T sensors (legs and arms). Center: locations of the skin microcontrollers, which have a 3D accelerometer embedded. Right:
locations of the motor microcontrollers and the commercial inertial sensor, with the latter having a a 3D gyroscope and a 3D accelerometer embedded.

custom algorithms for: contact wrench estimation (Section 3.2.1), internal torques measurement (Section273
3.2.2) and dynamic model identification (Section 3.3). Whole-body control with multiple noncoplanar274
contacts is discussed in Section 3.4 and requires all the above custom components for its implementation275
(Section 4).276

3.1 WHOLE-BODY DISTRIBUTED WRENCH AND CONTACT SENSING

The platform used to perform experimental tests is the iCub humanoid robot which is extensively277
described in Metta et al. (2010). One of the main features of this system is represented by the large variety278
of sensors, which include whole-body distributed F/T sensors, accelerometers, gyroscopes (see Fig. 2) and279
pressure sensitive skin. Furthermore the robot possesses two digital cameras and two microphones. From280
a mechanical standpoint iCub is 104 cm tall and has 53 degrees of freedom: 6 in the head, 16 in each281
arm, 3 in the torso and 6 in each leg. All joints but the hands and head are controlled by brushless electric282
motors coupled with harmonic drive gears. During experimental tests we mainly exploit two kinds of283
sensors: the F/T sensors and the distributed sensorized skin. The F/T sensor described in Fumagalli et al.284
(2012) is a 6-axis custom-made sensor that is mounted in both iCub’s arms between the shoulders and285
elbows and in both legs between the knees and hip and between the ankles and feet. This solution allows286
to measure internal reaction forces, which in turn can be exploited to estimate both the internal dynamics287
and external forces exerted on its limbs. The robot skin Cannata et al. (2008) Maiolino et al. (2013) is288
a compliant distributed pressure sensor composed by a flexible printed circuit board (PCB) covered by289
a layer of three dimensionally structured elastic fabric further enveloped by a thin conductive layer. The290
PCB is composed by triangular modules of 10 taxels which act as capacitance gauges plus two temperature291
sensors for drift compensation. In our experiments, iCub’s upper body was wrapped with approximately292
2000 sensors, each foot sole is covered with 250 taxels, while 1080 further sensors are at the last design293
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Figure 3. The left picture shows the location of four (out of six) F/T sensors on the iCub humanoid (sensors at the feet are omitted in this picture). The
right picture shows the induced iCub kinematic tree partitioning. Each obtained subpart can be considered an independent floating-base structure subject to
an external wrench which coincides with the one measured by the F/T sensor (green arrow). Red arrows represent possible location for the unknown external
wrenches.

and integration stage on the lower body. Each single taxel has 8 bits of resolution, and measurements can294
be provided as raw data or as thermal drift compensated.295

3.2 INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL (CONTACT) WRENCH ESTIMATION

Fumagalli et al. (2012) proposed a theoretical framework that exploits embedded F/T sensors to296
estimate internal/external forces acting on floating-base kinematic trees with multiple-branches. From297
a theoretical point of view, the proposed framework allows to virtually relocate the available F/T sensors298
anywhere along the kinematic tree. The algorithm consists in performing classical Recursive Newton-299
Euler algorithm (RNEA) steps with modified boundary conditions, determined by the contact and F/T300
sensor location. It can be shown that relocation relies solely on inertial parameters, velocities and301
accelerations of the rigid links in between the real and virtual sensors (see in particular the experimental302
analysis conducted by Randazzo et al. (2011)). The proposed algorithm consists in cutting the floating-303
base tree at the level of the (embedded) F/T sensors obtaining multiple subtrees as in Fig. 3. Then,304
each subtree is an independent articulated floating-base structure governed by the Newton-Euler dynamic305
equations. The F/T sensor, gives a direct measurement of one specific external wrench acting on the306
structure (green arrows in Fig. 3). Other external wrenches (red arrows in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) can be307
estimated with the procedure hereafter described.308

3.2.1 Method for estimating external wrenches. We now describe a method for the estimation of309
contact wrenches; more details can be found in Del Prete et al. (2012). Let us consider a kinematic310
chain composed by N links, having a F/T sensor at the base (see Fig. 4), where wi is the wrench (i.e.311
force and moment) exerted from link i to link i + 1, p̈ci is the acceleration of the center of mass of link312
i and mi is the mass of link i. We know w0 (i.e. the F/T sensor measurement), the K contact locations313
r0,ei, . . . , r0,eK (i.e. the locations where the skin senses contacts), and we want to estimate the K contact314
wrenches we1, . . . , weK . Writing Newton’s and Euler’s equations for each rigid link and summing up all315
the N resulting equations we obtain:316
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Figure 4. Sketch of a kinematic chain with an embedded F/T sensor. Although the sketch refers to a serial chain, the theoretical framework holds also in the
case of multiple branches articulated chains (see for example the torso subchain in Fig. 3).

f0 +
K∑

i=1

fei =
N∑

i=1

mip̈ci , (1)

µ0 +
K∑

i=1

(µei + r0,ei × fei) =
N∑

i=1

(r0,ci ×mip̈ci + Iii ω̇i + ωi × Iiiωi), (2)

where Iii is the inertia of link i, ωi and ω̇i are the angular velocity and acceleration of link i respectively,317
and r0,ci is the vector connecting the chain base to the center of mass of link i. Noting that in (1) and318
(2) the only unknowns are the contact wrenches, the estimation problem may be solved rewriting these319
equations in matrix form Ax = b, where x ∈ Ru contains all the u contact unknowns, whereas A ∈ R6×u320
and b ∈ R6 are completely determined. The equations are constructed taking into account the type of321
possible contacts among the following three: pure wrench (we, 6-dimensional vector corresponding to322
force and torque); pure force (fe, 3-dimensional vector corresponding to a pure force and no torque);323
force norm (‖fe‖, one-dimensional unknown assuming the force to be orthogonal to the contact surface).324
In the simplest case, only a single contact acts on the sub-chain and the associated pure wrench can325
be uniquely determined (system of six equations and six unknowns). In other cases, a solution can be326
obtained with the following least squares procedure. The matrix A is built by attaching columns for each327
contact according to its type. The columns associated to pure wrenches (Aw), pure forces (Af ) and force328
norm (An) are the following:329

Aw =

[
I 0

S(r0,en) I

]
, Af =

[
I

S(r0,en)

]
, An =

[
ûn

r0,en × ûn

]
.

where S(v) ∈ R3×3 is the skew-symmetric matrix such that S(v)z = v × z, with × denoting the cross
product operator , and ûn is the versor of the contact force fen. The matrix A mainly depends on the skin
spatial calibration, which can be obtained and refined with the procedure described by Del Prete et al.
(2011). The 6-dimensional vector b is defined as:

b =

[
fb
µb

]
=

[ ∑N
i=1mip̈ci − f0∑N

i=1(r0,ci ×mip̈ci + Iii ω̇i + ωi × Iiiωi)− µ0

]

The vector b depends on kinematic quantities which can be derived for the whole-body distributed gyros,
accelerometers and encoders. Details on how to estimate these quantities have been detailed by Fumagalli
et al. (2012). Once A and b have been computed, we can use the equation Ax = b for estimating
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external wrenches. The equation defines a unique solution if there is exactly one unknown wrench on
the considered subchain. In the case of interest for the present paper, an exact characterization of the
interaction wrenches can be obtained if there exists exactly one contact wrench per each of the subchains
obtained by the body structure partition induced by the F/T sensor positions (see Fig. 3). In all other
situations, an exact estimate cannot be obtained but from a procedural point of view it is preferable to
give a reasonable estimate of all the contact wrenches. The solution we adopted consists in computing the
minimum norm x∗ that minimizes the square error residual:

x∗ = A†b

where A† is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of A. The method has been implemented as an extension330
of the iDyn library3 and it has been integrated with other software modules to create an efficient software331
system able to estimate internal and external wrenches of the whole iCub robot.332

3.2.2 Method for estimating internal torques. Once an estimate of external forces is obtained with the333
method described in Section 3.2.1, internal wrenches can also be estimated with a standard Newton-Euler334
force propagation recursion. Projection of the internal wrenches on the joint axes provides an estimate335
of the joint torques τ . A torque controller with joint friction compensation guarantees that each motor336
provides the desired amount of torque to the joints. In order to improve the torque tracking performance337
a suitable identification procedure was adopted to estimate the voltage to torque transfer function for338
each motor. Details are given in the following section together with some details on the dynamic model339
identification.340

3.3 DYNAMIC MODEL ESTIMATION

As it was previously pointed out, the technology available in the iCub (nominally, whole-body distributed341
tactile and F/T sensing) and the estimation algorithm presented in the previous sections allows to342
simultaneously estimate internal (i.e. joint torques) and external (i.e. contact) forces. The accuracy of343
the estimates is decisive for the efficacy of the control algorithm that will be described in Section 3.4.344
A key element to improve the estimation and control accuracy is the availability of a reliable dynamic345
model (masses, inertias and center of mass positions in equations (1) and (2)). Standard identification346
procedures do not apply directly and a customization to iCub specific sensor modalities and distributions347
is necessary. In the following two subsections we describe the solution that we implemented in order to348
improve dynamic model accuracy (Section 3.3.1) and torque tracking performances (Section 3.3.2).349

3.3.1 Dynamic model identification. The accuracy of the system dynamics (7) is crucial in the350
proposed control framework since it affects the controller (8) and the internal/external torque estimation351
procedure described in Section 3.2. Individual dynamic parameters (mass, inertia and center of mass352
position) of the rigid bodies constituting an articulated chain can be directly obtained from CAD drawings.353
These parameters are often not sufficiently accurate and standard identification procedures such as those354
proposed in the handbook of robotics by Hollerbach et al. (2008) can be applied in order to improve355
modeling accuracy. Remarkably, these procedures do not give an estimate of individual parameters but356
some linear combination of them, known in literature as the base parameters. It remains therefore to357
be clarified if the base parameters suffice to implement the procedure described in Section 3.2.1 to358
estimate external wrenches. This procedure, written as it is, requires the knowledge of individual dynamic359
parameters as evident from equations (1) and (2). Additionally, it needs to be verified that also the360
procedure for estimating internal torques presented in Section 3.2.2 can be reformulated in terms of the361
base parameters only. Interestingly, it can be shown, resorting to the work by Ayusawa et al. (2014) that362
the base parameters are a subset of those used for both the estimation procedures in Section 3.2.363

3 See the software library documentation http://wiki.icub.org/iCub_documentation/idyn_introduction.html.
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3.3.2 Modeling and representation of the motor transfer function. Another important component in364
implementing the control strategy detailed in Section 3.4 is torque control. For the scope of the present365
paper, it was necessary to implement a model-based controller tuned for each motor. The model assumes366
that the i-th joint’s torque τi is proportional (kt) to the voltage Vi applied to the associated motor, with the367
additional contribution of some viscous (kv) and Coulomb (kc) friction :368

Vi = ktτi + (kvps(θ̇i) + kvns(−θ̇i))θ̇i + (kcps(θ̇i) + kcns(−θ̇i))sign(θ̇i), (3)

where θ̇i is the motor velocity, s(x) is the step function (1 for x > 0, 0 otherwise) and sign(x) is369
the sign function (1 for x > 0, -1 for x < 0, 0 for x = 0). Operationally, it was observed quite370
relevant to distinguish between positive and negative rotations as represented in the model above. We371
identified the coefficients kt, kvp, kvn, kcp, kcn for each joint with an automatic procedure implemented in372
an open-source software module4. The motor controller exploits the transmission model and implements373
the following control strategy:374

Vi = kt

(
τdi − kpτ̃i − ki

∫
τ̃idt
)

+ [kvps(θ̇i) + kvns(−θ̇i)]θ̇i + [kcps(θ̇i) + kcns(−θ̇i)] tanh(ksθ̇i), (4)

where tanh(ksθ̇i) is used to smooth out the sign function, ks is a user-specified parameter that regulates375
the smoothing action, and τ̃i = τi − τdi is the i-th torque tracking error, and kp, ki > 0 are the low-level376
control gains. The control objective for the torque controller consists in obtaining τ ' τd and therefore377
the controller will make the assumption that the commanded value τdi is perfectly tracked by the torque378
controller. Also, observe that there is no derivative term in the parenthesis on the right hand side of (4). In379
fact, the measurement of ˙̃τi is noisy and unreliable at the current state of the iCub’s measuring devices.380

3.3.3 Differential joint torque and motion coupling. Specific care was posed in controlling the torques381
at joints actuated with a differential mechanism. As an example, we consider here the torso roll, pitch and382
yaw joint represented in Fig. 5. In particular, define q ∈ R3 the vector of the joint angles Corresponding to383
the torso yaw, the torso roll, and torso pitch degree of freedom. Also, by abusing notation, define θ ∈ R3384
as the angles between the stator and the rotor of the motors 0B4M0, 0B3M0, 0B3M1. Then, a simple385
analysis leads to the following relationship :386

q̇ = T θ̇, T =:

[ r
R

r
2R

r
2R

0 0.5 0.5
0 −0.5 0.5

]
, (5)

where r and R are the radius of the pulleys sketched in Fig. 5. The above matrix T is obtained387
by combining a classical differential coupling between pitch and yaw (first two rows) with a more388
complicated coupling with the roll motion (third row, see Fig. 6). Defining τq to be the link torques389
and τθ the motor torques, the coupling induced on torques can be easily obtained by imposing the equality390
between link and motor powers:391

q̇>τq = θ̇>τθ ∀q̇, θ̇ ⇒ τq = T−>τθ with T−> :=

[ R
r 0 0
−1 1 1
0 −1 1

]
. (6)

In the case of coupled joints, the transformation matrix T is used in both (3) and (4) which hold392
at the motor level. Since position (q̇) and torque (τ ) feedback is available at the joint level, suitable393

4 https://github.com/robotology/codyco-modules/tree/master/src/modules/motorFrictionIdentification
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Figure 5. The sketch represents the differential joint at the iCub torso. The pitch, yaw and roll joints are actuated with three motors 0B4M0, 0B3M0, 0B3M1
in differential configuration. Motor (θ ∈ R3) and joint (q ∈ R3) positions are coupled as described in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. The sketch is used to represent the kinematic coupling between the yaw and roll movements. A roll movement of an angle q2 implies an equal and
opposite movement of the rotor of the motor 0B4M0. This rotor moves, modulo the transmission ratio, also when a yaw movement of an angle q1 occurs.

transformations need to be applied. In the case of coupled joints, our current software 5 implements joint394
per joint equations (3) and (4) with substitutions τ ↔ τθ and q̇ ↔ θ̇ where motor velocity (θ̇) and motor395
torques τθ are obtained from joint velocity (q̇) and joint torques (τq) as follows:396

θ̇ = T−1q̇, τθ = T>τq.

3.4 COMPLETE FORCE CONTROL

In this section we describe the control algorithm for controlling an articulated rigid body subject to397
multiple rigid constraints. The system dynamics are described by the following constrained differential398
equations:399

5 Both the identification (3) and control (4) are available with an open source license. See the documentation in http://wiki.
icub.org/codyco/dox/html/group__motorFrictionIdentification.html and http://wiki.icub.org/codyco/dox/html/
group__codyco__jointTorqueControl.html respectively.
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[
Mb Mbj

M>bj Mj

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M(q)

[
v̇b
q̈j

]

︸︷︷︸
v̇

+

[
hb
hj

]

︸︷︷︸
h(q,v)

−
[
J>cb
J>cj

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jc(q)>

f =

[
06×n
In×n

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
S>

τ (7a)

Jc(q)v̇ + J̇c(q, v)v = 0, (7b)

where q ∈ SE(3) × Rn, with SE(3) the special euclidian group, represents the configuration of the400
floating base system, which is given by the pose of a base-frame (belonging to SE(3)) and n generalized401
coordinates (qj) characterizing the joint angles . Then, v ∈ Rn+6 represents the robot velocity (it includes402
both q̇j ∈ Rn and the floating-base linear and angular velocity vb ∈ R6), v̇ is the derivative of v, the403

control input τ ∈ Rn is the vector of joint torques, M ∈ R(n+6)×(n+6) is the mass matrix, h ∈ Rn+6404
contains both gravitational and Coriolis terms, S ∈ Rn×(n+6) is the matrix selecting the actuated degrees405
of freedom, f ∈ Rk is the vector obtained by stacking all contact wrenches, which implies that k = 6Nc406
and Nc the number of (rigid) contacts, Jc ∈ Rk×(n+6) is the contact Jacobian. Let us first recall how the407
force-control problem is solved in the Task Space Inverse Dynamics (TSID) framework proposed by Del408
Prete (2013) in the context of floating-base robots. The framework computes the joint torques to match409
as close as possible a desired vector of forces at the contacts (8a) while being compatible with the system410
dynamics (8b) and contact constraints (8c):411

τ∗ = arg min
τ∈Rn

‖f − f∗‖2 (8a)

s.t. Mv̇ + h− J>c f = S>τ (8b)

Jcv̇ + J̇cv = 0 (8c)

where f∗ ∈ Rk is the desired value for the contact forces. Then we can exploit the null space of the force412
task to perform N − 1 motion tasks at lower priorities. These tasks (indexed with i = 1, . . . , N − 1) are413
all represented as the problem of tracking a given reference acceleration v̇∗i for a variable xi differentially414
linked to q by the Jacobian Ji as follows:415

ẋi = Jiv, ẍi = Jiv̇ + J̇iv. (9)

Assuming that the force task has maximum priority the solution is:416

τ∗ = −(JcS̄)>f∗ +N−1j v̇∗1 + S̄>n, (10)

where N−1j = Mj − MbjM
−1
j M>bj , S̄ =

[
−M>bjM−1b I

]>
and the term v̇∗1 is computed solving the417

following recursion for i = N , . . . , 1:418

v̇i =v̇i+1 + (JiS̄Np(i))
†(ẍ∗i − J̇iv + Ji(U

>M−1b (hb − J>cbf)− S̄v̇i+1))

Np(i) =Np(i+1) − (Ji+1S̄Np(i+1))
†Ji+1S̄Np(i+1),

(11)

where U ∈ R6×(n+6) is the matrix selecting the floating-base variables, and the algorithm is initialized419
setting v̇N+1 = 0, Np(N) = I , JN = Jc and ẍN = 0. The implementation of this controller exploits the420
fact that we can compute (10) with an efficient hybrid-dynamics algorithm.421
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4 RESULTS

4.1 SET OF ADMISSIBLE TASKS

The final validation of the proposed control framework requires the definition of a suitable set of position422
(ẍ∗i ) and wrences (w∗) tasks and their relative priority. The set of admissible tasks is quite flexible also423
considering the flexibility of the underlying software libraries6. Nevertheless we list here a set of possible424
tasks, which we will use as a reference in the following sections. Quantities are defined with a notation425
similar to the one used by Featherstone (2008): H denotes the total spatial momentum of an articulated426
rigid body (including linear and angular), w indicates a wrench (a single vector for forces and torques),427
the index i = 0, 1, . . . , NB − 1 is used to reference the NB rigid bodies representing the iCub body428
chain (0 being defined as the pelvis rigid link), the index W is used to represent the world reference429
frame, the superscripts and subscripts la, ra, lf and rf indicate reference frames rigidly attached to the430
left arm, right arm, left foot and right foot respectively, the superscript i indicates the reference frame431
attached to the i-th rigid body, kXi represents the rigid motion vector transformation from the reference432
frame i to the reference frame j, jX∗i represents the force vector transformation from the reference frame433
i to the reference frame j, qj represents the angular position of iCub joints. Tasks will be thrown out of434
the following set of admissible tasks. For each task Ti we specify the reference values (ẍi or w∗) and435
associated Jacobians (Ji).436

• T rff : right foot wrench task. Regulate the right foot interaction wrench to a predefined value:437

w∗i : wrf = w∗rf ;

Ji : Jrf ;

• T lff : left foot wrench task. Regulates the left foot interaction wrench to a predefined value:438

w∗i : wlf = w∗lf ;

Ji : Jlf ;

• T raf : right arm wrench task. Regulate the right arm interaction wrench to a predefined value:439

w∗i : wra = w∗ra;
Ji : Jra;

• T laf : left arm wrench task. Regulates the left arm interaction wrench to a predefined value:440

w∗i : wla = w∗la;
Ji : Jla;

• T q : postural task. Maintains the robot joints qj close to certain reference posture q∗j :441

x∗q : q̈j = q̈∗j ;

Ji : I.

6 http://wiki.icub.org/codyco/dox/html/group__iDynTree.html
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4.2 SEQUENCING OF TASKS

The set of tasks active at a certain instant of time is regulated by a finite state machine. In particular there442
are five different states S1, . . . , S5 each characterized by a different set of active tasks S1, . . . , S5.443

• S1 has the following set of active tasks S1 = {T q}.444

• S2 has the following set of active tasks S2 =
{
T lff , T

rf
f

}
∪ S1.445

• S3 has the following set of active tasks S3 =
{
T raf

}
∪ S2.446

• S4 has the following set of active tasks S4 =
{
T laf

}
∪ S2.447

• S5 has the following set of active tasks S5 =
{
T laf , T

ra
f

}
∪ S2.448

Transition between states is regulated by the following finite state machine where the sets Cra and Cla449
contain the taxels (tactile elements) activated at time t.450

S1start S2 S3

S4 S5

t0 ≤ t ≤ t1

t > t1

Cra = ∅
Cla = ∅

Cra 6= ∅

C
la 6=

∅

Cra 6= ∅
Cla = ∅

C
la 6=

∅

Cra = ∅

C
ra

=
∅

C
la
6=
∅

Cra 6= ∅

C
la

=
∅

C
ra 6=

∅
C
la 6=

∅

C
la

=
∅

Cra = ∅
451

In practice, at start (t = t0) the robot is in state S1 in order to maintain a configuration which is as close as452
possible to the initial configuration with a postural task (T q) that guarantees that the system is not drifting.453
After a predefined amount of time (t = t1) the system switches to state S2 by adding two tasks to the454

set of active tasks: a control of the forces exchanged by the left and right foot (T rff , T lff respectively).455
The control of these forces allows for a direct control over the rate of change of the momentum as will456
be explained in Section 4.3. Successive transitions are triggered by the tactile sensors. If no contact is457
detected on the right and left arm (Cra = ∅ and Cra = ∅ respectively) the system remains in S2. A458
transition from S2 to S3 is performed when the system detects a contact on the right arm (Cra 6= ∅): in459
this state the active tasks are the same active in S2 with the addition of the task responsible for controlling460
the force at the right arm contact location (T raf ). Similarly, a transition from S2 to S4 is performed when461

the system detects a contact on the left arm (Cla 6= ∅): in this state the active tasks are the same active in462
S2 with the addition of a task responsible for controlling the force at the left arm contact location (T laf ).463
Finally a transition from either S3 or S4 to S5 is performed whenever the robot perceives a contact so that464
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in this new situation both arms are in contact (Cra 6= ∅ and Cla 6= ∅ respectively). In S5 both arms are465
used to control the interaction forces by activating the tasks T raf and T laf .466

4.3 TASK REFERENCES

In this section we discuss how to compute the task references:

w∗ra, w∗la, w∗rf , w∗lf , q̈∗j .

to be used in the controller (8). Instantaneous values for forces are computed so as to follow a desired467
trajectory of the center of mass (xdcom) and to reduce the system’s angular momentum. Instantaneous468
values for q̈∗j are chosen so as to follow a desired reference posture qdj . The latter is obtained by choosing:469

q̈∗j (t) = q̈dj (t)−Kq
d

(
q̇j − q̇dj (t)

)
−Kq

p

(
qj − qjd(t)

)
, (12)

where Kq
p and Kq

d are arbitrary positive-definite matrices that take into account that in the presence470
of modeling errors, the acceleration imposed on the system q̈j might differ from the ideal one q̈∗j .471
Instantaneous values for interaction forces are instead computed to follow a prescribed center-of-mass472
trajectory (xdcom) and to reduce angular momentum. In order to do so, a reference value Ḣ∗com for the total473
rate of change of spatial momentum (expressed at the center of mass) is computed with a strategy similar474
to (12).475

Ḣ∗com(t) = Ḣd
com(t)−Kh

d

(
Hcom −Hd

com(t)
)
−
[
Kcom
p

(
xcom − xdcom(t)

)
03×1

]
, Hd

com =

[
mẋdcom
03×1

]
(13)

where Kh
d , Kcom

p are suitably defined gain matrices, Hcom is the spatial momentum around the center of476

mass, xcom is the center-of-mass cartesian position, xdcom its desired value and m is the total mass of the477
robot. Finally, values for f∗ra, f

∗
la, f

∗
rf , f

∗
lf can be computed from Ḣ∗com considering that the time derivative478

of the momentum equals the resultant of forces and torques if all quantities are computed with respect to479
the center of mass. The notation is slightly complicated due to the fact that in the different scenario states480
S1, . . . , S5 the meaning of f (and consequently f∗) in (8) changes. In particular we have:481

S2 : f =

[
wrf
wlf

]
, S3 : f =

[
wra
wrf
wlf

]
, S4 : f =

[
wla
wrf
wlf

]
, S5 : f =



wra
wla
wrf
wlf


 , (14)

In the different states, the following equations on f and Ḣcom always hold:482
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Si : CSif + fg = Ḣcom, (15)

where fg is the gravitational force and where we defined CSi to be the matrix that expresses the spatial483
forces with respect to the center of mass:484

CS2 =
[comX∗rf comX∗lf

]
,

CS3 =
[comX∗ra comX∗rf

comX∗lf
]
,

CS4 =
[comX∗la comX∗rf

comX∗lf
]
,

CS5 =
[comX∗ra comX∗la

comX∗rf
comX∗lf

]
.

In literature these equations (derived from the Newton-Euler equations) have been presented in detail by485
Orin et al. (2013) under the name of centroidal dynamics. The constraints (15) on f given Ḣcom are not486
sufficient to identify a unique solution. Additional constraints or requirements need to be imposed in order487
to properly define f∗ to achieve the desired momentum derivative. In order to get rid of this ambiguity,488
the following problem can be solved when at state Si:489

f∗ = arg min
f
‖f − f0‖2W s.t. CSif + fg = Ḣ∗com, (16)

where ‖ · ‖W denotes a norm weighted with the matrix W = W> > 0. The solution of this optimization490
is given by:491

f∗ = C†WSi

(
Ḣ∗com − fg

)
+ (I − C†WSi CSi)f0, C†WSi = W−1C>Si

(
CSiW

−1C>Si

)−1
. (17)

This solution gives a set of desired forces f∗, which generate the desired momentum derivative Ḣ∗com.492
It is worth noting here that additional constraints should be imposed on the contact forces to guarantee493
contact stability. In particular, planar unilateral contacts should have an associated FRI lying in the contact494
support polygon (see Section 2.2.3) and forces should be maintained within the contact friction cones.495
Considering that these constraints can be approximated with a set of linear inequalities, adding them496
into (16) corresponds to transforming the problem into a quadratic program, as proposed by de Lasa497
et al. (2010). In the present implementation we follow a different strategy where stability constraints498
are enforced by solving (16) with a suitable choice for the reference value f0 and weight matrix W . To499
ensure that reference contact forces are stable in the sense of Section 2.2.3 we express f in a reference500
frame whose origin coincides with the center of the maximum circle inscribed in the contact polygon.501
Choosing f0 to have a null torque component penalizes solutions whose FRI is closer to the polygon502
borders and this penalty monotonically increases with the distance from the center of the maximum circle.503
Similarly, friction cones constraints are enforced by choosing the components of f0 to be sufficiently far504
from the cone borders. Assuming contact plane normals to coincide with the z-axis, cone borders distance505
is maximized with null x and y components. If a good choice for the z-axis force components is available,506
it can be used in f0. Otherwise a viable choice is also to choose f0 = 0 since in most realistic situations507
the solution f∗ is dominated by the component fg, which is always nonzero.508

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented the proposed control strategy on the iCub humanoid. In a first phase, the iCub was509
balancing with both feet on the ground plane (coplanar flat contacts). The desired center of mass position510
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Figure 7. Results of the double support experiment on planar contacts (left and right feet). The picture shows the time behavior of forces (top) and center of
mass position (bottom) on the sagittal (blue) and transverse (green) axis. It is worth noting that forces should be proportional to center of mass accelerations
and this is visible in the plot considering that accelerations are sinusoidal in counter phase with positions. Rapid variations of the contact forces at the time
t ≈ 2, i.e. starting time, are due to the activation of the torque control.

Figure 8. Results of the double support experiment on planar contacts (left and right feet). The left picture shows in three dimensions the feet contacts, the
feet center of pressures, the forces at the feet and at the the center of mass during three instants: at two extrema of the sinusoid (red and blue) and in the middle
of the sinusoid (green). Remarkably forces are maximum at the extrema when also accelerations are maximal. The right picture shows a close-up of of the
feet with the trajectory of the center of pressure, an ellipse representing a Gaussian fit of the data points and three points corresponding to the position of the
centers of pressure when at the two extrema of the sinusoid (red and blue) and in the middle of the sinusoid (green).

was moved left to right with a sinusoidal overimposed on its initial position xcom(t0) along the robot511
transverse axis (n):512

xdcom(t) = xcom(t0) + n · A sin(2πfrt) (18)
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Figure 9. Results of the double support experiment on four noncoplanar contacts (both feet and arms). The plots represent the evolution of the contact forces
at the left (top) and right (bottom) arms when contact is established.

Figure 10. Results of the double-support experiment on four noncoplanar contacts (both feet and arms). The left picture gives a three-dimensional view of
the foot center-of-pressure positions together with the arm contact forces. Forces are represented in a color scale that goes from black (contact establishment)
to blue (steady state) . The right picture gives a closeup on the foot center-of-pressure positions with an ellipse that represents the Gaussian approximation of
its distribution.

with fr = 0.15Hz and A = 0.02m (see Fig. 7). The reference posture qjd(t) was maintained at its initial513
configuration qjd(t0). As previously described the desired center-of-mass acceleration was obtained by514
suitably choosing the forces at the contact points (in this case at the feet) as represented in Fig. 8. A video515
of the first phase of the experiment 7 is available for the interested reader).516

7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaTEbCsFp_M.
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In a second phase, the iCub was maintaining its center of mass at its initial position xdcom(t) ≡ xcom(t0)517
and the joint reference posture qjd(t) was chosen so as to move the arms toward a table in front of the robot.518
The controller (8) was regulated by the finite state machine described in Section 4.2. At the occurrence of519
contacts, forces at the arms were regulated to a predefined value fd, which was obtained by imposing two520
additional constraints in solving (16): wra = wd and wla = wd. The force-regulation task at the arms is521
shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, which also shows that the generation of forces at the arms does not affect the522
center of pressure at the feet.523

5 CONCLUSIONS

The present paper addressed the problem of whole-body motion control in the presence of multiple524
non- coplanar and rigid contacts. The proposed solution defines a stability criterion based on the FRI525
of individual contacts as opposed to global stability criteria. It is argued that the FRI lying on the contact526
support polygon is a necessary and sufficient condition for the contacts to impose always the same motion527
constraints on the whole-body dynamics. These stability conditions are therefore the ones adopted in528
this paper in order to avoid the complications of hybrid and switching systems control. The chosen529
stability conditions require the capability of simultaneously measuring forces and torques (i.e. wrenches)530
at any possible contact location. This is not possible with conventional torque-controlled manipulators531
and requires whole-body distributed force and tactile sensing. These sensing capabilities are available532
in the iCub humanoid exploiting its whole-body distributed artificial skin and force/torque sensors. In533
consideration of this specific hardware, in the present paper we discussed our approach to obtain: contact-534
wrench estimates, internal-torque measurement and dynamic model identification. All these components535
are functional to the implementation of the proposed whole-body controller with multiple noncoplanar536
contacts.537
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A COP EXISTENCE CONDITIONS

The Poinsot theorem (see pag. 65 in Murray et al. (1994)) states that every wrench applied to a rigid546
body is equivalent to a force applied along a fixed axis plus a torque about the same axis. In particular let547
us define a wrench (fAc , µ

A
c ) applied at the point A. This wrench is equivalent to another wrench (fLc , µ

L
c )548

applied at any point L on an axis l = {q′ : q′ = q + λω, ∀λ ∈ R} and whose components fLc and µLc549
are parallel to l, i.e. fLc = λfω and µLc = λµω. Assuming ‖fAc ‖ 6= 0, quantities are defined as follows:550

ω =
fAc
‖fAc ‖

, q =
fAc × µAc
‖fA‖2 , λf = ‖fAc ‖, λµ =

fAc
>
µAc

‖fAc ‖
. (19)
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The proof of the equivalence between (fAc , µ
A
c ) and (fLc , µ

L
c ) is reported by Murray et al. (1994) and551

therefore here omitted. In the next subsection, we prove instead that all equivalent wrenches on the Poinsot552
axis have minimum norm torque.553

A.1 POINSOT AXIS AS THE GEOMETRIC LOCUS OF MINIMUM TORQUES

Besides being an equivalent wrench, the Poinsot wrench (fLc , µ
L
c ) has an associated minimum norm554

torque µLc among all equivalent wrenches. In order to prove this optimality principle, let us consider555

the equivalent torque µQc at an arbitrary point Q:556

µQc = µLc + rQL × fLc = λµω + rQL × λfω, (20)

being rQL the vector connecting L to Q. Applying the norm to the above equation and observing that the557
sum is an orthogonal decomposition, we obtain:558

‖µQc ‖ = ‖λµω‖+ ‖rQL × λfω‖ ≥ ‖λµω‖ = ‖µLc ‖. (21)

Therefore ‖µQc ‖ ≥ ‖µLc ‖ and the equality holds if and only if rQL is parallel to ω, i.e. when Q lies on the559
Poinsot axis defined as:560 {

q′ : q′ =
fAc × µAc
‖fA‖2 + λ

fAc
‖fAc ‖

, ∀λ ∈ R
}
. (22)

On the Poinsot axis, the torque norm is minimal and equals:561

‖µminc ‖ =
fAc
>
µAc

‖fAc ‖
. (23)

A.2 COP EXISTENCE AND POINSOT AXIS

Given a rigid body subject to a field of pressures, the center of pressure (CoP) is an application point where562
the equivalent torque (due to the field of pressure) is null. Being the Poinsot axis the geometric locus of563
minimum torques, it is evident that a CoP can be defined if and only if ‖µminc ‖ = 0, or equivalently if and564
only if fc and µc are orthogonal. When this is the case, the CoP is not uniquely defined and the geometric565
locus of valid CoP corresponds to the Poinsot axis (22).566

B COUNTEREXAMPLE ON THE GLOBAL COP AS A CONTACT STABILITY
CRITERIA

In this section we provide a counterexample to show that the condition on GCoP (global center of pressure)567
to lie in the contacts convex hull is not sufficient to guarantee the stability of individual contacts. Consider568
the simple system represented in Figure 11. For certain values of the torques at the joints the global569
stability criteria are met (i.e. the GCoP lies in the convex hull of contacts) but individual contacts are570
unstable (i.e. the FRI of each contact lies outside the contact area). Given the unilateral nature of the571
contacts acting on the system, its solution is non-trivial and requires to make hypotheses on whether or572
contacts break or persist as clearly explained by Featherstone (2008) in chapter eleven of his book. In573
the specific case of Figure 11 however, it would be sufficient to just provide that particular situation in574
which torques at the joints force contacts to break while maintaining the GCoP within the contact support575
polygon. This specific situation is presented in B.3. For sake of clarity, we start with discussing the case576
in which contacts persist. This case just helps in understanding the proposed counterexample.577
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Figure 11. The image shows the example of an articulated rigid body with two links in contact with the ground. Left figure. The system is composed of four
rigid bodies. The centers of mass associated to the rigid bodies are indicated with a check board circle. Three rotational joints have associated torques τ1, τ2
and τ3. Central figure. The sketch shows the convention and the geometric dimension used in the computations. The contact interaction forces are indicated
with fr , fl ∈ R2, τr , τl ∈ R; the internal constraint forces are indicated with f1, f2, f3 ∈ R2. Right figure. The linkage that describes the system kinematic
constraints when assuming that the left foot is pivoting around its right edge and the right foot around its left edge.

B.1 ZMP COMPUTATION

In this section we provide explicit computation for the zero tipping moment point associated to a wrench578
wc = (fc, µc) applied at a generic point P . It is worth stressing once more that the zero tipping moment579
point is by definition the ZMP, the latter name begin misleading. For sake of simpler notation, let the580
contact plane coincide with the x-y plane. Given the contact wrench wc = (fc, µc) at a generic point581
P = [Px, Py, 0] of the contact plane, the equivalent torque µ′c at P ′ =

[
P ′x, P

′
y, 0
]

is given by:582

µ′c = −rPP ′ × fc + µc =




µxc − ryPP ′f
z
c

µyc + rxPP ′fzc
µzc − rxPP ′f

y
c + ryPP ′f

x
c


 (24)

where rPP ′ = P ′ − P . At a particular point P ′ the tipping moments along the x and y axes equal zero.583
This point corresponds to the zero tipping moment associated to wc = (fc, µc) and equals:584

rxZMP = −µ
y
c

fzc
, ryZMP =

µxc
fzc
. (25)

Assuming that the contact wrench wc = (fc, µc) is the resultant of a field of pressures pc on the surface585
S, we have:586

fzc =

∫

S
pc dS, µxc =

∫

S
ypc dS, µyc =

∫

S
−xpc dS. (26)

Therefore we have:587

rxZMP =

∫

S
xα dS, ryZMP =

∫

S
yα dS, α =

pc∫
S pc dS

, (27)

where in case of unilateral contacts (pc ≥ 0) it results evident that the ZMP is the convex combination of588
points in S and as such it belongs to the convex hull of S.589

B.2 EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATIONS

In the following paragraphs we study equilibrium configurations for the system in Fig. 11. Let us first590
consider the case in which both contacts are active. The idea is to find conditions on the applied torques591
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to guarantee that the system is in dynamic equilibrium (i.e. null accelerations) and contacts persist. The592
planar Newton-Euler equilibrium equations for each of the four rigid bodies composing the system give593
twelve equations. Interaction (fr, fl ∈ R2, τr , τl ∈ R) and internal (f1, f2, f3 ∈ R2) forces and594
torques give twelve unknowns that can be uniquely solved for any choice of the joint torques τ1, τ2, τ3.595
To simplify the notation and to obtain a symmetric solution we assume τ1 = τ , τ2 = 0, τ3 = −τ . Solving596
the associated equations gives the following solution for the contact forces:597

fr =

[
τ/l

(m3 +m4)g

]
, fl =

[
−τ/l

(m1 +m2)g

]
, (28a)

τr = −τ
(

1 +
h

l

)
, τl = τ

(
1 +

h

l

)
, (28b)

and internal forces:598

f1 =

[
τ/l
m2g

]
, f2 =

[
τ/l
0

]
, f3 =

[
−τ/l
m3g

]
. (29)

Assuming for the sake of simpler notation m1 + m2 = m3 + m4 = mtot/2, (28) gives the following599
expressions for the local right and left foot FRI8 (expressed in the associated reference frames Σr and Σl600
respectively):601

FRIr =

[
−τ h+l

mlg/2
0

]
, FRIl =

[
τ h+l
mlg/2
0

]
.

The global center of pressure (GCoP) can be computed by representing fr, fl, τr and τl in a common602
reference frame to obtain the total force and torque ftot-τtot. Using a reference frame in the middle of the603
two contacts we have:604

τ ltot = τr + lfyr + τl − lfyl = 0, f ltot =

[
0
mg

]
,

and therefore GCoP = [0, 0]>. As expected by the system symmetry, the global center of pressure is605
always in the middle of the two contacts regardless of the value given to τ . Instead, the local contacts606
rotation indicators FRIr and FRIl linearly depend on τ and, for a given contact geometry, it is always607
possible to find a τ which brings them outside the contact areas. As an example, we can assume that the608
surfaces in contact have width 2h (twice the foot height) and, for sake of simpler notation h = l/2. With609
this simplification the FRI is within the support polygon of each contact if and only if:610

−mgl
6
≤ τ ≤ mgl

6
.

If τ ≥ mgl/6, the left foot rotation indicator FRIl is on the right of the left foot support polygon. Similarly,611
FRIr is on the left of the right foot support polygon. In practice, recalling the results presented in Section612
2.2, this fact implies that the computed fr, τr, fl, τl for the system equilibrium cannot be generated by a613
unilateral contact of the given geometry. In a sense, the equilibrium assumption is wrong and we need to614
redo computations with a different assumption. In the following we assume that the left foot is rotating615
with respect to its right edge and that the right foot is rotating with respect to its left edge. We then check616
that the solution found is feasible in terms of contact forces.617

8 Using the FRI definition and assuming the contact plane to be y = 0, a force f and a torque τ have an associated FRI with x-coordinate given by
FRIx = τ/fy .
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B.3 INWARD FEET ROTATION CONFIGURATIONS

In this section we make the hypothesis that contact constraints force the left foot to rotate around its618
right edge and the right foot around its left edge. In this specific case the torques at the (point wise)619
contacts are identically null. With respect to the previous situation we therefore have two unknowns less.620
Additional unknowns come from the fact that we are no longer assuming accelerations to be identically621
null since the system is no longer assumed at equilibrium. These additional unknowns can be expressed622
as a function of only two unknowns (e.g. the left and right foot tipping accelerations). This results by623
taking into consideration the kinematic constraints in the system, as represented in the left hand side624
of Figure 11. Therefore, with respect to the equilibrium case we removed two unknowns (the torques625
at the contacts) and inserted other two (the foot angular acceleration at the tipping point). As a result,626
the Newton-Euler system of equations is still solvable. Deriving the solution is out of the scope of the627
present paper and therefore omitted. The interested reader can have a look at the computations which are628
available in MATLAB9. We report here the values of some important variables such as the right and left629
foot acceleration (denoted q̈r and q̈l):630

q̈r = k (6τ −mgl) , q̈l = −k (6τ −mgl) .
for some positive scalar k > 0 which depends only on the system geometric and dynamic parameters.631
By convention positive accelerations correspond to counter clock wise rotations. As soon as the right foot632
FRI starts moving away from its left edge (τ > mgl/6) the right foot starts counter clock wise rotating.633
Similarly, when the left foot FRI moves away from its right edge (again, τ > mgl/6) the left foot starts634
clock wise rotating. The left foot FRI can be computed as well. Given that the foot is not in equilibrium,635
FRI l is computed using f1 and τ1 reprojected on the planar contact surface. Similar considerations hold636
for FRIr. The position of the left and right feet rotation indicators with respect to the pivoting point is637
given by:638

FRIl =
6τ −mgl
k1 + k2τ

, FRIr = −6τ −mgl
k1 + k2τ

where k1 and k2 are positive scalars which again depend only on the system geometric and dynamic639
parameters. As expected FRIr and FRIl coincide with the pivoting point (the edge of the support polygon)640
when τ = mgl/6 and move away from the support polygon when τ > mgl/6. The vertical forces at the641
contact have the following expressions:642

fyl = k3τ + k4, fyr = k3τ + k4

for positive constants k3 and k4. Contact forces are therefore positive as expected given the unilaterally643
of the contact. Finally, given the symmetry of the problem, the GCoP is constantly at at the center of644
symmetry of the system and therefore within the contact support polygon. Therefore, when τ > mgl/6645
the system starts rotating feet at their edges (contacts are broken) even if the global center of pressure is646
within the contact convex hull. This is therefore the counterexample we were looking for.647
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Abstract

To improve the balancing of the humanoid robot iCub, the minimization torques and con-
ditions on contact wrenches for balancing stability are implemented to the force and posture
control of iCub which is made possible thanks to its wholebody distributed force&torque sen-
sors. The new formulation of the control problem optimizes the feet contact forces in order
to minimize the joint torques which helps in reducing any unnecessary internal torques, and
during the optimization, conditions on the feet contact forces that ensure stable balancing such
as friction cones and zero moment point are imposed as linear inequalities onto the formulized
quadratic program (QP). The new controller is also tested by simulations and experiments on
the real robot.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Robots today have more interaction with their environment and users than ever before and
it seems that this trend will continue as they become more common in the industry and the
daily life. To ensure the safety for all of the elements of the environment that are subject to
possible damage in case of an interaction (including the robot itself), the robot must be able to
anticipate and/or reciprocate any interactions in a safe manner.

Various control methods are used to ensure that the robots follow and complete their tasks
as planned before or during their operation. However, the sensitivity of the robot to its envi-
ronment has limits and to ensure safety, the question of how the robot will take action in the
case of an unexpected change in the environment, must be answered profoundly. Especially in
the field of humanoid robotics, safety of interaction is a major issue since they are designed
and built to operate and interact with their environment in various ways such as care-giving for
the elderly, servicing and assisting in different scenarios and working side by side with humans.
Since the diversity of possible end-users of such robots is growing continuously, it is fair to state
that the possible end-user is not always meant to be a person who has broad knowledge on how
such a robotic platform operates and who can make sure of meeting the safety rules at all times.
Hence, it is the engineers’ duty to make sure that the robot can operate safely in the cases of
unpredicted events in the robot’s environment.

If a robot, which is controlled by the positions of its degrees of freedom that can be actuated
to complete given tasks, is allowed to interact with its environment without being able to
sense what is going on in its surroundings and update its tasks accordingly; any disturbance,
unmodeled behavior or unexpected interaction can have a catastrophic result. Nevertheless, the
safety of interaction with a position controlled robot can be improved in many ways. Any one
or combination of the items below can contribute to safety of interactions:

• Addition of compliance to the system, which can highly reduce damage due to impacts,
which may be achieved by using compliant mechanisms and/or control strategies to mimic
compliant behavior.

• Incorporation of more sensory data (via additional sensors for various purposes) into the
planning and updating of tasks during the operation for better estimation of states, and
to anticipate or sense interactions with the environment.

• Addition of more restrictions on the environment to operate in.

Another method is the force control in which the torques on the joints, rather than their
position or velocity, are controlled to generate desired forces at contact points. This can be
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achieved by using force&torque sensors to estimate joint torques, contact forces and the dy-
namical model of the robot. At the cost of the estimation of forces and dynamical model using
sensors, safety of interactions with the environment is achieved. In any case of interaction or
unexpected impacts, compliant behavior is achieved at the joints for they are controlled to follow
desired torques rather than position or velocity which otherwise would result in stiff behavior.
However, force control strategy differs also in terms of given tasks and it is not as popular as
position control, for now.

The humanoid robot iCub of the Italian Institue of Technology (IIT) in Genova, Italy, is a
suitable platform for both position and force control with its various whole body distributed
sensors such as force&torque and tactile skin sensors. In the Cognitive Humanoids Laboratory
of the Robotics, Brain and Cognitive Sciences Department, a force and posture controller is used
to keep the robot balanced by generating the desired contact forces at both feet. It is desired
to use the possibilities of force control, to have a humanoid robot that can safely interact with
its environment as humans do in the daily life. Walking is one of the necessary activities and it
seems that the iCub is approaching that goal as it is already able to balance on its feet and move
its center of mass with respect to given desired trajectories. This is the stage this internship
project is aimed to contribute to, with the implementation of joint torque minimization while
respecting the conditions on stable balancing, which will improve the balancing of the iCub to
a point where it will hopefully decide to take one foot of the ground soon.

1.2 Objectives

The main objective of this project is to improve the balancing control of the humanoid robot
iCub, by means of implementing new features such as the minimization of the joint torques and
the consideration of the conditions related to stability during balancing. Objectives alongside
the main one are the familiarization with the state of the art software and hardware that is
used for designing, building and experimenting with humanoid robots capable of whole body
force, torque and position control and to explore more of the theoretical and practical knowledge
related to the dynamics and control of humanoid robots.

1.3 Outline

The outline of this report is as follows:

• In Chapter 2, a brief introduction to the dynamics and modeling of humanoid robots as
floating-base systems, is given,

• In Chapter 3, the main actor of this and many other projects, the humanoid robot iCub
of IIT1 is introduced within the context of whole body control and this project.

• In Chapter 4, several concepts and conditions on the balancing task are explained and a
balancing force and posture controller that is the starting point of this project is explained.

• In Chapter 5, the new controller is introduced along with the new formulation to achieve
minimization of torques and to satisfy necessary conditions for balancing stability, followed
by the results from simulations and experiments on the robot and discussions.

• In Conclusion, final remarks are made.

1Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (Italian Institute of Technology), Genova, Italy
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Chapter 2

Dynamics of Humanoid Robots

In this chapter, a brief introduction to the dynamics and equations of motion of humanoid
robots is given by short descriptions of the classes of systems humanoids are related or belong
to; to familiarize ourselves with the descriptions of dynamics of humanoid robots as constrained
floating-base systems.

2.1 Fully Actuated Systems

Definition: Fully actuated systems have exactly the same number of control inputs and total
number of degrees of freedom.

The equations of motion of a fully-actuated system can be defined as;

M(q)q̈ + h(q, q̇) = τ , (2.1)

where q ∈ Rn is the vector of generalized coordinates, M(q) ∈ Rnxn is the inertia matrix,
τ ∈ Rn is the vector of generalized input torques and h(q, q̇) ∈ Rn is the vector of bias forces
containing Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity forces.

With fixed-base and fully actuated systems at initial configuration q0 and q̇(0) = 0, a desired
trajectory q∗ which can be defined as;

q∗ = q0 +

T∫∫

0

q̈∗ dt (2.2)

and q̈∗ can directly be used to calculate input torque trajectory that is necessary to follow
q∗ by;

τ∗ = M(q)q̈∗ + h(q, q̇). (2.3)

which is not the case for systems that are not fully actuated.

2.2 Underactuated Systems

Definition: Underactuated systems are characterized by having fewer number of control in-
puts than the total number of degrees of freedom.

For the underactuated systems, the equations of motion can be written as;
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M(q)q̈ + h(q, q̇) = ST τ. (2.4)

with the only difference, from the equations of motion of fully actuated systems (2.1), being
τ ∈ Ra where a is the number of actuated degrees of freedom with a < n and S ∈ Ra×n being
the selector matrix which selects the control inputs for the a active joints rather than (n − a)
passive joints.

Due to the difference between the total number of degrees of freedom (n) and the number
of actuated degrees of freedom (a < n), the underactuated systems are not fully feedback
linearizable and the problem of finding an acceleration trajectory q̈∗ that brings the system
from an initial configuration q0 to a desired configuration q∗ is not trivial at all, because the
acceleration of the system that can be achieved at an instant of time is not available in all
directions and it is also dependent on the states due to the fact that,

q̈ = M−1(q)
(
− h(q, q̇) + ST τ∗

)
(2.5)

defines q̈ ∈ Rn at an instant of time with input torques τ∗ ∈ Ra where a < n meaning that
the n-dimensional vector q̈ lies on a manifol of dimension a, because of the underactuation.
Although acceleration at an instance is only available in a subset of all directions, it is still
possible that the system can be controllable, meaning that there can be found a trajectory for
input torques τ∗ that can achieve an acceleration trajectory q̈∗ that will bring the system from
any initial configuration q0 to a any final desired configuration q∗ in a finite time.

2.3 Floating-base Systems

Floating-base systems, being a class of underactuated systems, have their equations of mo-
tion defined similar to (2.4) by adding a passive joint with 6 degrees of freedom from the
base of the robot to the inertial frame resulting in a model in the same way as a fixed-base
underactuated system;

M(q)q̈ + h(q, q̇) = ST τ, (2.6)

with,

q =

[
xb
qj

]
∈ Rn+6,

xb ∈ R6

qj ∈ Rn
, M(q) ∈ R(n+6)x(n+6), h(q) ∈ Rn+6, ST =

[
06xn
Inxn

]
(2.7)

where the vector of generalized coordinates q ∈ Rn+6 is formed by combination of the 6
degrees of freedom (position and orientation) that come from the generalized coordinates of the
base xb ∈ R6 and generalized coordinates of the actuated joints qj ∈ Rn, which is typical for a
robot with all of its joints actuated and free floating in 3-dimensional space.

2.4 Humanoid Robots as Constrained Floating-base Systems

As they are not fixed to any reference frame and can be found floating freely, humanoids
are a class of floating base systems. However, humanoid robots usually have contacts -almost
always with the ground-. Hence, they can be described as constrained floating-base systems.

Making contacts with environment results in constraints on the motion at the contact points
which restricts movements in constrained directions where the constraint forces act, Assuming
that the contacts are rigid and holonomic, the constraints on movements can be represented by
imposing zero velocity at the contact points as;
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Jc(q)q̇ = 0 , (2.8)

and also at the acceleration level as;

Jc(q)q̈ + J̇c(q)q̇ = 0 , (2.9)

where Jc(q) ∈ Rk×(n+6) is the jacobian of the contact points and k is the number of con-
strained directions of motion.

With the addition of constraints, forces at the rigid contact points act on the body and
equation of motion of constrained floating-base systems becomes;

M(q)q̈ + h(q, q̇)− JTc (q)fc = ST τ,

s.t. Jc(q)q̈ + J̇c(q)q̇ = 0.
(2.10)

where q ∈ R(n+6) is the vector of generalized coordinates containing the position and orien-

tation of the base
[
xb wb

]T ∈ R6 and the joint positions qj ∈ Rn, M(q) ∈ Rn×n is the inertia
matrix, τ ∈ Rn is the vector of generalized input torques, fc ∈ Rk is the constraint forces that
maintain the constraints, Jc(q) ∈ Rk×n is the constraint jacobian and h(q, q̇) ∈ Rn is the vector
of bias forces containing Coriolis, centrifugal and gravity forces.
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Chapter 3

The Humanoid iCub

Figure 3.1: iCub1

The humanoid robot iCub is an open-source platform for research in humanoid robotics,
brain and cognitive sciences. Being a platform that is used in such broad fields of research, it
has various sensors and mechanical features that allow testing for various tasks. At the size of a
human child, iCub has four limbs consisting of two legs and two arms including hands with five
fingers and various sensors such as force&torque, tactile skin, gyroscopes, accelerometers and
cameras distributed over its body to be able to sense its environment. Basically, it is a humanoid
that is built with the intention to allow it to interact with people and the environment. In this
chapter, we introduce the humanoid iCub in the context of whole body force and posture control
for balancing; by describing the mechanical characteristics, whole body distributed sensors and
software to be used for the purposes of this project. It should be noted that these are only a
subset of all the features of the humanoid iCub and more details on the platform can be found
in [1].

1Photo Credit: Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia - http://www.iit.it/en/social/photo-gallery.html
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3.1 Mechanics

iCub has 53 degrees of freedom that are actuated, distributed as; 6 for the head (3 for the
neck and 3 for the eyes), 3 for the torso, 16 for each arm (9 of which are for each hand) and 6
for each leg. Except for the hands and the head where brushed DC motors are used, all of the
remaining joints are actuated by brushless DC motors with harmonic drive gears.

The material used for the body parts is mostly Ergal (an aluminum alloy). Steel and plastic
is also used and the total mass of the robot is around 25 kg. It does not have a certain mass since
it is a research platform that is subject to be customized by researchers by removal, addition
and testing of new sensors and parts.

Figure 3.2: iCub Mechanics2

For the purpose of the project this report is on, 25 degrees of freedom from the arms (3
from each shoulder, 2 from each elbow), the legs (3 from each hip, 1 from each knee and 2 from
each ankle) and the torso are exploited and others such as the wrists, the hands and the head
are kept at an initial configuration with position control.

iCub is not fully autonomous, yet, because power is supplied to the robot via a cord which
also communicates with a cluster machine where the higher-level control takes place. For the

2Image Credit: Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia - http://www.iit.it/en/products/catalog.html
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low-level motor control, there are microcontroller boards on the robot that can be used. During
the course of this project, for joint torque control, high and low level control were both carried
out at 100 Hz by the off-board cluster machine. To implement the estimation of joint torques
to on-board means of computation is an ongoing process which can allow low-level joint torque
control at a higher frequency with less delays.

3.2 Sensors

iCub is equipped with sensors such as; two digital cameras in the head, microphones,
force&torque sensors, tactile skin, gyroscopes and accelerometers. In addition, there are abso-
lute position encoders in every actuated joint.

Figure 3.3: Force/torque sensors on iCub

Whole-body distributed force&torque sensors play an important role in the estimation of
joint torques and the control the torques at each joint. There are six force&torque(F/T) sen-
sors; one between the shoulder and the elbow on each arm, one between the hip and the knee
and one between the ankle and the foot on each leg, as depicted in Figure 3.3. By using these
sensors, internal forces can be estimated at the joints which in turn can be used to estimate
internal dynamis and external forces.

The framework proposed by [2] for the estimation of internal/external forces on the floating-
base system consists of seperating the whole body kinematic tree of the floating-base into sub-
trees by the location of the F/T sensors. In return, independent kinematic subtrees are obtained
which are also governed by Newton-Euler dynamic equations. Each sensor gives a direct mea-
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surement of the external wrench acting on that body consisting of the subtree. Then by using
these external wrenches in a Newton-Euler force propagation recursion, the joint torques can be
estimated. Hence, a torque controller with joint-torque friction compensation is able to provide
desired torques by using the estimation from the measurement of internal forces and torques.
Tactile skin sensors can also be incorporated into this process to estimate external wrenches
with their accurate locations and this is an ongoing work too.

Specifications of the humanoid iCub can also be summarized as in the table below[3].

Height 104cm

Weight 23-25 kg

Sensors Stereo Cameras, microphones, encoders, force/torque sensors, tactile
sensors (capacitive) fingertips and skin on upper body and arms,
gyroscopes, accelerometers

Actuators Large joints as e.g. the shoulder (brushless motors, 150W), small
joints as e.g. hands (DC motors). 54 motors in total

Power 220/110V AC, tethered via 48-12V power supply

Computing (On-board) 20 microcontroller boards for movement, 16 boards for sensors and
a Pentium duo for data acquisition and synchronization.

Computing (Off-board) a cluster with 30-40 cores and GPU processing and more if needed

Software (On-board) Debian Linux.

Software (Off-board) any of Windows, Linux, MacOs in any combination depending on
the configuration/user needs.

Software middleware controlling the cluster and the robot called
YARP

Degrees of Freedom 53 motors controlling 76 joints

Structure and Materials Mostly Ergal (aluminum alloy), steel and plastic

Cost Latest configuration about 250.000 Euros

Year Started 2004, first release 2008

Location Genoa, Rome, Lyon, Paris, Barcelona, Munich, Bielefeld, London,
Plymouth, Aberystwyth, Lisbon, Urbana-Champaign and Ankara
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3.3 iCub Software for Simulations

Being an open-source research platform that is used in more than 20 different locations
around the world, iCub project is maintained by a large research community. This way, it is
easy to access and even contribute to any materials on research related to iCub.

Figure 3.4: Simulating iCub in Gazebo (left) & Matlab (right)

Besides the real experimental platform, the humanoid iCub can also be simulated and switch-
ing between simulations and the real platform does not require a lot of effort. Simulations could
previously be done by using Gazebo. However because of the complexity of the robot model and
a lack of freedom on customization of the Gazebo simulator, force&torque control simulations
could not be done properly, even if they were very simple tasks and they were also previously
validated on the real robot. For this reason, a software package using Matlab is developed,
to which this internship project also contributed. It is still under development but it was ex-
tensively used for prototyping purposes and it will be explained in Section 5.3: Simulation
Environment.

To be able work on iCub either through simulations or on one of the real platforms, certain
packages of software needs to be installed and this can be done by following the instructions
in Wiki page for the iCub [4] and packages’ related repositories on GitHub3. Any one of the
Linux, Mac OS X or Windows operating systems can be used. During this project, Linux-based
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS was used.

One of the core component of the related software is the software library iDynTree which
is used to obtain the estimated joint torques and external wrenches in an efficient, generic and
easy way. The library uses the kinematic information and the data from force&torque sensors
to do the estimations with methods from [5, 6]. Another core software is YARP (Yet Another
Robot Platform)[Metta et.al.2006] which is a middleware used for decoupling the all the software
modules and devices cleanly. By using different connection types, it allows creating a collection
of programs that communicate in a peer-to-peer way. It is also free and open-source. All the
other related software necessary to be able to work with iCub is available with instructions to

3https://github.com/
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install at the iCub Wiki[4].

Currently, the balancing controller for the iCub is tested on the real robot using Matlab
Simulink. The WBI Toolbox in Simulink that comes along with the iCub software consists
of Simulink blocks that provide the robot dynamics, kinematics, measurments etc. to be able
to compute desired joint torques within a controller. Being able to design the controller in
Simulink makes it easier for the researchers to understand, debug and modify them. However,
it should be noted that using Simulink creates extra computational effort and this process can
be done a lot faster using C/C++ implementations of the controllers. Considering that the
current control loop in Matlab is processed at 10 ms (i.e. at a frequency of 100 Hz), which
suggests that the speed of the control loop can not be counted on for highly dynamical tasks.
However, for the balancing task, this frequency proves to be sufficient for now. Also there is an
ongoing work on the implementaion of the controllers into C/C++.

Figure 3.5: WBI Toolbox in Simulink
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Chapter 4

Balancing with Force and Posture
Control

In this chapter, the balancing task for a biped humanoid will be explained by related concepts
and conditions. Then, a method which is based on the TSID (Task Space Inverse Dynamics)
framework by [7] to balance a biped humanoid robot is explained. This method also forms the
basis for the new controller with torque minimization which is the result of this project and will
be explained in the next chapter.

4.1 Concepts and Conditions Related to Balancing Stability

To ensure stability during the balancing task, there are some conditions related to the feet
contact forces (contact wrenches) that can be imposed as necessary while computing desired
feet contact forces.

4.1.1 Friction Cone

Due to the friction coefficient between the surfaces of a planar contact, there is limit tan-
gential force that can be supported by the contact until slippin occurs. If this happens with
a humanoid robot, it would mean that the contact position changes and while the contact is
not constrained in the directions it was previously, the state of the controller must change in
order to operate successfully. For the balancing task, we want to keep the feet at their initial
configurations at all times and since we will control the contact wrenches at the feet (from
now on ’feet contact forces’), we must choose the desired feet contact forces in accordance with
conditions of none slipping.

Friction cones can be used for this purpose, where the net force acting on the contact is
desired to be kept inside a cone of friction, the cone angle of which is defined by the friction
coefficient.

4.1.2 Support Polygon

The support polygon(SP) of a robot describes the minimal convex hull that can be formed
around and thus including contact points of the robot.

4.1.3 Zero Moment Point (ZMP)

Zero moment point (ZMP) can be described as the tipping point where a planar contact’s
resultant wrench (force and moment) can be described with a force and moment couple where
the net tangential moment is zero. If this point is outside the support polygon, meaning that
the resultant contact wrench can be replaced by the same force and zero moment at a location
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where it is outside the edges of a contact or the area supported in the case of multiple contacts,
then there would be tipping over the edge closest to the ZMP. If zero moment point is on the
edge of the support polygon, then

4.2 Formulation of a Force and Posture Controller

In this section, the force and posture controller based on the TSID framework proposed by
[7] for balancing of the iCub is explained. It will be referred to as the previous controller in the
next chapters.

4.2.1 Centroidal Momentum Derivative

When a floating-base system has external wrenches due to gravitation or contacts, according
to D’Alembert’s principle, the rate of change in angular and linear momenta of the system’s
center of mass are equal to the sum of external moments and forces, respectively. The rate in
linear and angular momenta can be written as;

l̇com = ~Fc +m~g

k̇com = (~pc − ~pcom)× ~Fc + ~Mc

(4.1)

where m is the total mass of the system, g is the gravitational acceleration, l̇com and k̇com
denote the linear and angular momenta of the center mass respectively, ~Fc and ~Mc denote the
force and moment components of the external wrenches at the contact points respectively, ~pc is
the position of the contact and ~pcom is the position of the center of mass.

From τ = ~r × ~f = S(~r)~f , the equation 4.1 can written in a more compact form as;

[
l̇com
k̇com

]
=

[
I 0

S(~rc) I

][
~Fc
~Mc

]
+

[
m~g
0

]
(4.2)

where S(·) denotes the skew symmetric matrix operator and ~rc = ~pc − ~pcom denote the
relative position of the contact point with respect to the center of mass.

For the two contacts case, similarly;

[
l̇com
k̇com

]
=

[
I 0 I 0

S( ~rc1) I S( ~rc2) I

]



~Fc1
~Mc1
~Fc2
~Mc2


+

[
m~g
0

]
(4.3)

Then the rate of change in the spatial centroidal momentum of the system can be written
as;

Ḣcom = Afc + fgrav (4.4)

where we defined,

• The vector containing the external wrenches on multiple contact points:




~Fc1
~Mc1
~Fc2
~Mc2


 ∈ R12 as

the spatial feet contact forces fc =

[
fleft
fright

]
(we omit the vector notation for simplicity),
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• The summation matrix for the forces and moments:

[
I 0 I 0

S( ~rc1) I S( ~rc2) I

]
∈ R6×12 as

A matrix,

• The spatial force acting the system due to gravity:

[
m~g
0

]
∈ R6 as fgrav.

We know that for the center of mass, the linear momentum derivative can also be written
as,

l̇com = mp̈com (4.5)

Hence if we can control the rate of change in the linear momentum of the center of mass,
we can control the acceleration and therefore velocity and position of the center of mass. Ad-
ditionally, since this is a humanoid, not a free-floating contactless robot, we are interested in
minimum angular momentum. Hence we can define the desired rate of change in the spatial
centroidal momentum to achieve desired accelerations of the center of mass and minimize the
angular part as,

Ḣ∗ =

[
l̇∗com
k̇∗com

]
=

[
mp̈∗com
−Khkcom

]
(4.6)

To follow a reference trajectory pdcom(t) with continuous first and second derivatives ṗdcom(t) ,
p̈dcom(t), the desired acceleration can be chosen as,

p̈∗com = p̈dcom −Kp(pcom − pdcom)−Kd(ṗcom − ṗdcom) (4.7)

where pcom and ṗcom denote the position and the linear velocity of the center of mass in
Cartesian space respectively, Kp and Kd are matrices with positive terms on the diagonal
which denote the proportional and derivative gains on the position and velocity errors in three
directions. The position of the center of mass is available via forward kinematics and the linear
velocity of the center of mass can be acquired by, ṗdcom =

[
I3×3 03×3

]
Jcom(q)T v, where Jcom

is the jacobian for the center of mass and v is the derivative of the generalized coordinates.

Finally, we can define the Ḣ∗ which will help in achieving desired center of mass trajectory
and minimizing angular momentum, from Equations 4.6 and 4.7 as,

Ḣ∗ =

[
m
(
p̈dcom −Kp(pcom − pdcom)−Kd(ṗcom − ṗdcom)

)

−Khkcom

]
(4.8)

4.2.2 Desired Contact Forces

Recall Equation 4.4 from the previous subsection defining the rate of change in spatial
momentum of the center of mass of the robot,

Ḣ = Afc + fgrav (4.9)

where fc denotes the vector containing the contact forces fleft and fright on left and right
feet respectively; fgrav denotes the gravitational forces acting on the robot due to its mass; A
denotes the matrix that relates the spatial feet contact forces to the rate of change in spatial
centroidal momentum which is denoted as Ḣ.

A desired trajectory of the center of mass can be achieved by setting a desired time derivative
of the centroidal momentum and computing the desired contact forces accordingly. Hence, 4.4
needs to be solved with respect to fc.
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Af∗c = Ḣ∗ − fgrav (4.10)

For the case of both feet in contact with the ground, A matrix is a rectangular matrix
(m = 6 rows by n = 12 columns with n < m) which does not have a full column rank and the
system is indeterminate, meaning that there are infinite number of solutions to the problem
above (4.10). We can formulate it as an optimization problem,

f∗c = arg min
f
||Ḣ∗ − Ḣ||2 (4.11)

which is subject to Equation 4.9 and the solution of this optimization is given by,

f∗c = A+(Ḣ∗ − fgrav) + (I −A+A)f0 (4.12)

where f0 is an arbitrary vector that is projected into the nullspace of f∗c and A+ is the
Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of A. This solution gives a set of desired feet contact forces
f∗c which would result in the desired rate of change in the centroidal momentum Ḣ∗. If the
arbitrary vector f0 is taken as a zero vector, we get,

f∗c = A+(Ḣ∗ − fgrav) (4.13)

which gives the minimum norm solution for fc.

4.2.3 Desired Joint Torques

Recall the equations of motion of the humanoid robot from Section 2.4 as,

M(q)v̇ + h(q, v) = ST τ + JTc (q)fc

Jc(q)v̇ + J̇cv = 0
(4.14)

where M(q) is the inertial mass matrix, h(q, v) is the vector containing the bias forces, S is
the selector matrix

[
0, I25x25

]
, Jc is the jacobian matrix for the contact points and fc is the

vector containing contact forces.

While omitting the dependencies on q and v for simplicity, v̇ from Equation 4.14 can be
obtained as,

v̇ = M−1(ST τ + JTc fc − h) (4.15)

then substituting above expression into the constraint part of Equation 4.14 and leaving τ
on one side,

JcM
−1ST τ = JcM

−1(h− JTc fc)− J̇cv (4.16)

Due to the fact that JcM
−1ST does not have full column rank, the above expression does

not have a unique but a set of solutions for τ , similar to Equation 4.10. Hence, it can be solved
for τ as,

τ∗ = Λ+
(
JcM

−1(h− JTc f∗c )− J̇cv
)

+Nττ0

with Λ = JcM
−1ST , Nτ = (I − Λ+Λ)

(4.17)

where Λ+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of Λ, Nτ is the null-space projector matrix, τ0
is an arbitrary vector.
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In the TSID framework by [7], the task of controlling the forces at the contacts is done
with the highest priority and any secondary tasks such as motion and posture can be done
by exploiting the null-space of the primary control task. The above expression for the desired
joint torques is derived such that the forces at the contacts match closely to the desired values
and the null-space of this solution can be exploited bu setting the arbitrary vector τ0 for any
secondary task, which in this case will the postural task.

With the task of controlling the contact forces at the feet, we ensure the controlled movement
and position of the center of mass of the robot. However, this task can be achieved by infinitely
many joint configurations. Hence, to keep joint position at acceptable regions, we have to impose
a postural task to make each joint withstand the external forces due to the contacts and gravity
and stay close to a desired position. At the joint level, this can be done by considering the
generalized forces and forces due to the contacts acting on the joints along with a feedback on
position to impose impedance for the joints as they move away from their desired values which
form the desired posture for the robot. Hence the arbitrary vector τ0, that will be projected
onto the null-space of the force control task, can be defined as;

τ0 = S
(
g(q)− Jc(q)T f∗c

)
−Kimp(qj − q0) (4.18)

where S is transpose of the selector matrix as in Equation 4.14 to choose only joint related
terms, g(q) is the vector of generalized forces,Jc(q) is the contact Jacobian, fc is the feet contact
forces, Kimp is a diagonal matrix containing the gains for the impedance behavior for each joint
and q0 is the desired joint configuration which is fixed as the initial configuration for now.

4.2.4 The Control Law

From the derivation in the last three subsections, the force and posture control law can be
concisely written as (From Equations 4.8, 4.13, 4.17, 4.18),

τ∗ = Λ+
(
JcM

−1(h− JTc f∗c )− J̇cv
)

+Nττ0

with,
Λ = JcM

−1ST

Nτ = (I − Λ+Λ)

f∗c = A+(Ḣ∗ − fgrav)

Ḣ∗ =

[
m
(
p̈dcom −Kp(pcom − pdcom)−Kd(ṗcom − ṗdcom)

)

−Khkcom

]

τ0 = S
(
g(q)− Jc(q)T f∗c

)
−Kimp(qj − q0)

(4.19)

This controller computes the joint torques necessary in achieving the desired contact forces
in order to control the position of the center of mass for a given trajectory while as a secondary
task, it keeps the posture of the robot close to a desired configuration. However, it is not yet
complete in the sense that it does not include conditions of the contact forces to ensure stability
of the balancing task. This will be addressed in the formulation for a controller which is the
outcome of this project. From now on, the controller described in 4.19 will be referred to as the
previous controller. Simulations and experiments done with this controller will also be presented
in the next chapter to help the analysis and comparison with the new controller which comes
next.
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Chapter 5

Balancing Controller with Torque
Minimization

In this chapter, we present the main outcome of this project which is a balancing force and
posture controller with torque minimization achieved by a new formulation as an optimiza-
tion problem where additional constraints can be imposed. Firstly, we start with the problem
definition in Section 5.1 where we describe the tasks we want to address with this controller.
Following that is the derivation for the new controller in Section 5.2, which has the controller
described in the previous chapter as its starting point (from now on ’the previous controller’).
After the formulation of the new controller, we describe the implementation of the controller to
simulations and the real robot in Section 5.3. Finally, we present and discuss the results from
simulations and experiments in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5, respectively.

5.1 Problem Definition

The previous balancing controller exploits the feet contact forces to change the centroidal
momentum of the robot which results in a desired acceleration of the center of mass as it is
presented in the previous chapter in Section 4.2. However, due to the fact that the problem of
choosing the feet contact forces that result in the desired centroidal momentum derivative does
not have a unique but a set of solutions. Exploiting it can allow us to take into account any
desired constraints at the force and torque level and it can help towards the minimization of
the desired joint torques.

The objective of this project is to improve upon the previous state of the balancing con-
troller by implementing optimization to minimize joint torques and along the process adding
constraints on contact forces, joint torques and other additional means if necessary, to ensure
that the given motion tasks on the center of mass (CoM) of the robot can be achieved. In the
following subsections, these tasks are defined and how they are going to be addressed in the
derivation of the new formulation for the controller will be discussed briefly. Afterwards, in
Section 5.2, the new controller will be explained in detail.

5.1.1 Balancing Task

The balancing task for the robot will be for the case of both feet touching the ground while
the contacts are assumed to be rigid. In order to keep its balance, the robot feet where the
contacts are present should not slip, lift or rotate in any direction. The conditions that ensure
such stability for the balancing task can be included as constraints on the feet contacts forces
staying within a friction cone which ensure no slipping, and constraints on the zero moment
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point (ZMP)[Vukobratovic and Joricic 1969] resulting from the feet contact forces being inside
the support polygon of the robot which ensure no tipping over. In order to ensure that the
balancing is achieved these constraints must be included in the computation for the desired
contact forces.

5.1.2 Postural Task

Keeping the center of mass of the robot (CoM) at a desired position can be achieved in an
infinite number of configurations with a floating-base system which is a subclass of underac-
tuated systems. Hence to ensure internal stability of the joints and keeping a meaningful and
useful whole body configuration at all times, a postural task needs to be implemented. This is
implemented in the new controller in the same way as it is done in the previous version of the
controller (Equation 4.19), by exploiting the nullspace of the task of generating the desired feet
contact forces as described in Section 4.2.3.

5.1.3 Torque Minimization and constraints

Since there is no unique solution for the feet contact forces that result in achieving the
balancing and postural tasks, this free choice can be exploited to formulate the desired joint
torques as the objective function of an optimization problem. The solution to such a problem
will result in desired feet contact forces that minimize the desired joint torques. Additionally,
the constraints on the feet contact forces and the joint torques will be added to the optimization
problem to ensure a desired execution for the balancing task.

5.2 Controller Design

5.2.1 Desired Contact Forces

Recall the derivation of the desired contact forces in 4.2.2 for the previous controller (4.19),
where the set of solutions to the problem of computing the contact forces to achieve the desired
centroidal momentum derivative,

Ḣ = Afc + fgrav (5.1)

is given as,

f∗c = A+(Ḣ∗ − fgrav) + (I −A+A)f0 . (5.2)

where f∗c denote the vector containing the external wrenches at the contact points (feet
contact forces), Ḣ∗ denotes the spatial centroidal momentum derivative containing the linear
and angular momenta derivative of the center of mass, A is the matrix relating the forces and
moments at the contact points to the momenta derivative, A+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudo
inverse of A, fgrav is the gravitation force acting on the center of mass, (I − A+A) is the null-
space projector matrix and f0 is an arbitrary vector.

The above equation defines the set of possible choices for the contact forces that solves to
problem of achieving a desired rate of change in the spatial centroidal momentum to control the
center of mass for a given trajectory. Although there seems to be many solutions, there are con-
ditions, as described in Section 4.1, that must be considered in the process, to ensure balancing
stability and for this, we can exploit the choice of the the arbitrary vector f0 in Equation 5.2
to make sure that the contact forces are defined with respect to necessary conditions.
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5.2.2 Desired Joint Torques

Recalling the derivation of the desired joint torques in 4.2.3 for the previous controller (4.19),
where the set of solutions to the problem of computing the joint torques that results in achieving
desired contact forces,

JcM
−1ST τ = JcM

−1(h− JTc fc)− J̇cv (5.3)

is given as,

τ∗ = Λ+
(
JcM

−1(h− JTc f∗c )− J̇cv
)

+Nττ0

with Λ = JcM
−1ST , Nτ = (I − Λ+Λ)

(5.4)

where Λ+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of Λ, Nτ is the null-space projector matrix,
τ0 is an arbitrary vector.

We will exploit the null-space projection to impose the secondary task of keeping the robot
posture close to a desired configuration, with the same choice of the arbitrary vector as τ0 as
in the previous controller (4.19),

τ0 = S
(
g(q)− Jc(q)T f∗c

)
−Kimp(qj − q0) (5.5)

For simplicity in the derivation which will follow, we group the terms in τ0 as,

τ0 = mτ0f
∗
c + nτ0 (5.6)

where,

mτ0 = −SJc(q)T and nτ0 = ST g(q)−Kimp(qj − q0)

Substituting the expression for the desired feet contact forces from Equation 5.2 into the
Equation 5.4 with Equation 5.6,

τ∗ = Λ+
(
JcM

−1
(
h− JTc

(
A+(Ḣ∗ − fgrav) + (I −A+A)f0

))
− J̇cv

)

+Nτ

(
mτ0

(
A+(Ḣ∗ − fgrav) + (I −A+A)f0

)
+ nτ0

) (5.7)

By grouping the multipliers of f0 in τ∗,

τ∗ =

[ (
Nτmτ0 − Λ+JcM

−1JTc
)

(I −A+A)

]
f0

+

[ (
Nτmτ0 − Λ+JcM

−1JTc
) (
A+
(
Ḣ∗ − fgrav

))

+Nτnτ0 + Λ+
(
JcM

−1h− J̇cv
)]

τ∗ = Xτf0 + Yτ

(5.8)
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with,

Xτ =
(
Nτmτ0 − Λ+JcM

−1JTc
) (
I −A+A

)

Yτ =
(
Nτmτ0 − Λ+JcM

−1JTc
) (
A+
(
Ḣ∗ − fgrav

))
+Nτnτ0 + Λ+

(
JcM

−1h− J̇cv
)

Let V be a function related to the norm of the joint torques that is to be minimized with
respect to the arbitrary vector f0,

V =
1

2
||τ ||2 (5.9)

Substituting 5.8 into 5.9,

V =
1

2
||Xτf0 + Yτ ||2

=
1

2
(fT0 X

T
τ + Y T

τ )(Xτf0 + Yτ )

V =
1

2

(
fT0 X

T
τ Xτf0 + 2Y T

τ Xτf0 + Y T
τ Yτ

)
(5.10)

The square of the joint torque norm is to be minimized with respect to f0, so by extracting
the terms from the expression 5.10 which are related to the arbitrary vector f0,

Vf0 =
1

2
fT0
(
XT
τ Xτ

)
f0 +

(
XT
τ Yτ

)T
f0 (5.11)

can be recognized as a candidate objective function of an optimization problem where we
minimize the joint torques, with respect to the arbitrary vector f0, which will be used to com-
pute the desired contact forces and related joint torques. Additionally, we want to impose
conditions on the desired contact forces such that the balancing stability is ensured. Since these
conditions are in terms of the feet contact forces, they can be imposed on the optimization
problem as linear inequality constraints for the solution of f0. Hence the optimization problem
can be formulized as a quadratic program the quadratic and linear terms of which are XT

τ Xτ

and the XT
τ Yτ , respectively, as follows,

min
f0

V (f0) =
1

2
fT0
(
XT
τ Xτ

)
f0 +

(
XT
τ Yτ

)T
f0

subject to Aineqf0 ≤ bineq
(5.12)

where the inequality constraints,

Aineq =

[
Afcone
Azmp

]

will be formulated next.
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Inequality Constraints of Feet Contact Forces

Now the conditions of feet contact forces, discussed in Section 4.1 are going to be defined in
terms of f0 to be included in the quadratic program as described by (5.12).

Friction cone can be considered in the optimization as linear inequalities obtained by using
a numerical approximation of the cone via a set of segments and using the angular offsets and
coefficients we can get the linear inequalities on the forces as;

Aineqf f ≤ bineqf ,
where,

Aineqf =




−αi 1 −oicf 0 0 0
... ... ... 0 0 0
αi −1 oicf 0 0 0
... ... ... 0 0 0




bineqf = 0

(5.13)

where i denote the subscript for each approximated point, αi denotes the angular coefficient
of the line between ith and (i+1)th approximation points and cf denotes the friction coefficient.
Aineqf is at each contact where and for two contacts,

Aineqfc =

[
Aineqf 0

0 Aineqf

]
bineqfc =

[
bineqf
bineqf

]
(5.14)

can be used.
For the ZMP conditions we use a simple set of constraints related to the rectangular ap-

proximation of the feet and tipping momments necessary for those dimension.

5.3 Simulation Environment

Matlab1 is used to simulate the balancing task. For this, we used mex-wholebodymodel
project[8] which is a mex-C/C++ interface to the WBI (Whole Body Interface) components
and which allows obtaining forward dynamics from Matlab. The forward dynamics is integrated
over the duration of the simulation by the Matlab function ’ode15s’. The progress of the states
and the contact forces are recorded and these results are then used in the visualizer part to
animate the hole body motion. In the following two subsections, this process is explained in
more detail.

5.3.1 Forward Dynamics

From Chapter 2, recalling the equations of motion of a constrained floating base robot (2.10)
with an additional term,

M(q, v)v̇ + h(q, v)− Jc(q)T fc −Qf = ST τ∗

s.t. Jc(q)v̇ + J̇c(q, v)v = 0
(5.15)

where Qf is added to add frictional effects, disturbances etc. at the joint space to evaluate
the performance of the controller more realistically, if desired.

Taking the inverse of the mass matrix in the first part of 5.15 to obtain v̇,

v̇ = M−1
(
−h+ JTc fc + ST τ∗ +Qf

)
(5.16)

1Matlab R2014a with student licence under TU/e
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And substituting the above expression for v̇ into the constraint part of 5.15,

JcM
−1
(
−h+ JTc fc + ST τ∗ +Qf

)
+ J̇cv = 0 (5.17)

Then we obtain the contact forces due to the contacts, which are assumed to be rigid, as,

fc =
(
JcM

−1JTc
)−1

(
JcM

−1(h− ST τ∗ +Qf )− J̇cv
)

(5.18)

For the integration of the forward dynamics, we form the vector,

x =

[
q
v

]
(5.19)

with,

q =



pbase
Qbase
qj


 ∈ R3+4+25 v =



ṗbase
wbase
q̇j


 ∈ R3+3+25

where pbase is the position of the floating base, Qbase is the orientation of the floating base
in terms of quaternions, qj is the joint angular positions, q̇j is the joint angular velocities and
ṗbase and wbase are the linear and the angular velocities of the floating-base respectively.

By forming the derivative of x as below, note that q̇ 6= v,

ẋ =

[
q̇
v̇

]
=




ṗbase
Q̇base
q̇j
v̇


 (5.20)

where Q̇base is obtained by calculating the quaternion derivative from wbase and Qbase as,

Q̇base =
1

2

[
0 −wTbase
w −S(wbase)

]
Qbase + (1− |Qbase|)Qbase

where also a numerical trick is used to make the norm of the Qbase equal to 1.

Substituting Equation 5.18 and Equation 5.16 into Equation 5.20,

ẋ =




ṗbase
Q̇base
q̇j

M−1
(
−h+ JTc

(
JcM

−1JTc
)−1

(
JcM

−1(h− ST τ∗ +Qf )− J̇cv
)

+ ST τ∗ +Qf

)


 (5.21)

To create the forward dynamics, all the other necessary terms such as M , h, Jc and J̇cv in
the forward dynamics part and g, H, Jcom, pcom, pright required specially for the controller to
compute desired joint torques, are obtained by using mex-wholebodymodel interface.

We can then integrate ẋ over time to evaluate the states of the floating base robot with rigid
contacts as described in 5.15 and desired torques obtained from the control law described by
5.8 where the arbitrary vector f0 is obtained by the optimization problem 5.12. The integration
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function ’ode15s’, which solves stiff differential equations and differential algebraic equations
with variable order method, seems to be the most efficient one to use compared to fixed order
and non-stiff solvers, for our purpose.

After the integration, the states at each time step is stored and the movement of the robot
along with other desired results can be visualized and plotted.

5.3.2 Matlab Visualizer

Figure 5.1: Matlab Visualizer for simulating iCub

The visualizer made in Matlab consists of a graphical user interface (GUI) which can be
used to,

• Run simulations,

• Visualize the results on a robot figure,

• Change simulation parameters such as duration, time step etc. ,

• Edit the m-file where other parameters such as trajectory, controller gains, initial config-
uration etc. are defined and can be edited.

The visualizer along with the forward dynamics and controller implementation are all in-
cluded in mex-wholebodymodel project2 which is open-source.

2https://github.com/robotology-playground/mex-wholebodymodel
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5.4 Results

In this section, several results from simulations and experiments will be presented. Comple-
tion of the primary task of moving the center of mass of the robot with a certain trajectory will
be investigated through the error between desired and achieved trajectories. Task of minimiza-
tion of the torques will be investigated by the norm of the joint torques. In addition, to see the
influence of torque minimization on the feet contact forces, they will be investigated and the
effect on internal torques will be discussed.

5.4.1 Simulations

To observe the minimization of joint torques with the new formulation, the results of three
simulations with the same tasks but different controllers will be presented in this section.

The task for the center of mass of the robot to follow is a sinusodial trajectory with an am-
plitude of 5 cm to the sides (y-direction) and a frequency of 1 rad/s (duration of approximately
6.28 seconds per cycle). Firstly, the previous controller without minimization using f0; secondly,
the current controller with no constraints on optimization and lastly the current controller with
constraints on the contact forces is tested and results are presented as below.

Figure 5.2
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Simulation with the previous controller (without optimization)

Figure 5.3: Simulation with no QP - Feet Contact Forces - left foot forces(upper left) & left foot
moments(lower left) & right foot forces(upper right) & right foot forces(lower right)

From Figure 5.3, it can be seen that during the motion of the center of mass which is periodic
from side to side, there is no significant difference between left and right foot contact forces.
Although the vertical projection of the center of mass moves towards the feet while inside the
support polygon, the desired contact forces are such that similar vertical forces are generated
and it suggest that the controller results in extra internal joint torques to generate such contact
forces even if it is close to being able to support itself on one foot. This can clearly be seen in
the right part of Figure 5.4, where the robot is seen leaning to the sides as a result of the given
task, but the desired resultant linear forces on the feet do not differ based on the projection
of CoM. Additionally, it should be noted that the robot is able to perform the task of CoM
trajectory with minor errors as seen in the lower left part of Figure 5.4 and the impedance task
was also achieved which kept the posture of the robot close to its initial configuration. The
norm of the joint torques of this test is presented in Figure 5.2 by the blue dashed line.

Figure 5.4: Simulation with no QP - Desired (dashed) and Measured (dotted) Center of Mass tra-
jectories(upper left) & Error in CoM trajectory(lower left) & Snapshots of the robot from the test with
contact forces as blue arrows(right)
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Simulation with the new controller (with optimization)

Figure 5.5: Simulation with QP - Feet Contact Forces - left foot forces(upper left) & left foot mo-
ments(lower left) & right foot forces(upper right) & right foot forces(lower right)

With the new controller, as explained in Section 5.2, desired feet contact forces are based on
the minimization of joint torques. As a result of the new formulation, difference between right
and left feet contact forces is observed as seen in Figure 5.5, as opposed to the previous test’s
results in Figure 5.3. Comparing also with the trajectory plot in the Figure 5.6, the desired
vertical forces on both feet are oppositely harmonious with the periodic motion of CoM. In
other words, as the robot leans to one side, the new controller results in a desired vertical force
on that corresponding foot greater than the other one, as it can also be seen by the blue arrows
depicting net feet contact forces in Figure 5.6’s right side. In Figure 5.2, the joint torque norm
of this test can be found (dashed red) and it can clearly be seen that the minimization of the
joint torques is achieved. It is also interesting to note that the instances when both norms get
close to each other are when the robot’s CoM position is crossing the center of both feet and
the minimization factor is maximum when the CoM is at the extremes.

Figure 5.6: Simulation with QP - Desired (dashed) and Measured (dotted) Center of Mass trajec-
tories(upper left) & Error in CoM trajectory(lower left) & Snapshots of the robot from the test with
contact forces as blue arrows(right)
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Simulation with the new (with optimization and a strict constraint)

Figure 5.7: Simulation with QP and a strict constraint - Feet Contact Forces - left foot forces(upper
left) & left foot moments(lower left) & right foot forces(upper right) & right foot forces(lower right)

To clearly observe how imposing a constraint will affect the completion of the task when it
becomes active, a strict constraint on the desired contact moment in x-direction (Mx∗) along
with other constraints formulated in Section 5.2.2 is introduced. With the use of quadratic
programming, minimal joint torques and feet contact forces that satisfy these constraints can
be found if the constraints allow such solution. As seen in Figure 5.7, a limit of 4 Nm on |M∗

x |
is achieved and the motion task along with impedance task (Figure 5.8) is achieved in a similar
way to the previous tests. However, relying on QP for a solution under such a strict constraint
is not desirable for it increases the computational load in an unpredictable way for each control
loop. Still this test is important, because regarding the side stepping and walking tasks in
the future, an attempt to find a solution to achieve the task and which is also satisfied by the
constraints may allow to anticipate when a recovery action such as a side step will be necessary.
Additionally, in Figure 5.2, a strict constraint becoming active seems to minimize the torques
although it is actually due to the change in achieved CoM trajectory which is slightly different.

Figure 5.8: Simulation with QP and a strict constraint - Desired (dashed) and Measured (dotted)
Center of Mass trajectories(upper left) & Error in CoM trajectory(lower left) & Snapshots of the robot
from the test with contact forces as blue arrows(right)
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5.4.2 Experiments on the Robot (iCubGenova01)

Experiments are done on the robot iCubGenova01 (’black iCub’ ) which is currently in IIT,
Genova, Italy. Here, the results from tests with two kinds of trajectory tasks for the CoM
carreid out with the previous and the new controller are presented.

Figure 5.9: The Black iCub - iCubGenova01

The first task is keeping the CoM at
the initial configuration (constant trajectory).
This task is tested with the previous and the
new controller. Feet contact forces and CoM
trajectories are presented seperately whereas
the the joint torque norms are presented to-
gether. It should be noted that for about 10
seconds initially, the robot is not disturbed
and after about 10 seconds from the start, ex-
ternal disturbances are introduced in the or-
der of a downward push on the left arm, a
downward push on the right arm, a downward
push on both arms and a backwards push on
the torso. The measured forces and torques
are included in the results to compare them
with the desired values eventhough there is no
feedback law relating them in the controller.
This is done to test the robustness of such a
force and posture controller which does not
use the error between desired and measured forces and torques and this also allows to evalu-
ate motor joint torque control and the whole body estimation of joint torques and contact forces.

The second task is a periodic trajectory given to the CoM, but the parameters defining the
task for the new controller is slightly different. During tests, it was seen that with the previous
controller, the robot is not able to achieve a movement of 3 cm for its CoM to the sides, even if
it is a minimum-jerk trajectory generated using the results of [Pattacini 2010]. Hence we were
able to test periodic motions with amplitudes only smaller than 3 cm and we tested the previous
controller with 2.5 cm of amplitude and with a frequency of 0.3 Hz (duration of approximately
3.3 seconds per cycle). Then for the new controller we present the results of a task with an
amplitude of 4 cm with a frequency of 0.25 Hz.

Figure 5.10
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Experiment with the previous controller (no optimization) for constant trajectory

Figure 5.11: Experiment with no QP - Desired (dashed) and Measured (dotted) Feet Contact Forces
- left foot forces(upper left) & left foot moments(lower left) & right foot forces(upper right) & right foot
forces(lower right)

First 10 seconds in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, the robot keeps its CoM at its initial position with
minor errors, with the previous controller. To test if it is also robust to external disturbances,
after 10 seconds, the robot is disturbed from its arms and torso. After each disturbance, the
measured contact forces are observed to converge to their desired values and the error CoM
trajectory is minimized after the external disturbances. Eventhough the controller does not
have any information about these newly introduced contacts, it reacts in a safe manner just to
achieve desired contact forces and joint torques rather than positions, which is an advantage
of using such force and postural control framework. Additionally in Figure 5.15, the norm of
the desired and the estimated joint torques from this test is depicted with the blue line and the
blue dotted line, respectively. Mismatch is seen between the desired and estimated torques and
currently the estimation process is still under development.

Figure 5.12: Experiment with no QP - Desired (dashed) and Measured (dotted) Center of Mass
trajectories(upper left) & Error in CoM trajectory(lower left) & Snapshots of the robot from the test
with contact forces as blue arrows(right)
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Experiment with the new controller (with optimization) for constant trajectory

Figure 5.13: Experiment with QP - Desired (dashed) and Measured (dotted) Feet Contact Forces -
left foot forces(upper left) & left foot moments(lower left) & right foot forces(upper right) & right foot
forces(lower right)

In this test with the new controller with torque minimization, the task is the same as the
previous test (constant trajectory of CoM in the center). The aim is to observe the motion and
contact forces in the cases of without and with external disturbances. The feet contact forces
in Figure 5.13 and the CoM trajectory and its error in Figure 5.14 show that during the no
disturbance phase in the initial 10 seconds, the robot does not move and it keeps its CoM at
the desired position with a minor error. Also when the robot is disturbed, as the robot posture
changes, desired contact forces changes and the deflection of the CoM can also be seen in the
error plot. However, errors are not kept constant and as the contacts are released, error CoM
position gets smaller again. As in the previous test, we see the advantage of using a force and
posture controller as it allows the robot have safe interactions with its environment even if it
is not aware of these interactions as external disturbances. Also the minimization of torques
can be seen in Figure 5.10, where the norm of desired joint torques from this test is depicted in
red which is below the norm of the torques from the previous test most of the time even under
external disturbances.

Figure 5.14: Experiment with QP - Desired (dashed) and Measured (dotted) Center of Mass trajec-
tories(upper left) & Error in CoM trajectory(lower left) & Snapshots of the robot from the test with
contact forces as blue arrows(right)
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Experiment with the previous controller (no optimization) for periodic trajectory

Figure 5.15: Experiment with no QP - Desired (dashed) and Measured (dotted) Feet Contact Forces
- left foot forces(upper left) & left foot moments(lower left) & right foot forces(upper right) & right foot
forces(lower right)

In this test, a task of periodic motion of CoM with an amlitude of 2.5 cm and 0.3 Hz is given
to the robot using the old controller. Resulting desired feet contact forces in Figure 5.15 are
in a harmony with the task and with each other too, meaning that regardless of the direction
causing a symmetry in the posture of the robot, moving CoM sideways results on desired feet
contact forces that are similar to eachother. However measured feet contact forces show trends
that are opposite to each other in the sense that when vertical force on one foot increases as the
CoM moves to that side, the vertical force on the other foot decreases. Computation of desired
joint torques from such desired contact forces that require more effort and that may or may
not be achievable is suspected to result in unnecessary internal torques. We also suspected that
the reason the robot is not able to move its CoM 3 cm and more to the sides with the previous
control is the generation of internal torques to achieve such contact forces.

Figure 5.16: Experiment with no QP - Desired (dashed) and Measured (dotted) Center of Mass
trajectories(upper left) & Error in CoM trajectory(lower left) & Snapshots of the robot from the test
with contact forces as blue arrows(right)
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Experiment with the new controller (with optimization)

Figure 5.17: Experiment with QP - Desired (dashed) and Measured (dotted) Feet Contact Forces -
left foot forces(upper left) & left foot moments(lower left) & right foot forces(upper right) & right foot
forces(lower right)

In this test3, a task for the motion of CoM with an amplitude of 4 cm and a frequency of
0.25 Hz is given to the robot with the new controller implemented. With the new controller,
the robot is seen to be able to achieve motions that are highly dynamic relative to the previous
tasks. As seen in the Figure 5.17, the desired contact forces are now related to the CoM position
and the asymmetry of the robot during the motion. In fact the desired vertical forces seem to
oscillate as the CoM motion progresses but with a different phase from each other. Also from
Figure 5.18’s right part, the norm of joint torques seem to oscillate between similar maximum
and minimum values with the previous test (Figure 5.16) eventhough the amplitude of motion
is increased from 2.5 to 4 cm.

Figure 5.18: Experiment with QP - Desired (dashed) and Measured (dotted) Center of Mass trajec-
tories(upper left) & Error in CoM trajectory(lower left) & Snapshots of the robot from the test with
contact forces as blue arrows(right)

3The measured data (dotted) should be ignored for this experiment. It is due to non-real time operation of
two computers collecting data and it will be explained in the next section.
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5.5 Discussion

Experimental results showed that with the new formulation of the desired contact forces
that relate to the minimization of desired joint torques allows the robot to complete CoM tasks
which it was not able to. As we examined for both controllers the desired feet contact forces
and resultant joint torque norms, we saw that with the new formulation, the desired contact
forces are computed differently which results in a better joint torque distribution among the
robot, helping in minimizing the torques as well as moving in a more relaxed and flexible way.

Although the new controller helped in exposing the mechanical capabilities of the robot,
there are some issues about the implementation on the experimental setup. Firstly we have
noted that neither in the old nor the new controller, there is no feedback from measured con-
tact forces inside the controller. In a way, it relies on the fact that the modeling of the robot and
the estimation of the internal wrenches and joint torques are accurate and thus it is possible to
accurately compute joint torques that will result in desired contact forces. During the experi-
ments and analysis, we mostly refer to the desired values given by the controller, because it is
observed in several cases that the desired and the estimated joint torques differ depending on
the current states of the robot. This is an ongoing work carried out by the group and for now it
proves to be sufficient for balancing task. Since there is no feedback law for the contact forces,
differences between measured and desired contact forces only helps in our analysis to show that
with such a framework, despite the uncertainties in the estimation of forces and torques, bal-
ancing on both feet and motion tasks for CoM can be achieved even under external disturbances.

The frequency of the high and low level control loops is an important issue that can have
a significant effect on the whole body force and postural control. The frequency that is used
during testing is 100 Hz (10 ms per loop). With the implementation of the optimization under
constraints, unless it is given a challenging task that require a faster motion and activate the
constraints, the robot could be controlled at the same frequency of 100 Hz with the optimization
too. However this is still slow for controlling a humanoid robot. During tests, we have seen that
when some of the constraints on feet contact forces became active (e.g. when the robot is about
to slip its foot), the quadratic solver required more time for the solution and if the motion task is
challenging, the controller was not able to keep up with the setup in real-time. Additionally, the
joint torque control is done at a high-level where it also has a frequency of 100 Hz. There is an
ongoing work too, to implement this joint torque control along with estimation of joint torques
back into the firmware on the robot which can result in a low-level control with a frequency
higher than that of the high-level control. Also currently the controllers are tested on the robot
by implementing them into Matlab Simulink models. This makes the process easier but also it
creates additional delays in communication and computational effort. That is why during the
tests that are presented in this report, two computers were used to collect data to ease the load
on one. However due to operating in non-real time and different computational loads, there
were differences in the sampling frequencies for both computers. A promising alternative such
as using C/C++ for programming controllers for the robot in an efficient way is an ongoing
work and moving the control part into a more efficient framework can improve in completing
more challenging tasks.

Due to the reasons above, we have gone as far as being able to minimize joint torques based
on the new formulation with quadratic programming, but challenging tasks which would result
in activating some constraints could not be thoroughly tested, because in such cases, the control
loop takes longer than 10 ms, the robot generates jerky motions and it becomes risky as the
robot or the things it can interact can get damaged. For less challenging and slower tasks,
this was no issue. Despite the fact that the challenging tasks were pushing the computational
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effort to the limits, in those cases, the quadratic solver indicates (and therefore the controller
knows) when the constraints are becoming active and the motion is becoming more challenging
(maybe impossible) and decisions on the control side can be made to take an action to recover
from that situation such as a step. Hence, instead of relying on the solution of the optimization
problem that finds the feet contact forces while respecting inequality conditions and minimizing
the torques, it can be used as an indicator to change the control strategy on the go, which can
be useful for the walking task.
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Conclusion

With the implementation of torque minimization via a new formulation as a quadratic
optimization problem for finding the desired contact wrenches and joint torques, it is seen that
the movements of the robot has become more relaxed and easy, such that it can achieve tasks
on moving its center of mass with extents and speeds it was not able to achieve before. Along
with torque minimiation, we implemented in the optimization problem the conditions on feet
contact forces. It was observed that for tasks that we can call less challenging, the controller
was able to follow given tasks that required the quadratic program solver to find proper set of
solutions when the constraints became active. However, for faster motions, which were more
challenging in terms of computational load too, it was not observed. Nevertheless, it is fair to
state that with certain conditions on the operation of the optimization problem, the state of
the control can be monitored and the cases of instabilities due to contact states changing can
be anticipated beforehand and necessary control action can be taken.
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